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A Tribute to Lester (Hank) Talkington
by Lloyd Motz, Aslronomy (Emeritus), Columbia Unlversity
TFm FIRST ISSUE OF ScienceandNature, which grew out of the collaborative efforts of Lester Talkington, Hyman Cohery and myself,
appeared in the fall of 1978. We three had started a discussion group/
the Dialectical Workshop, and as the project grew, with the participation of increasing numbers of scientists, and philosophers and historians of science, the idea of a purnal became ever more attractive to
Talkington and Cohen. Knowing, as an author and subscriber to
various scientific journals, how difficult and costly it is to start a new
journal in this area, I was hesitant about the idea although I agreed
with them that such a iournal was desirable. So persuasive was Talkington, however, that I overcame my skepticism and went along with
my two colleagues. Science and Nature was thus born, with the three
of us as its editorial committee.
If I had known then Talkington's remarkable talents and dedication to our, initially meager, publication project,I should have cast
aside all doubt and accepted the inevitable success of the joumal. By
the time of its third issue Sciezce and Nature had received interna-

tional recognition and acquired an editorial committee of fifteen
known scholars; its list of contributors was global, including outstanding scientists, mathematicians, and philosophers. All of this
stemmed from Talkington's efforts and his own financial resources.
At no point in the development of this journal did Hank doubt that
any issue he was planning would appear, and each issue, with increasing richness, did appear exactly as he had planned it.
How tragic it is, then, that our beloved and self-sacrificing editor
was seriouslyiniured in an automobile accidentonNovember2, 1988
and, after a valiant struggle to survive, died in Nyack Hospital on
February 3,1989. This issue of Science and Natureis, thus, necessarily
incomplete, but, even so, it is a beautiful example of Talkington's
remarkable ability to enrichanissue, not onlyby his excellent editing,
but also by his written contributions. In this issue his paper "On
Contradictions within Scientific Knowledge" presents an analysis of
the contradiction between the subiective and objective aspects of
knowledge suggesting that this contradiction can be resolved, or, at
least, understood by a historical materialist approach. IA/hether we
agree or not, we are stimulated and provoked by papers of this
caliber. This should be the role of journals such as Science and Nature,
for they must be the conscience of the scientific community. That our
journal has been such is a great tribute to Talkington's genius.
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To Be or Not to Be Formal?

On trends in the status of dialectical Iogic:
A brief study of Lefebvre, llyenkov and Wald
interpretation of antinomies and dialectical contradictions").

Claude M.J. Braun
Dept. of Psychology, University of Quebec in Montreal
Montreal, P.Q., Canada H3C 3P8

WE BEGIN our survey of this legacy with the earliest published of the
3 treatises, that of Lefebvre, upon which we shall

dwell quite briefly

WrrH R CouureRvtEw By Lesren TRlrrruororu:
Oru rHe HeuRrslc Role or Drelecrrcel Loorc

HENRILEFEBVRE'S
Ev
published inRussian
inFrenchin 1939.

pubtished

briginally
Dialecticil

logtcl1975l was presumably first published or at least composed
Romanian.

in

amounts to a defence of Marx's early writings against Stalinist
dogmatism (and thematureMan<'s and Lenin's "hyPostatization" of
dialectical logic) and of historical materialism against an overly
schematic, rigid, simplified "dialectic of nature".
Here, Lefebvre's exposition parallels his interest in the concern of

Lefebvre says that Marx' s Economic and Philosophical Manuscipt of
1844 "rejects dialectical logic only to accept the theory of alienation"

tp. 651. In short Lefebwe's plea was for a dialectical materialism
which does not function as a doctrine or "dogma" but as an "invesuld be
tigation", an openWhat
no dialectical logic

then was the

dif

logic?

Lefebvre's substantive conhibution at this level was to elaborate
what he considered the two central categories of dialectical logic,
namely content versus form and concreteness versus abstraction:
(a) The

materialist dialectic accords the primary explicitly to thecontent.

:';l:,ff Itrt"#'*;i:i,::lx::l
exhaustit)determinesthought.

aspiringtodef\neltapioiand

O) The materialist dialectic is an analysis of the movement of this

Not surprisingly, th
tance fromprofessional
ered ancl continue to co

content, and a reconstruction of the total movement. It is thus a method
concrete totality-for each
me it is a synthetic method
total movement. It does not

Lenindidnotmakeany

,

orto mere analogies, butto

laws of development tp.1021.
Page
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To summarize, Lefebwe's position is that 1) the construction of a
systemof dialectical logic isfutileand mustbelimited to a,dialectical

more strongly than its equal efstence in both tpp. 349-3501'

writes
of
structures

Ilyenkov

"objective laws

gealed"
"specific" ones.

the
on-

or

again we find a Marxist philosopher struggling with the
-. _F !"-."
difficult
legacybequeathed by Mari and L6nin.

consider to be

eofLefebvre's
carriesfurther

The ideal is
outside thin
the socially

things, but existing
ive practice, i'e', it is

activity...[p. 2501'

It is clear that the ideal, i.e. the active form of social man's activity, is
immediately embodied, or as it is now fashionable to say, is "coded", in
the form ofihe neuro<erebral structures of the cortex of the brain, i.e.
quite materially. But the material being of the ideal is not itself ideal but
dnly the form'of its expression in the-organic body of the individual
1p.2671.
.

rrn over content, a
roiect of building a
, a dialectical logic as
ns.

HENRI WALD also believes in the possibility of a system of dialectical
Page
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Problems remalnlng to be solved
The following are problems which have not been raised directly
by the authors reviewed, but which, in the opinion of the reviewer,
will necessarily emerge and will require resolution as a condition for
the further development of dialectical logic.
1. Several contemporary Marxist authors agree with Wald's
definition of dialectical logic [Konstanttnov et aI. 197 4, 239 ;Rosenthal

x'3:?i[[r"ffl.1*:l:

of dialectics and its subdiripline, dialectical logic. Nevertheless, a great deal of attention
will have to be paid to the issue of terminology and other aspects of
exposition such as the nature of examples provided. In particular, it
should be realized that simple bi-polar oppositions and their associated dialectical contradictions (therefore, objects of dialectical logic)
analyzedby the Marxist forefathers are no t and cannot be gengralized
as prototypes for all cognition! It is important therefore that a more
exhaustiveand balanced matrix of types of change and motion,based
on all the modern sciences be considered as a base for the further
improvement of Marxist dialectical philosophy. It is incredible, that
to this day, most high ranking Marxist philosophers (and philosophical collectives) continue to use terms such as "development", "lower

to highel', "external to internal" to

det'ine the object

of dialectical

logic, though in reality, those terms apply only in a metaphoric sense.

This poetic mode of thinking about dialectical logic is definitely a
problem to be overcome if a positive building phase is to be ushered
in. If dialectical logic is the investigation of the laws of danelopment of
correct thought, as many contemporary authors propose, does this
not imply: That correct thought unfolds as a living thing, i.e., contains
the full prototype of itshighestelaboration in it'shistorical insemination, as a
That ther
determin
thought i
Might it be suggested that there is no histoical "developmenf' of
thought whatsoever? Might it be recalled that though criteria of truth
have been adopted world-wide in the scientific realm, this does not
apply to thought of any non-scientific sort? Is it too boorish to remind

t
(

descent into the abstract and the latter as the ascent to the concrete

("Afterword," se{ond German edition of Capital). There are as-

Page
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suredly many aspects to this distinction but, for the purpose of this
review, the one worth mentioning is that it is the presentation, the
finished polished multi-faceted synthesis of Marx's Capital, which is
most commonly associated with dialectical logic at the expense of the
more analytic, abstract, arid, investigative work so evident in the first
6 chapters of Capital.
Marx wrote of the arent to the concrete that "it may appear as if
we had before us a mere a prioiconstruction". This, or arr a post eioi
tracing, an empty shell of the a piori construction, is indeed not only
what the edifice of dialectical logic might looklike,but what it might
in fact be, if it is to be built on the basis of dogmatism rather than
rational criteria. For if just anybody sets out, even with the best of
intentions, to write the system of laws of the development of all correct thought, he,/she will be soon intellectually lapidated, as was
Auguste Comte when he published his positivistic anthropology of
cognition composed of a 3-rung historicodevelopmental ladder
(mysticism, theism and positivism). Comte's scheme, which was
immediately ridiculed by his contemporary community of philosophers, including Marx, suffers from the typical tendency of positivism to hypostatize a linearconcept of biological growth and historical
evolution,logic and phylogeny, and logic and so called social "progress". Surely, contemporary Marxists will not be so naive in their own
attempts to make sense of the history of thought. Furthermore, how
far can we really be expected to get in such a venture?
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Ilyenkov, Evan V. 7974 Dialectical Logic. Moscow: Progress 7977 .
Frolov, Ivan T. 7984 A Dictionary of Philosophy. New York: International.
Konstantinov, F.Y., et al. 1974 Funilamentals ol Marxist-Izninist Philosophy.
Moscow: Progress.
Lefebwe, Henri 1939 Dialectical Materialism. 1951 Foreword by author.
London: Jonathan Cape Ltd, 1958.
Lenin, V.L l9l5 Philosophical Notebooks. Moscow: Progress 1972 (vol.38 of
Collecled Work).
Marr; Karl 7844 Economic and Philosophic Manusuipts. ln Marx-Engels
Collected Works,vol3. New York: International 1975. pp.229-353.
Morary Philip 1982 On the interpretation of antinomies and contradictions.
ln Diakctical Contradiclions: Contemporary Marxist Discussions, E. Marquit, P. Moran & W.H. Truitt (Eds). Minneapolis: Marxist Educa-tional
Press, pp. 95-726.
Rosenthal, M., & Yudin, P.7957 Dictionary of Philosophy. Moscow: Progress.
Wald, Henri 1975 Introduction to Dialectical Logic. Amsterdam: Gruner.

On the Heuristlc Role of Dialectical Logic
Txe CoururERvrEw oF LEsTEB Talxtrueroru:
WITHIN the body of Marxist theory, dialectical logic represents an
area of confusion and contention where Claude Braun and I have
debated our opposing views without resolution. I have no quarrel

withhisconclusiononthe

t

disagree strongly oir the d
ing) dialectical logic.
Braun's approach to this question does indeed represent that of a

who really
good many Marxists
Soviet and western
- both
logic as the fundamental-mode for huconsider traditional formal
mary or at le astsciurtific,thought processes and therefore believe that
dialectical logic must conform to that rigorous mode of thought.
My ownapproachis to recognize thatdialectical logic and formal
logic represent a unity of opposites
two contradictory modes of
thought that coeist by necessity since- formal logic has its useful role
but can account for only a lesser part of the actual thought processes
in the human mind. I find myself agreeing with Lefebwe+ on the all
r"mportant point
that dialectical materialism functions not as a
dogma but as "an- open-ended world-view" for the investigator
what I see as a heuristic tool of great value. From this utilitarian
standpoint, the thrust of the proposals by Ilyenkov and Wald seem to
be in the wrong direction.
Let me be more specific about the contradictions between formal
and dialectical logic that provide the basis for this necessary unity of
opposites in the total of human thought:
7) Dinlectical logic is inherently informal, whereas formal logic is
completely dependent on rigorous adherence to the classical rules,
such as the excluded middle. There can be no rigorous rules that
apply toall real-life problems,but the principles of dialectical materialism are very helpful as heuistics
to thinking creatively
- in
-aids its underlying regularities.
the exploration of a problem to dirover
Since there is no useful way to formally codify procedures for
applying materialist dialectics in a heuristic manner, it is inevitable
and even desirable that these principles be applied creatively in a
metaphoric or poeticmanner. (This is an aspect of the humanside of
science that few lay people ever get to know.)
2) Dinlecticallogic deals erplicitly with content,whereas formal logic
must, by definition, ignore the content of premises and propositions.
Certainly, human thought must have some useful mode for dealing
with the content of concrete problems which usually present themselves in some more or less "illogical" form. In fact, sifting through
*I disagreewith Lefebweon various other points, includinghis stresson
the primary of the young Marx' writings.

Page
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and working with the content of a specific problem is the way to
determine the dialectical relationships of itslnternal logic. (While
Mlo, Elgels- and _[,enin certainly criticized Hegel for the idealist
orientation of his dialectical philosophy, they ne"ver failed to credit
him for the achral materialistbrientation in his application of diarectics to material problems.)
- 3) - Dia.lectica! lggic is concenrcd with histoical process, whereas
formal logic is helpless when confronted with phenoirena that undergo qualitative c-harge
It is precisely because dialecti
in t&ms
of contradiction and unity of
advantage of efsting contradic
opment and change in
Moreover, thelogic of di
of a process in order to
present and what's likely to happen in the future.
f o r inf o rmed j ud gment, whereas
nformed judgment as the basis
ises and propositions. Dialectical

ti.olsrrip.sandinteractions,betweeiiH"%"fr"i:i*itr#l::ffi 'S

obviously related. It is the co nbination of histoical ina noustic
approaches that makesdialectical logic far more powerful than the
systems approach as the basis for an informed judgment in the
formulation of a complex problem.
,5) Dinlecticgl-logrc is not a science and neaer prooides formal proof,
whereas formal logic is a science
Dialectical logic seeks its validatio
in itself has nothing to say on the
attention on practical results, dia
theory in touch with material re
dialectics is the enemy of dogmatism, so it is not surprising that
dogmatic_Marxism (e.g., under Stalin) ends up with some distor-ted or
perverted version of dialectical materialism.

complementary mode of thought f
they make up the scientific mode
process in which the dialectical mode of thought must predominate

lethe
these
+

For more on creativity and the dialectical mode of thought, see Talkington,
"Is the Creative Process Rational?" tS&N No.7/8,7A901.
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THESE SIX POINTS summarize my understanding of the legacy
from Marx, Engels and Lenin on the topic of dialectical logic. It is a
difficult legary since the masters never found time to leave us a
connected statement on the topic. We find some rather casual asides
by Man< in the text of Capital, some notes by Engels in the uncompleted Dialectics of Nature, some annotations to Hegel's l,ogic in
Lenin's PhilosophicalNotebooks,and not much more to point the way.
A great deal of the analysis given above reflects my effort to apply a
general understandingof Marxismto the particularproblemof defining a dialectical logic.
Given theinstitutionalized position of classical formallogic inour
western culture, and the deep distortions of Marism introduced by
Stalin, it is hardly sulprising to find among Marxists an eclectic
confusion of misreadings from this scanty legary. Some of these
misreadings can be seen in the discerning account by Moran [1982] of
Soviet debates over the concept of dialectical contradictions. Some
such misreading probably explains the Soviet trend, seen by Braun,
toward systematizing (formalizing) dialectical logic. From what I
have been able to learn, this is not a dominant trend among Soviet
philosophers today, but only one form that the confusion takes.
However, Moran [1982] says muchthat tends to supportmyviews
on dialectical logic. For instance, he gives an excellent example of the
dialectical mode of thought when he presents two views concerning
the contradiction between appearance and reality. According to
Moran, a dialectician might express this contradiction in the form of
an antinomy: "Appearance is and is not reality." He then cites an
a.lternative nondialectical view: "Appearance is a side of reality, but
not the essence of reality'' [120]. Moran argues that the second view
does not "resolve" the contradiction, which continues to exist objectively and must be taken into account:
Both opposing moments, essence and appearance, are required for the
correct understanding of reality. The only contradiction that is resolved

is our antinomical way of depicting the situation. That is, we make
progress in knowledge and revise our antinomical expression . . .
Antinomies express the struggle of opposites, which is a Permanent
feature of objective reality. . . Thus, the need to discover more fully the
correlation between appearance and essence as a unity of [interpenetratingl opposites is felt as an objective necessity . . .[121]

Braun himself seems to have misread the Afterword of Capital
(second German edition)
one of the rare passages in which Marx
explicitly discussed his dinlectical method, emphasizin g the necessary
contradiction between the (dialectical) process of dirovery and the

-

(formal) method of presentation:
Of course, the method of presentation must differ in form from that of
inquiry. The latter has to appropriate the material in detail, to analyse
its different forms of development, to trace out their inner connexion.

Dialectical Logic:

Counterview Page
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Do Business Executives Also Use Dialectica! Logic?

Blaun quotes part of the above passage and then, in effect, disputes
it by arguing that
the finished polished multi-faceted synthesis of Marx s Capifal. . . is most
commonly associated with dialectical logic at the expense of the more

analytic, abstract, arid, investigative work so evident in the first

5

chapters ofCapital.

Here is surely the crux of the disagreement between us. Braun sees

SuccesfulExecutives Rely on Own Kind of lntelligence
l,Q. con't exploin ochievemenl , but thinking sfyle con.
According to a growing number of psychologists, research
shows that, although the best executives almost always do at least
moderatelywell on I.Q. tests, their rating on these tests is simplynot
the factor that distinguishes those who advance from those who do
not. This caused the psychologists to search for some other way to
measure "practical intelligence."
Their recent research suggests that practical intelligence can be

dialectical logic applying to the "finished polished multi-faceted

for ilecision-making without being ooerwhclmed anil being abb to grasp

Obviously, on the point that Braun disputeq I feel that I'm on the side
of Marx.
Another issue raised by Braun concerns the Lenin annotation of
Hegel's Iogic, which reads in full:

is
develop
develop
Logic

but of the laws of

hings," i.e., of the
world and of its
ccognition, i.e., the sum-total, the conclusion of the History of knowledgeof the world.
Here Lenin contrasted formal logic, which indeed is a "rience of the
external forms of thought," with dialectical logic, which indeed deals
with the laws of development of the entire cbncrete content of the
world. Braun may be right to criticize Lenin for charactering this togic
as a "science," but note the context of Lenin's annotation. First, Lenin
was responding to passages in Hegel tha
about "all natural and spiritual things,"
Second, he used the traditional term "s
new and the old logic. My approach, seeking to preserve both the
spirit and intent of Lenin's annotation, does not treat dialectical logic
as a science like formal logic.
Dialectical logic is best seen as a general and highly useful mode
of thought
in which the time-tested dialectical piinciples provide
- for
heuristic aid
thinking creatively about a non-idealized world.

+

1873

12

for a fictitious company, those who displayed greater cognitive
complexity werebetter

able to make connections between decisions,

and

orchestrated the entire sequence of decisions toward a crucial single
decision. Executives who demonstrated this cognitioe multidimensionality, seeing multiple contuctions anil ansidering longterm consequeflccs,wete also judged, in independent ratings bytheir peers, to
be better planners and more competent decision-makers.
"Multidim-ensional thinking does not make much differencefor
success atlowormiddle-level jobs," said one psychologist.'Butit's

particularly important in an enoironment whcre there b great uncertainty, where an executive's every decision makes all the difference." Among the competencies of a good manager, said another,
is the ability to spot hidden patterns in an array ot' facts. Practical

intelligence is not related to years on the job, said still another: 'Tacit
knowledge is not automatically acquired with years of experience.
ll's what we barn from experbncc, rather than experience per sethal
seems

to matter."

-Abridged

from Daniel Goleman, NY Tines 31 July 1984 [italics added].

TIfiSE PSYCHOLOGISTS are puzzled to find that good executives
are good investigators who, in thinking about their problems, make
use of what Man<ists call spontaneous dialectics
evidenced in the
italicized passages of news report above. No matter what it's called,
materialist dialectics provide a logic or mode of thought that does
enhance practical intelligence. Marxists have long known this is true
in politics, science, etc. Why not in the executive suite too? (The
research also found good executives treat their underlings better.)

-

Afterword to the second German editionof Capital [NY: Interna-

tional7957, i,
Page

relationships betwen rapidly changing eoents.
In a simulation where executives spent hours making decisions

l9l
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of "falsifiable" propositions, however, practicing scientists employed

On Negation of the Negations

The Attack on Mead and the
Dialectics of Anthropology

Gordon Welty
Sociology/Anthropology. Wright State University
Dayton OH 45435

A REVIEW ESSAY

controversy by Lowell Holmes 11,9871, a valuable intervention that
provides answcrs to a number of these questions, especially those
relating to professional and substantive issues. Their [wo books are

this methodological strategy in their research. A good example in
1920s social science was BronislawMalinowski's Sex and Reprasion in
Primitiae Society [1953], where he reported that the "Oedipal complex" among Trobriand Islanders focused on the mother/s brother,
i.e. the uncle, rather than the child's father. The Freudianism of Tofem
and Taboo had maintained that specific tensions between child and
father were present in each and every culture [cf. Jones 1951]. Malinowski's findings thus served to "falsi$" the universalistic pretensions of psychoanalytic doctrine [cf. Griinbaum 19&[, ch. 1].
Another example of such research was Margaret Mead's Coming
of Age in Samoa 119281, where she held that adolescence was not an
especially difficult period of a Samoan girl's life. Holmes, with extensive field experience in American Samoa, says: '1 confirm Mead's
conclusion that it was undoubtedly easier to come of age in Samoa
than in the United States in 1 925" 17987 : 1 03; cf. 1 731. Since biologistic
doctrine had maintained that the storm and stress of adolescence was
physiologically (hormonally) determined, the universalistic pretensions of biologism were thus "falsified" by Mead's findings. And
Mead thereupon initiated a long series of studies questioning the

universalityof sucha conception of adolescence [cf. Offer,1959: 181].
INDEED, the use of "falsifiable" propositionsby practicing scientists
and, even more relevant for our purposes, their methodologically
self-conscious attempts to "disconfirm" scientific theories long antedate even Malinowski and Mead. Consider a work by famous French
physiologist Claude Bernard, Introduction d l'6tude de la mddecine expiimentale [1865]. This is an early and far-reaching statement of the
doctrine of "falsifiability." It states the essence of the methodological

thropology is indeed

the

gis1n. While giving our a
of Franz Boas as Herbert
today's chic
Finally, the

ation---of biolocontemporaries
we remark that

andBoasian
philosophical recapitulation, historical and dialectical materialism.

"Falsifiability" and dialectics
Freeman d

indicated i
odological
theneopos

Page
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position which was populaized by Popper in the next century.
Bernard rejected the notion of symmetry between induction and deduction in scientific explanation; he held against the inductivists that
there is but "a single form of reasoning: deduction by the syllogism"
[1855: 83]. Furthermore, he reiected the notion of qrmmetry between
verification and dironfirmation [cf ., however, Bitsachis, 1987 : 4321.
Bernard maintained that "when a datum dironfirms a preconceived
idea [i.e. an hypothesis], the researcher must reject or modify his idea.
But even if a datum fully confirms the preconceived idea, the researcher must still question it, for reason itself still demands a counterproof [i.e. falsifiabilityl" [1865:87]. Bernard summed this up as
follows: "when one wishes to find the truth, one is able decisively to
establish one's own ideas only by seeking to refute one's own conclusions" [1855:92]. (The reader not familiar with Bemard's profound
and comprehensive methodological discussion on the need to promote "falsifiable" propositions and theories is invited to examine in
detail the First Part of lis lntroducfion.)
Itisof someinterest to inquire why Bernard isrenownedtodayfor
The Attack on Margaret Mead Page 15

disproved, or at least disparaged.

123-32;60f.ltfl.

Much the same can be said of the conditions when Freeman,s

Page
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this simplistic position-for instance, with regard to delinquency
rates and their bearing on the theory of adolescent turmoil [1983: 255
ffl. As Bernard has cautioned, the exigencies of the disconfirmation
process are far more subtle. On the one hand, "all theories are false,
literally speaking; they are only partial and provisional truths." This
might incline us towards negating the theoretical proposition in
terms of the "facts." On the other hand, he continues, "numerous
causes of errors are able to slip into our observations" and "frequently
the means of establishing a fact fail us or are very imperfecf' [1865:
69]. For instance, Freeman's use of delinquency rates overlooks the
crucial distinction between town and country [cf. Holmes, 1987:752;
this might incline us towards
the "facts." Bernard concludes
servations or one's theories only
conditionally, dependingupon science [1865:71]. Thus the validityof
the scientific endeavor comes to depend upon the scientific process
itself-a notion which is inherently dialectical. Scientific advance can
onlybe understood dialectically, in termsof dialectical negation. Not
only is dialectics sufficient, as we have just seen; it is thus neces sary as
well.
Unfortunately this does not seem to be the case in Freeman's book,
even though he invokes-in its very final paragraph-the notion that
biologism was the "thesis," Boasian anthropology was the "antithesis," and "the time is now conspicuously due for a synthesis" [1983:
302]. Perhaps this means we still can look forward to more from
Freeman. In the meanwhile, we find Freeman operating throughout-as the very subtitle of his book proclaims-at the level of
"Making and Unmaking," i.e., at the level of simple negation, what
Engels has very accurately labeled "barren negation" [M&E xxv 502.
Already in his "Preface" Freeman acknowledges that he is not
The Attack on Margaret
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"constructing an alternative ethnography of Samoa.,, Of course he
cannot; his field studies were inWestern Samm,not the site of Mead,s
study in Ame.ican Samoa which differed significantly in terms of
9!9n91y, social organization, and colonial history [cf. Holmeq 19g7:
149,7731.

the Family, Prioate Property, and the State.)

An awareness of this

biologistic writings, where we find each expressing greater hostility
towards social evolutionism than towards one another. The reason
for this hostility is also evident-it is social evolutionism's search for
Becoming is evident in both the Boasian anthropological and the

nomothetic (law-like) explanations of societal transformation, a search
which places the future of the capitalist order in serious doubt.

Boaslan anthropology versus social evolutlonlsm

IT MAY
between
tion. Bio
Boasians
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Franz Boas expressed his opposition to the evolutionary theory of
society in his earlier as well as his later writing. In his 1896 article on
the "Limitations of the Comparative Method of Anthropology," he
observed that anthropology, as understood by his contemporaries,
implied that "laws exist which govern the development of society,
[andl they are applicable to our society as well as to those of past times
and of distant lands." Further, Boas complained that his contemporaries increasingly believed that their "studies must be confined to researches on the laws that govern the growth of [modern]
society" [7940:270]. This has corrupted anthropological research, in
Boas'opinion, to the point that "the object of investigation is to find
the processa by which certain stages of culture have developed. The
customs and beliefs themselves are not the ultimate objects of research" [7940:276]. Boas was very dubious about the merits of the
entire pro;'ect as well as its methods.
Boas recommends to us "another method, which in manyrespects
is much safer." This amounts to "a detailed study of customs in their
relation to the total culture of the tribe practicing them" 17940:2761.
He refers to this "safer method" as the "historical method," the
"inductive process," and indicates that "its application is based, first
of all, on a well-defined, small geographical territory and itscomparisons are not extended beyond the limits of the cultural area that
forms the basis of the study" 17940:277). Needless to say, this selfimposed limitation on science precluded an evolutionary theory of
society. Moreover, it elevated the genre of autobiography to the level
of the universal, in the peculiar form of the ethnographic case study.
Boas returned to this theme in his later writings. We find him
arguing in [1930] in "Some Problems of Methodology in the Social
Sciences" that "the early attempts of [Lewis Henryl Morgan to associate social organization and economic conditions have proved to be
fallacious." He continues: "more recent atternpts to interpret forms
of culture as due to purely economic conditions have been equally
unsuccessful" 11940:2(6-267;butcf. Blumberg and Winch 1972\. At
this point, the reader might be tempted to concur with Boas; after all,
it is not "economic conditions," whether "purely'' such or otherwise,
which are a causal factor, but economic relations and activities.
However, Boas has seriously misrepresented Morgan on this point.
We must recall that Morgan was concerned with "modes of subsisThe Attack on Margaret
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tence" or "modes of life"-which in turn
"ethnic stages," "ethnic conditions," etc. [1
ing nomothetic social science, would also
anthropology of both"economic conditions" and "economic relations
and activities." With reference to his own era, Boas concludes:
"similar observations may be made in regard to social organization
and industrial activities. There is no significant law that w6uld cover
all the phases of their relations" 11940:267tbut cf. Gordonet al.79g21.

IN THE FACE of Boas' continuing and categorical rejection of the
omments on biologism rnay be
Freeman is clearly unwilling or

he has simply misrepresented

heredityf

oranthropotosy,u."rlHrT;**T:xt'i*i,:'f::fls11

tions to this topic [cf. also Gerson 7976:t2i;Holmes 7987:l-2,15;and

ere to address what such an emof science might mean.] For Boas,
"it is our opinion that there is an-

derstanding of phenomena" f7940:
hallmark of neo-Kantian dualism
Boas found direct relevance of these dualist doctrines for anthrop"-logy. B9for9 the turn of the century, he had distinguished several

anthropolo
[e
difference: "That part
spheres of
social anthropology

-

and that of

ontological
itself ii the
phenomena that are the subject of physical anthropology is by no
means identical with that partof history which manifestiitself in the
phenomena of ethnology and of language." The first set of phenomthose of ethnology and linteristically, Boas concluded

sphere of culturalistic explanations (Geisteswissenschaften) from
that of physicalist explanations (Naturwissenschaften), implicitly
accepting the independence of each [cf. also 1940: 268). It was far from
the utter rejection characterizing Boas' assessment of the evolutionary theory of society.
ONE OF BOAS' first graduate students, Alfred Kroeber, carried this
dirussion further [Freeman 1983 ch. 3]. "A genuine problem exists,"
he maintained, in the "blending of nature and nurture." He went on:
"this problem cannot be solved by the historical sciences alone
because they do not concern themselves with heredity. Nor can it be
solved by biology lwhich cannot] operate with the non-biological
principle of tradition [i.e., culture]. Here then is a specific task and
place in the sun for anthropology: the interpretation of those phenomena into which both organic and social causes enter" [1923:31.
Kroeber's assessment of the biologistic approach is a measured
one. "The biological aspects of man must be interpreted in terms of
biological causation, hiscultural aspects in terms first of all of cultural
causation. After they have been thus resolved, the cultural causes
mayreduce to ultimate factors of heredity and natural environmenf'
[1,923:871. Biologistic thinking [e.g. Pearson, 1937:304] would scarcely
contest that! In summing up his position, however, Kroeber was
somewhat more resolute; he confided that in the explanation of
cultural phenomena, "environment and heredity are in the main
superfluous. They need not be brought in" [1923: 192]. Contrast that

Let us consider one aspect of evolutionism. Social evolutionisrnin its most coherent form-holds that a cultural artifact is an element
of the superstructure (i.e. a symbolic reflex) of a particular mode of
production in given geographical, climatic, and other environmental
conditions. Similar modes in similar environments can generate

similar artifacts, the latter being independent of one another (so-

uence: the "branches of anthropology must proceed each according to its own method,, Il94O: l7il.
Boas continued to accept t
pology throughout his career.
last decades physical anthropolog
ogyl have drifted more and more
ing the drift as both substantive an
and the necessity

h, while the other

1940:7721. Boas'
emarcation of the
Page
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He gives
, incorpo-

Russia.

It

was also found among the decorative motifs of the Huichol tribe of
Mexico. Kroeber concluded that diffusionism prevailed: Cortez must
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early independent origin or parallel" [Kroeber, 1933:
15-|. And what does thisentail for diffusionism? Such evidence notwithstanding, Kroeber did not revise his assessment of social evolutionism. Clearly "falsifiability" has its limits.
cle-ar case of an

Biologism versus soclal evolutionism

Boasian anthropologists than was the manic Comte. We will focus
our attention on Spencer, with occasional reference to Pearson.
Social Darwinism had some affinities with the theory of natural
selectiory and Social Darwinists sought to create the impression that
there were many more. There were, however, basii differences
between the two doctrines. It will be useful to draw some conhasts.
Most prof-oundly, Social Darwinism held that the struggle for existence tended to preserve and perfect the biological ideil-type. As
Herbert.Spencer put it, "human beings are subjected by pressure of
population to a competition for the mcans of subsisterice...on the

Page
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alone which would 'tnable us to predict the future or infer the
character of the unrecorded past" [1911: 106-1,07; cf. also Marx and
Engels, 1.97 5 : xxv, 5181. Indeed, the Social Darwinist doctrines are no t
only non-scientific, but must be seen in the light of their Malthusian
and conservative overtones. To the extent natural selection does
operate in human society, Social Darwinist doctrines are in effect
ruling class apologetics, justifying exploitative policies against those
whose participation in productive labor is being selected for, those
with higher fertility rates, those of the working class and nonEuropean heritage.
BOTH DOCTRINES had implications for understanding the societal
realm. On the one hand, the basic presuppositions of the biologistic
doctrines
materialism ramified by mechanistic analogies-vulgar
were extended
straightforwardly to the social sciences. Spencer
[1898: i, 596),for instance, maintained that "social evolution forms a
partof evolution atlarge" [cf. Pearson,7937:301; also Freeman, L983:
296, who argues from the potentiality for evolution to the products of
evolutionl. Spencer sought to prove this claim by a careful selection
of "facts" which would not disturb his "descriptive formula." Hence
his is what Adolf Cninbaum has called "enumerative inductivism"
11976). The unidirectional change in general frorn homogeneity to
heterogeneitywhich heposhrlated as a cosmic process wasunderstood
to be instantiated in the societal change from the militant (i.e. the
"militarl/' or "despotic" type) to the industial type of society. It is
suggestive of his sense of evidence that Spencer refers here toNorway
[1898: i,5791. Finally, he indicates that struggling against this societal
change and the increasing social division of labor is misguided and
fruitless [cf. Hobhouse, 1911: 20-231.
Pearson, deeply influenced by Bismarck's '?russian Socialism,"
argued that the human struggle for existence manifests itself at the
level of the indioidual (the Spencerian sense of struggle) and at the
level of the rution (which Pearson called the "Socialistic" sense), &s
well as in humanit;/s struggle against the environment [Pearson,
7937:306 fl. According to Pearson, there is no such struggle as that
between antagonistic classes; he would simply define it out of existence. "Socialism" thereby becomes the perverted National Socialist
ideology, wherein "class struggle" becomes the antagonistic relation
between "plutocratic nation" and "proletarian nation."
But Pearson goes even further. Humanity's struggle against
nature he calls "Humanism," with evident positivist echoes. Pearson's "Humanism" is "satisfied" when "a capable and stalwart race
of white men should replace a dark-skinned tribe which can neither
utilize itsland for the full benefitof mankind, nor contribute itsquota
to the common stock of human knowledge." In the end, thereis no
such struggle as that for national liberation; for Pearson it becomes
"the struggle of civilized man against uncivilized man and against
The Attack on Margaret Mead Page 23

nature" 17937:3101. Predictably, his reference to "uncivilized man"
is to the Black South African (i.e. the "Kaffir"; cf .1937:309, note).
Freeman, for all his espousal of a "More Scientific Paradigm" in
anthropology 17983:294 ffl, seems to follow Pearson's lead here. He
seeks a system theory incorporating both genetic and exogenetic elements 11983:2991. The genetic elements of this system are straightforward enough, but what is one to make of the 'txogenetic"? Definition in termsof the genetic and its simple negation, characteristic of
biologistic thought [cf. Holmes, 1987: 13], reduce the categories of the
social and the cultural to residual status.
FROM the standpoint of dialectical materialism, it is likewise unacceptable scientifically that Freeman can find no place for social
structure in his 'More Scientific Paradigm". His entire dirussion of
the "exogenetic" in Chapter 20 is limited to cultural reflections rather
than their s tructural base s [7983 : 29 4-302]. Thi s, despi te the well-documented reciprocal relationship between cultural elements such as
language, and social structure----culture affects social inequali$r, as
Freeman's favorite illustrationof the languageof etiquette shows, but
inequality affects linguistic culture as Dell Hymes IL974l and Wm.
Labov [7972] have amply demonstrated. And this, despite the fact
that the various ethnographies of Samoa, upon which Freeman
depends, highlight the significance of socialstructure,political power,
and the control of economic resources [e.g. 1983: 123]. What Pearson
would attain by a definitional sleight of the hand, so Freeman would
accomplish with another sleight of the hand. More Scientific, indeed!
Not all Social Darwinists were so brazen as to dismiss the issue of
social antagonism out of hand. With specific reference to class
struggle and the Paris Commune of 1871, Spencer pontificated that
"the relation of master and workman has to be tolerated, because, for
the time being, no other will answer as well." And what was the
answer, in his conception? Laissez faire! Spencer continued: "this
organization of industry we now see around us must be considered
as one in which the cost of regulation, though not so great as it once
was, is still excessive...under better systems to be expected hereafter,
there will doub tless be a decrease in the cost of regulation" ll87 6:229'1.
Apparently Spencer was unaware of the economic concept of externalities, which makes cl
regulation, amounts to
to the entelprise, resul
amounts to a cost for the community through pollution, wasting of
resources, industrial accidentq shoddy merchandise, etc. Of course,
Spencer lived in an era before Bhophal and fudge Douglas Ginsberg.
By contr
s been

understood
Huxley has

|ulian
rst, he
stressed that "all or almost all of the increase in man's control over
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nature have been nongenetic, owing to his exploitation of his biologically unique capacity for tradition" 17964: 57 3).Thus biological evolution is not necessary for the societal evolution of humanity. Second, he
suggested that exterminatinghumanity would end forever thepossibility of culture and thereby social development, even though biological evolution were to continue 17964:571.1. Thus the "Planet of the

Apes," a popular movie depicting the cultural dominance of apes
over humanity following a nuclear war, can never be more than science fiction. Biological evolution is no longer sufficient for societal
evolution. |ointly, these points establish that biological evolution is
logically independent of social evolution, rendering the latter distinct
from "evolution at large." Of course, the societal process can be
understood to be constrained bybiological capacities and conditions,
as it is by geological, climati c, and other conditions, but that is another
point [cf. Marx-Engel s 1975: v, 42nf .

THIS independence was acknowledged both by the [pre-Boasian]
anthropologists and by the theorists of natural selection. Edward
Tylor, perhaps the most eminent British anthropologist of that era, in
his Primitioe Culture ll873l, "strenuously" advanced a "theory of
development or evolution," yet it "scarcely" had any need to mention
the work of Darwin [ 1 958: xvi]. In that book, Tylor presented a theory
of selective advantage in human society based on group affiliation
which depended more upon such traditions as the early historical
materialism of Montesquieu'sDeL'espit da lois, on his conception of
the advantage of a "society of societies" [Livre ix, 1], than upon the
vulgar materialism which traced selective advantage to the "mixing
of stocks." On the other side, Thomas Huxley pointed out as early as
the 1860s that human culture emerged with the evolution of the
human capacity for "intelligible and rational speech" [1898: 1551.
This was a cumulative and intergenerationally transmittable product
which had movements distinct from those of biological processes.
Thus anthropology and the theory of natural selection in biology
have both acknowledged that social evolutionism must be formulated in its own terms, not as a weak shadow of biologistic doctrine.
We can recognize that the two different spheres, societal and biological, find their unity only in the framework of dialectical materialism.
All of this requires a social science which is categorially rich
enough to address not only the dialectic of general andparticular,i.e.,
modes of productioninvaryingnatural enoironments, but also the specificity of social relations, consciousness, and culture (including language). To the extent that human genetic endowment is relevant to
such a social science, it is an aspect of the natural environment. The
particularities of the latter have some bearing on the specificity of
society, but they are largely mediated through the mode of production. Such a dialectical anthropology carries us far beyond the youthful endeavors of Margaret Mead in the 192Us, and beyond the strivings of Derek Freeman in the present decade, for that matter.
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Conclusion

Griinbaum, Adolf 7975

Thus,

as class struggle intensified during the later decades of the 19th
century, we see that Socialism, Marxism, historical materialism,

persons and the periods hopelessly confounded. For instance, we
find Engels described as
as "the most explicit Bolshevik spokesman"
sDokesman,,
[Leslie and Kerman 7985;1'151, though he died in 1895,'some years
before the 1903 split between Bolsheviks and Mensheviks. The
primary_task of "reputable" academics in the West--and even aspiring academics---rame to be the promotion of dochines and M6taphysical Worldviews which did not threaten the bourgeois order.
Thus the_ popularity of the two competing approacties, Boasian

anthropology and biologism.
All this bears onour understanding and practice today, as the 20th
-As
century wanes and along with it, imperialism as well.
we have
seen throughout this essay, it is essential to recognize the dialectical

considerations and implications
must first assess the ideological

anthropology-as well as its artif
in class terms, and only then weig
between the several forms of apologetics and obfuscations. That
caveat seems relevant to understanding the anthropology of the
1980s no less than that of the 1880s.
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The two books in brief
Lowell D. Holnes,

Quest for the Real Samoa: The Mead-Freeman

Contrwersy and Beyond. South Hadley, MA: Bergin and Garvey
1987. x+209 pages, bibliography, index, $29.95.

1954 Honms undertook a deliberate restudy of the village Ta'u in
American Samoa, shrdied in the mid-1920s by the late Margaret
Mead. Here he reports conclusions from this unique restudy and
subsequent Samoan studies. The work assumes great importance in
the lightof Derek Freeman'sattackonMead and her Samoan studies.
Holmes'book begins by reviewing the background of Mead's
research forherComingof AgeinSamoa [1928]. Next,he considers the
use and misuse of "methodological restudies." Then he grv.es findings from his own resfudy of American Samoa in four chapters on
culture, social organization, religion, and the life cycle. Another
chapter considers how historical change may have affected comparisons one could draw between his and Mead's findings. Assessing
Mead, he finds "the validity of her Samoan research is remarkably
high" [p.103].
Since much of the controversy about Mead's Samoan studies
turns on the issue of the Samoan personality, Holmes devotes a
chapter to a review of the various psychometric tests of Samoan
subjects. Then he closes by addressing the topic we have all been
waiting for, his assessment of Mead's sharpestcritic, DerekFreeman.
Holmes concludes that anthropological work "should not be something that attempts to close the door on all further investigation and
purges alternative interpretations. This is the effect of [Freeman's
INr

findings" [p.xivl. His book has four parts. The first juxtaposes Francis
Galton's biological determinism to Franz Boas' "cultural determinism." The next suggests that Mead, as Boas' graduate student, got the
task of provingcultural determinismbyfinding a "negative instance"
to falsify biological determinism. The third, "A Refutation of Mead's
Conclusions," has 11 chapters on such topics as the historical setting
of Samoa, aggression, religion, childrearing, adolescence, and the
Samoan ethos. Of the two concluding chapters, one casts Freeman's
final slandersagainst Mead's Samoan studiesand another, "Towards
a More Scientific Anthropological Paradigm," praises the contribution sociobiology has made to our understanding of other cultures.
This book is hardly science; it is tendentious, its reasoning speciouq its evidence selective. Perhaps because of these characteristics,
its publication date was well timed. On internal evidence, it appears
that Freeman had completed the draft by the mid-1970s while Mead
was still alive, a consideration which may have delayed publication.
By the early 1980s, however, thc cultural climate was ripe for a
sociobiological attack of this sort. Resurgent racism was just then
calling for 'scientific' legitimation. Of course, thc moment would
havebeen losthad publicationbeen delayed. Progressivetrendswere
again to the fore by mid-1980s. Consider by contrast Lt. Col. Oliver
North's media circus of the summer of 1987-so soon forgotten!
Perhaps Ollie should have had Harvard University Press package
him and promote his line, as Freeman had a few years earlier!

book,] Margaret Mead and Samoatp. 1751 .
Overall, Holmes'book is strongly recommended for its substantive contribution to Micronesian ethnography, and even more so for
contributing to the scientific and professional development of an-

thropology.

Derek Freeman, Margaret Mud and Samoa: The Making anil
Unmaking of an Anthrorylogical Myth. Carnbridge MA: Flarvard
University Pr. 1983, xvii+379 pages, index.925.
When Margaret Mead, inComing of Agrin Samoa17928l, concluded
that adolescence in Samoa was not particularly stressful, she thereby
cast serious doubt upon biologistic thinking in the social sciences.
DerekFreeman sayshe knewby 1943 that somedayhe would haveto
"face the responsibility of writing a refutation of Mead's Samoan
Page
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Seeking Unity within the Opposites

On Art and Science
Willis H.Truitt
Dept. of Philosophy, University of South Florida
Tampa FL 33620

lntroduction

Materlal basls versus ideological superstructure
ART AND SCIENCE are transformative human activities in which
the materials of nature are reshaped under cognitive direction. This
means that they are highly specialized forms of labor. The origins of
science, which can be traced to tool-making in hunting and gathering
communities, in later agrarian economies and in the technology of
industrial societies, comprise a history of the development of human
productive forces-forces that dictate the structure of work relations.
But the production of art, though not properly economic, is also part
of the material basis of society and may even predate the production

of tools in human pre-history [cf. Truitt 1989]. The question of
whether the earliest art had a utilitarian function cannot be determined, although much has been written about it. But even if it did not
have such a function it was part of what Marx called the human
"species esse nce" (P ais M anus cipts of 1 B 4 4) a nd theref ore pa rt of the
material basis of human social organization. In order to get at the
sense of what is meant by saying that both art and science are part of
the material basis of society we must think of both as producing or

rdf as ru argue rnat tne wnole enterpnse of modern European aesthetics is ideologrcal. In science this ippropriation is seen in discourse
,,laws,,
aDour --laws
about
"laws of
ot nature" in
platonic
rn which ,,iiws;
take on an almost platonie

eistence
standing behind and directing observed phenom_
-as an ontological
ena--or when
status is attributel to scientifii truth or
scientific measurement.

ments.
some illuminating-examples of the ideological use of specific art-

works and scientific doctrines are given I1l. -These are diawn from
art-historical studiesand fromwor[s in the social relations of science.
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transformative activities.
One aspect of these transformative activities is mimetic. The arts
reproduce nature and social relations by way of familiarizing, internalizing, and humanizing these environments. Scientific activity
reproduces the "useful" structures found in nature and then later
reproduces the laws of nature with the purpose of technical mastery
of the environment. The end results of these activities are, in addition
to any obvious utility, interprctive. Thus theories, as pictures, attempt a cognitive map of reality in an ob)ective or quantifiable
construction, and pictures (art) are subjective interpretations aimed
at figurative, colorative, or other,one might say, qualitative constructions. As end results these theories or art works are appropriated
ideologically and reflect, within the superstructure, the level of
development of the productive forces in the societies where they are
created-which is to say they are, at least in part, ideological.
Now to say that art is part of the matcrial basis of society is heresy
to a certain tradition within Marxist theory of art, namely, the tradition that traces back to Plekhanov 11912) and his followers who
believed that all works of art were ideological or could be explained
by some social equivalent. But, oddly, this is not very different from
the most prevalentbourgeois theory of art, formalism, whichteaches
that no work of art is ideological and that we must understand arork
of art in terms of their structural properties alone. What these
positions share is an undialectical focus on the final product-the
work of art--divorced from the productive activity. In science we
find similar tendencies: in phenomenology (Husserl and his followers including Marcuse) the claim that a/l scientific theories are ideological, and bourgeois positivism which claims that zo rientific
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theories are ideological as long as they meet some test of confirma-

tion, i.e., are not metaphysical in nature.
Marxism, whenit distinguishesbetween the activities of scientific
discovery and the variety of theories that are the consequences of this
activity; Marxism when it distinguishes between the artistic activi ties
of producing art and the final variety of representations, stands
somewhere between these antagonistic and abstract outlooks.

Finding a place for art
TFIE problem of how art fits into the superstructure or how art is
integrated into an ideological system (as a form of consciousness) is
to recognize this complexity or

the following passage from his
I Economy:

Exploiting the problematic nature of this passage, or for other

What is the solution to the anachronism?

Christian Middle Ages in the West nor in the iconographic tradition
of the East-in both of which sensuous perfection was suppressed.
Also the naturalistic attitude of the Greeks, reflected in much of their
sculpturg isbroadly shared in the post-Renaissance and modernera.
And finally let us note that the Greek philosophers and historians
speak more directly to us, for we share many of their concerns
including a quest for empirical accuracy, a preoccupation with
democracy and tyranny, and the many problems of a market economy. These inter ests are quite unlike the alien theological discourses
and disputations of theMiddle Ages which are largelyunintelligible
to us; although we can appreciate some of their attempts at art.
What we discover in Classical Greek art are not "eternal charms"
but, in a way, recognition of similar attitudes, concerns, and values
which have accrued to Western Culture especially since the Renaissance. The problem that Marx cites, in other words, is a complex one.
Such generalizations do not provide a solution but merely point the
way to one. I do not, however, have such difficulties in describing the
ideological or superstructural qualities of most cultural products.

IT IS a postulate of Marxism that ideology reflects the level of the
development of the productive forces and their corresponding social
relations. Thus when social relations take the form of classes in struggle, it is commonly expected that the prevailing ideologies will be
bearers of the values and interests of the prevailing classes or the
ruling classes. This is said to be true of artistic representations
inasmuch as they comprise part of the superstructure and ideology of
society. To the extent that those were or are "societies" that are not
divided into classes it should then be possible to show that its art
immediately reflects the forces and relations of production in a more
direct and less distorted way. This was demonstrated by Raphael
lP r ehist o ic Cao e P aintings, 1 9451 in his study of commu ni ties in which
there were few, if any, class distinctions:
Paleolithic art is centered around the animal; there is no placein it forthe
middle axis, for symmetry and balance inspired by the structure of the
human body. Rather, everything is asymmetric and shifted. The objects
are not represented as they appear when seen from a distance, as we are
accustomed to seeing them in paintings from the times of classical antiquity, but as near at hand-for the paleolithic hunters struggled with the
animal at close quarter, body against body; only the invention of the
bow, which in the paleolithic age meant a revolution comparable to the
invention of the boat and the plow in the neolithic age and the steam
engine in the Christian era, made the distant view possible. Finally, the
object of paleolithic art is not to picture the individual existence of
animals and men, but to depict their group existence...

This shows one way in which art may convey "truth" about social
rclations. But there are many more ways in which it can lie, since class
societies multiply the possibilities. We shall cite a few examples.
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Probably the-first instances of pictorial distortion for ideological
p"lposeq that scholars have taken note of are the "law of frontallty',
in Eryptian art and the "iconographic" dogma of Christian Ortliodoxy. Both
Both of theT are cases of the attempts of authority to control
art in the service of reaction. On the other
other hand, the Ma*ist rholar
H. Deinhard I
of Giottoreflectaprogressive tendl
In her study of ,,The
Massacre of th

participatin9..J'(p. 35). Here Giotto's pictorial form conforms structurally both in terms of the relational forms and the directional thrust
of the malor protagonists: author, agents, and victims. The nascent
mercantile capitalism of Florence is shown to be a fundamental
formative principle in Giotto's work.

from Raphael, Prehi storic Cave P ai nti ng s,1945

Much of modern art has set itself the ta sk of rendering a grotesque
reproduction of grotesque reality (Wunsch, Kollwitz, Koft;, Gros^z).
but some artists are content with a neu tral depiction, or perhaps even
an endorsement of things as they appear, fbr exampl'e,
exampl-e, co.,^srr.,ercon-sumerism-hypostatized in real life reproduitionsof soup cins or scouring
pads. Andy Warhol's paintings are typical in this respect. In these
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works we find a randomcollectionof dead obiects, hanging together
on the canvas like so many furnips, as shorn of their earlier life as the
piles of shoes left over from Auschwitz or, as F. fameson 119821

writes,

the remainder of tokens of some incomprehensible and tragic fire in a
packed dancehall. There is therefore in Warhol no way to complete the
hermeneutic gesture, and to restore to these oddments that whole larger
lived contextof thedancehallor theball, the world of !-'tset fashion or[he
glamour magazines. Yet this is even more paradodcal in the light of
biographical information: since Warhol began his artistic careei as a
commercial illustrator for shoe fashions and a designer of display windows in which various pumps and slippers figure prominently. Indeed,
one is tempted to raise here...one of the central issues [of contemporary
capitalist culturel and its possible political dimensions: Andy Warhol's
work turns centrally around commodification, and the great billboard
images of the Coci-Cola bottle or the Campbell's Soip can, which
explicitly fo,reground the commodity fetishism of a transition to late
capital, ought to be powerful and critical political statements.

But, of course, they are not. Nor was Kerouac's introduction to the
world of the esthetes what has been called the hallucinatory worlds
of pot, and the mushroom, of heroin and lysergic acid, the Reichian
world of deviant sex and the mystical exercises of oriental sects [cf.
Dymshits 19691. These anti-novels spoke to a generation without
valuesyet in rebellion againstbourgeois values, a generation without
"ideological" alternatives. And what are we to make of Mailer, the
once promising novelist of the real world with a progressive political

perspective who now surrenders to a kind of voyeurist journalism
that fetishizes cultural decadence and abnormality.
IN POETRY, when we look at the modernist tendencies unleashed by
Eliot and Pound we realize thatTheWastel,and is at once a condemnation of history and the echo of the collapse of bourgeois culture.
From the standpoint of poetics the poem is fragmented, yet its symbology points to a transcendence of the rottenness and dinginessof a
disintegrating epoch. The solution from the standpoint of the poet
lies in the restoration of the romantic, organic unity of precapitalist
European civilization. But this poem is not the product of the traditional structures of pre-capitalist discourse and modes of communication. Its forms are vital and to an extent progressive; it is rife with
the 20th century. Yet the moral and social content is anachronistic.
Eliot embraces a royalist, Anglican conservatism in an era of the progressive struggles of democratic forces which, to borrow a phrase
from C.P. Snow, "has the future in its bones."
More recently, the poet has given up the role of the writer in favor

of the embodiment of an individualistic lifestyle as in the "Beat
Generation" or, at the opposite extremc, becomes an affirmative

rcflcction of the social and cultural environment, a communicator of
common life experiences (from'trappenings" to McDonald's), a purPage
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veyor of the civic values of prevailing institutions and popular activities as in poets Pinsky or McMichael [2].
We can see that works of art are not ideologically neuhal. They are
complex reflections of ruling values and, in some instancet attempts
to repudiate the domination of such values. Yet institutionally, in
universities, art schools, and museums, art has become a powerful,
formative element of the superstructure-for example the continued
propagation of the principles of abstract expressionism. Yet, to the
extent that as an activity art is the expression of a basic human need,
like other forms of labor, it is part of the material basis of society. The
problematic aspect is that like the intellectual labors comprising
philosophy and science, its products are often appropriated and
distorted in the service of exploitation and oppression.

Flndlng a place lor science
NOW WE TURN to examples of science and philosophy performing
similar ideological functions in our grotesque 20th-century reality.
Lukacs' [1981] study of irrationalism was an important contribution to our understanding of how the 19th centurybiological doctrine
of vitalism [3] was appropriated by the fascists. The Nazis transformed vitalism into an ideological component of their anthropomythology: "Universal biology is perfected in man's image of himself... This anthropology replaces exhausted philosophy'' [Krieck,
V olkbh, politische, Anthropologie; quoted

in Lukacs p5351.

The fascists employed vitalism and subiectivism to "solve" what
they found to be dn insoluble dilemma of anthropologism in philoso-

phy. The anthropological idealism of classical German philosophy
had to be expurgated and overcome. Thus,
"Hitler is not less than the idea-he is more than the idea, for he is real."
Krieck gave an extremely clear picture of how this reality of life is manifested: "Destiny demands the heroic man of honour who is receptive to
every order." The order was, of course, to come from the Fuhrer: 'The
personality of the pre-ordained Fuhrer is the arena in which the fate of
the whole is decided." What the Fuhrer and what the National Socialist
movement wanted was nothing else than a religious revelation. Krieck
vigorously defended the notion that such a revelation was possible even
2. See, forexample, Robert Pinsky's collection of verse,AnExVhnationof
Ameica, Princeton 1979.

Vitalism was one of the various philosophical strategies designed to
refute materialism. Also known as lzbens-philosophie, its claim was that
living things cannot be rcduced to material elements in any sense (not
even as [Hegel'sl emergent qualities of material organization) and that
3.

any living system contains a substantive entity that imparts to the
system powers possessed by no inanimate thing. It was the dominant
ideology of the German imperialist era and helped shape the reactionary anti<ommunist doctrines of the post-World War I period.
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today: "But God

speaks within us directly as the people setting out to

battle." ILukacs p5351

Here all antinomies of vitalism's nihilistic relativism resolve into the
National Socialist myth
every question resolved by obedience.

-

forces seeking to overthrow the militaristic tradition: the mate'ialistic
Marxists and Communists. He lived in Munich where a revolution

in 1919 proclaimed the Soviet Socialist Republic of Bavaria.

Weisse Ritter). This group was anti-democratic, anti-humanist,
contemptuous of social progress, and anti-semitic, advocating the
expulsion of all jews from Germany. In this organization Heisenberg
enjoyed being a member of a regenerating elite anti-communist class
rendering homage to the trinity: Cott, lch, und Waffe lGod, self and
armsl. The White Knights blended in well with the Nazis.
Just as Heisenberg hated and feared the materialism of the Marxists, he hated and feared the possibility that materialism in physics
might be proven true [cf. Forman 1971-1. By 1920 he was convinced
that the whole of modern atomic physics was false and he saw his role
as a theoretical physicist as providing a new idealist foundation for
physics. Along with avowed Platonism, Heisenberg [1962,77f]
invoked the theme of vitalism even before the Nazis took it up,
declaring: '"We Germans...tend to look upon logic and facts as a sort
of straightjacket. We think that freedom lies only where we can tear
this straightjacket off-in fantasy and dreams."

Einstein and Mach

personal_romantic idealism. And so he came to equate his two objects
of hatred. He began to see physical materialidm as a symboi for

FEUER [ch. 1] portrays the contrast inEinstein's intellectual development as a studen[ Zurich, where he studied advanced physics at the
technological university from 1896-1900, was a haven for social
revolutionaries of all kinds: Marxistg left-wing Zionists, anarchists,
Nihilists. Einstein greatly admired the great German Marxist leader

Rosa Luxemburg who had studied in Zurich, 1889-90. After her
murderby the German government in 1919, he wrote that she was too
good for this world and the German people didn't deserve her.

In Zurich at this time Einstein and his revolutionary student

by Marists and |ews who ridiculed patriotic idealism. At a physics
conference nersenoerg
curuerence
Heisenberg avolqeo
avoided a meeung
meeting wrth
with Lrnsteln
Einstein whom
w
he
had heard was one of those ]ews who scolfed at patriotism and the
sacrifices of war.
Toward the end of his Munichanti-communistactivities, Heisenberg joined a proto-Nazi youth group called the White Knights (der
4.
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colleagues subsisted on little more than tea and idmlogy. Among
these young student revolutionaries was one Fritz (Friedrich) Adler
who was to become Einstein's closest friend and who was to play a
unique role in Einstein's intellectual development. Adler, too, was a
student of physics but he was also a leading student political activist,
considering himself a party comrade since the age of 15. Much later
he was to become internationally famous: in 1915 he assassinated the
Austrian prime minister as a protest against his policies of political
suppression. During the trial, Einstein stood by his friend and offered
to testify. Einstein and Adler lived in the same house in Zurich and
it was from Adler that Einstein learned a great deal about Marfsm
and Socialism.

Adlerwas also a follower of the physicist-philosopher Ernst Mach
and he and Einstein spent many hours discussing the politics of
Marxism and its relation to Mach's philosophy of science.
As for Einstein's own political views, somewhat later he wrote:
"I honor Lenin as a man who completely sacrificed himself and
devoted all his energy to the realization of social justice...men of this
type are the guardians and restorers of humanity." [Reiser 1930,741
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It was under the influence of Adler and Mach's physical theories
that Einstein developed his conception of relativityand ideas about
space and time. And when Einstein, in later years, criticized Mach's
philgsophy of science, it was from the sam6 standpoint that Lenin
[1 909 ch 1, sect 6] criticized Mach in 1 909. Mach's views of the history
of science made a deep impression on Einstein for they had the effect
of sweeping away allabsolutes. And Mach himself fiad shared the
same socialist political sympathies as Einstein. He was a member of
a Viennese Fabian socialist group and, in his youth, an enthusiastic
supporter of the revolutions of 1848 which had failed. The principal
conclusion of Mach's physical studies that impressed the young
Einstein was the relativist conception of space and time.
It might be said that the chief components of Einstein's student
intellectual development were two: the relativist epistemology of
Ernst Mach and the revolutionary social outlook oI Karl Ma*
which at that time were blended togetherin the mindsof many young
Marxist intellectuals. Like his young Marxist colleagues at thi-s time,
Einstein felt that a scientific revoh tion would go hand in hand with
a social revolution. The young Marists felt a kinship with Mach,s
critique of absolute space and time, believing this critique to be the
basis of a theoretical revolution in the riences.
WHEN MACH died in 1916, Einstein wrote in a tribute: "Apparently
Mach would have arrived at the theory of relativity, if at lhe time
when his mind still had the freshness of youth, the-question of the
of light had already engaged the attention of physicists"
-v9toc1!y
[Vasiliev 1924,206f1. And so, Einitein's revolutionary enihusiasm is
inseparable from his commitment to "relativity''. This is nowhere
made clearer than in the name he gave his new-theory
theory
- therevoltiof relativity. this is because the theory of relativity, [hough
tionary indeed, is not relativist at all.
An analogy may help show the non-relativist character of this
system: When we speak of ethical relativism, we mean there is no
absolute good valid for all people. In physical relativity, however,
each observe/s frame of reference is equally valid with that of any
other observer, and there exist laws of transformation that correlate
the different descriptions of an objective reality, so that finally invariant laws, valid for all observers, can be stated. But the politital force
of,the term "relativity," a symbol of rebellion against absolutisms of
all types, seems to have been a controlling factor in Einstein's use of
language. A more appropriate name for Einstcin's system (which we
realize has some difficulties) might be "the thcory of invariance,,[5].

Summlng up
How do we know which theories and which works of art are closer
approximations of nature and society? In the case of the sciences we
have epistemological procedures that allow us to distinguish between pseudo-theories (those that are ideologically distorted) and
theories that more closely correspond to the world. For Marists
these procedures are genetic, referential, and practical. But this seems
an odd question, or an inappropriate criterion for works of art, for
artistic representation. Programmatic socialist realism does not
provide a clear answer to the question of the fidelity of art to reality.
I think the question, What is prog essive art? lacks specificity. Not
only because of significant differences among the various arts
graphic, plastic, performative, tonal, etc.-but because what is "real-

istic" or "progressive" will vary from nation to nation, from one
culture to another, and in different historical periods. Very little
unites the works of Rivera, Mayakovsky, Brech! and Sholokhov,
except that their works were progressive. And at earlier stages of
social development we my that the works of such diverse artists as
Goya, Corbet, Pushkin, and Balzac were progressive.

My conclusion is that we must apply functional criteria to the

assessment of art works. Does a particular work of art, or performance, enhance our historical grasp of the present? Does it point us
in the direction leading to a greater sense of humanity, is it humani_zing? Does the work engage our consciousness and bring insight?

it be meaningful for people in struggle? Or is a work of art
purely hedonistic, a depiction of abject resignation, a grotesque
reproduction of a grotesque reality with no hint of alternative possibilities? Is a work or performance a mere plalng with structures, a
Can

mute abstractiory addiessed only to a closed ciicle of the inltiated, the
cultural elite? Such a functional approach will enable us to dirlose
the ideological component of artistic representations.
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A philosophical argument for
health -o rie nted medi ci ne

The Humanist Perspectives
of "Valeomedicine"
Georgi N. Mitev and Alexander K. Stoichev
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BG-g002 Varna, Bulgaria

With an lnternatlonal dialogue:
U.S. comments and Bulgarian response.

approach has been that most of the effort was made to ratore health
rather than to promote health.

medicine centered around the problcms of promoting health.
The primary attention givcn to discase and its cure is easily
understood. People never complain about hcalth. It is disease thdt
worrics thcm, thc fcar of discasc givcs first place to its cure and is the
main rcason for thinking of hcalth as a mcrc absence of disease. The
Page
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complexity of the problem of promoting health, the difficulties in
formulating a theoretically clear and empirically meaningful definition of health, the relatively slow progress of biolory in the past, the
domination of empiricist and mechanistic-reductionist explanations
in science with all their methodological flaws and limitations, and,
last but not least, the fact that public health was neglected or its
importance underestimated in societies of the past-all these factors
help explain the domination of the traditional approach. The main
limitation of curative medicine consists initspassioe rola only when
diseasecomes uponusdoes medicineintervene to restore our health,
seeking to repair what can still be repaired though often too late to
change things for the better.
The problems and controversies in medicine today show clearly
the need for a radical change tomorrow. If medicine is to fulfill our
expectations and its true humanist goal, its future development
should give priority to promoting health. However, such a dramatic
change as the creation of a new health-oriented model could rarcely
find its theoretical solution only from within medical rience itself.
The necessity for a philosophical discussion of such a theoretical
model is fully inaccord with the social functionof philosophyand its
concern for human problems.
ONE of the primary difficulties in constructing a health-oriented
model stems from the vagueness of the concept of health, both on the
empirical and the theoretical levels. Today many theoreticians agree
that health is not merely the absence of disease but a positive quality
in itself, though they may disagree about what this quality is. For
example, many authors criticize the definition of health adopted by
the World Health Organization (a state of complete physical, mental
and social well-being [1]) as being too broad and too relative. The
broad view, ingeniouslyanalyzedbyL. Kass [1981 p10l as "a creeping
medical imperialism," is a tendency that "is ironically a consequence
of, or a reaction to, the opposite and more fundamental tendencynamely, to treat health as merely the absence of known disease
entitieq and more radically to insist that health as such is in reality
nothing more than a word."
However, the serious attempts to define health today aim at a
more positive if not rigorous definition. Even on the empirical level
and in everyday life we often distinguish between health and unhealth and speak about degrees of health, as in saying that someone
is healthier than someone else. We make such statements without reference to any particular diseases but simply with reference to the
well-functioning of the body, its fitness and vitality. For us health is
not a ghost but an obiective reality.
1. "Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being
and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity." From the Constitution of the World Health Organizatiory Olf .R"c.WA. Hhh. Org.2.100.
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of the unity of elements, properties and relations. The substantialist
and holistic ideas are strongly presented in contemporary science
through the influence of systems methodology. The systems approach provides therefore the necessary concepfual and methodological tools for a new synthesis in medical science.

A BASIC reorientation of medical science must lead to a theoretical
model that would encompass both health and disease and their
mutual transitions. In our opinion such a model should bebased on
the idea of adaptation as the essential substance of health and disease,
and therefore a necessary theoretical key for their integrative interpretation. From a biological point of view health and disease are
merely forms of adaptation [cf. e.g., refl 79731, and their nature and
mutual transitions can be understood in the relation of organism to
environment. The organism as a complex system is characterized by

the objects, of their wholeness and the interdependence of their parts,

selves.
throug
health
Page
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lth and disease are mediated only
that makes it appropriate to define
pcrtics.

a set of intemal and external interactions that aim at securing its
dynamic stability in a changing environment.
Organismic organization may be regarded therefore as a function
and means of adaptation. The relative harmony of the structure and
functions of the organism thatguarantee its integrity, wholeness and
negentropy can be conceptualized as health. Similarly, disease can be
understood as a particular impairment of that harmony and dynamic
stability. Moreover, we support the view that disease "is not a notion
symmetrical with, or opposite to, health. Health and unhealth, i.e.,
health and falling short of health, are true contraries, not health and
disease" [Kass 1981 p 111.
. Since health and unhealthy are each a matter of degree, disease
being only an overt form of unhealthy, this raises the important
question abo ut int erme diaf e states. Between health and unheal thy lies
a broad intermediate region lcf . refT 7982 pp 48-54] representing not
a separate state bu t effects from the dynamics and mutual transitions
of the opposites. The knowledge of the intermediaries should be an
issue of vital importance for medicine, both theoretical and practical,
and this problem has yet to be faced seriously.
If health is not merely the absence of known disease entities but a
unique property of the living organism, it is logical to admit that
promoting health should be at the center of our theoretical and practical efforts. Empirically, and often outsideof medicine, people conceive the importance of a healthy life style and understand that following simple traditional prescriptions for healthylife habits ismore
effective than the most sophisticated medical tools. Theoretically,
however, our knowledge about health and the possibilities for promoting itis a terra incognito for medical science.
One may argue that medicine is the art of healing and not of pre
moting health; this is correct to some extent. Hence, the formation of
a new branch of science, concentrated on studying health and the
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The study of the intermediaries would reveal ner^/ ProsPects for
the theoretical interpretationof thenature of health and disease, with

important practical consequences for preventing disease qrld Prowould studvv health in itself, medimotine health. While valeology
moting
valeolow wou
in fulfilling such ends
cine would take advantage
advantaee of that knowledge
knr
as the restoration of health and the prevention of particular diseases.
On the other hand, valeology would reveal new asPects of the
problem of disease in the opposition of health and unhealthy, in
studying the intermediaries and the weak points of health that provide the chance for the advent of disease.
Such a complementarity of the valeological and the medical models makes it reasonable to speak about aoalumedical model. In our
dsandhopes,
oaleomedicine.

but the first
tentative steps today make us optimistic about the future. The
necessity of such a development coincides with long cherished human desires for health and longevity.
Inseparable from the lofty ideals of medicine, the humanist Perspectives of valeomedicine provide their true continuation.
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SOME COMMENTS FROM THE U.S.
ON both conceptual and methodological grounds,I was profoundly
disappointed with the statementprepared by the Bulgarian philosophersMitev and Stoichev. Theyseemunacquaintedwith theenorrnous
debate on the nahrre of health and medicine among Marxists in the
Western world. There is a lot of good Marxist work discussing the
political nature of health and medicine and the implications of that
reality for the United States. The authors refer approvingly to
"mainstream" authors whose workhasbeentranrended byfar more
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exciting and interesting Martst work.
Ienclose two articles thatdeal with thematerialbasis uponwhich
the knowledge _of medicine is based. The absence of p6litics and
power in the understandingof what is healthand medicirie makes the
Mitev and Stoichev article-so profoundly disappointing.
Vicente Naoarro
Scuoor- or HycreNB & Punuc Heelrs
Tnu JoHr.ls Hopxrr.rs UNrvsnstty

THE ESSAY on philosophy of medicine
interesting piece, along lines also discu

an

Medicine and Phil6sophvTor

ed

in

medi,
pasf Z-8 years). I

:9Tg.of mI g:qlys in philosophy of

with other commitmerits thit I couldn,t give you

of
a

longer comment.

Marx W. Wartot'slE

iilEl?*ilTrry

or Nrw yonr

MY overall reaction is that they have a well-nigh idealistic approach
in believing that a redefinitionor theoretical reitification "wili be the
surg ba-1iq fo1 promoting health." Actually, what is needed are policy
and political decisions leading to practice that will result in theoretical changes in the conceptionbf liealth and medicine.
Name withheld.
IT'S GOOD to sce our colleagues in Bulgaria join with progressives
here in qucstioning
health and disease, a
time and again to wo
aptly point out the correspondence between t
medical profession and the mechanistic disease-oriented worldview.
The connections of the ideology and practice of medicine with the
capitalist systemare well documented, as is the actual suppression by
the medical profession of alternative practices such a6 ^mldwifery.
Progressives in thc U. i. have_alsochallenged these praclices, offering
a holistic prcvcntive view of wellness. Here the systems model has
proven u seful, sceing people as bio-psycho-social- systcms.
While it is clear that the mechanistic discasc modcl has to be discarded,I am left with several questions rcgarding thc authors, turn to
systems theory. It is not clear to mc just how thc systcms model leads
to a conceptof wellness or health.- Stability sccms the basic concept
here and, judgin g by the nu mbcr of pcoplc who smoke, drink, and eat
poorly even whcn thcy havc a choicc, I am not sure that the systems
conccpt as proposcd has adcquatc cxplanatory power.
Thc authors don't bring up thc psychological level, though it is
morc clcar cach day that psychological factois are central in health
Page
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and disease. Stress levels affect cancer, heart disease, recovery the

immune system. |ust about all aspects of health seem to respond to
attitudes and emotional well being, not to mention the more global
relation of psychological factors in people's willingness to care for
themselves and pay attention to information on the effects of smoking, drinkinS, So on. Traveling between Califomia and East Europ€,
one can't help note the societal and cultural differences in people's
apparent awareness of their own physical well-being. I'm not sure
how the authors' concepts take account of these factors.

reorganizingthe
the question say
organizational, s
seem that social
changes and

providing models of enlightened progressive practices.

I think this kind of constructive dialogue should be continued and
hope we can find ways for the West and East to work together.

Carl Shames
PsYcHolocv
KerusrncroN CA 94708

THE RESPONSE FROM BULGARIA
The papers by V. Navarro and M.W. Wartofsky were very much
appreciated. Marxist philosophers here have discussed some of their
ideas, and find they provide a common ground for fruitful dialogue.
As a partial response to criticism concerning social/psychological
factors and conceming the systems theory model, we have expanded
the relevant footnotes [Nos.2 and4 wereoriginallyonly one sentence
each. Editorl But we feel obliged to make this further response:
First of all, we address the statement that we have "a well nigh
idealistic approach" because we believe in the need for a basic theoretical reorientation of medical science. As Marxists, we consider as
self-evident the dominant role of social practice and social relations
in every field of human endeavour; hardly any ingenious theoretical
project can come to reality in the absence of adequate material factors
in society. Obviously, it is absurd to talk about health promotion in
places where people are dying of hunger.
It is true that the realization of the "valeomedical" model implies
a real democratization of health care systems and basic humanization
of social relations. But this does not mean that science should stop
developing new theoretical schemes, and thus to inspire us with clear
and attainable goals for the future. The practical realization of such
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I
goals evidently transcends the domain of medicine and cries out for
fundamental socio-economic and political changes.
This is also a reply to

politics and power in
medicine." We are not
Marxist interpretation o
ing ideas lose much of their value because of the extreme sociologization of the problems. The claim that medicine and other sciences
are essentially ideological led to the well-known stalinist deformations in
re
This
hi
trong
1PPryac
ideologi
ilt
sociil
sciences, but it would be erroneous to claim that medical science is
ideological in its nature.

the organism and its adaptation to the environment " we need a new
form of medical practice consistent with these necessities.
I believe this new form of the "family doctor" is evolving in Cuba.
Fidel Castro is credited with the idea of developing an advanced type
of physician who will in f egrat e the practice of medicine, becoming the
true "guardian of health." Briefly, each medical student choosing this
Family Doctor field is, after internship, given a home and office in a
defined community and becomes the central figure to whom families

come for any and all forms of medical advice and treatment.
In time, the doctor gets to know his / her patients and their families,
who in tum get to knoa the doctor. A central aspect of this plan is that,
if a patient requires consultation with a specialist, the Family Doctor
arranges for the consultant to come to the office where all three will
meet. The Family Doctor becomes the integrative agent using any
and all specialized facilities to assist in treatment of the patient. The
Family Doctor makes home visits periodically to evaluate and promote health practices regarding diet, sanitation, exercise, mental
health, etc. The young physician will also enroll for a three-year post

graduate education in pediatrics, obstetrics and gynecology, and
psychiatry.

We appreciate this opportunity to express our views and are
ready to take part in further discussions ii Science and Nature.
Georgi Mitea, Alexander Stoichan.

A LATER COMMENT FROM THE U.S.
LIKE many an idea, the authors' proposal-that medicine be directed
more towards thepromotion of healih thanthecureof disease-isnot

Mitev and Stoichev state: "Theoretically, however, our knowl-

edge of_health and the possibility for promoting it is a terra incognito

for medical science." I believe ihis s[ate of affiirs cxists due td the

A NEW BREED of physician is thus emerging, who will become the
true specialist in medicine. To facilitate this program, despite Cuba's
economic limitations, each Family Doctor is being provided with a
computer to further coordinate and integrate all information locally
and nationally. Today there are approximately 4,(D0 such Family
Doctors and it is hoped to have 20,000 by the year 2000.
As participaht in a psychiatric congress in Havana (Sept.87) I had
the opportuni ty to see this new program in action. The young woman
physician we visited displayed an amazing degree of composure and
competence in a modest office with one nurse for assistant. I am sure
it was because she knew that, if needed, she had the combined forces
of Cuban medicine at her disposal.
In the first year of her practice she developed a program of exercise and social activities for the otherwise sedentary retirees of the
community. An unexpected finding emerged: for those members of
the group who suffered from high blood pressure, there developed a
significant remission in the illness. She is now starting a study to
share her findings with the other Family Doctors in the country.
|ust as the advent of nuclear weapons brings up the possibility,
and necessity, of a world without war and with peace as its goal, so
the latest developments in medical and associated science and the
accompanying increased human longevity, now demand a world
without hunger or epidemics, with universal health as its goal.

Iraing I. Crain

DspanrvsNr or PsycHletny
Npw Yonr MEDTcAL Collncu
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On a significant meeting in West Berlin

ACTIVITY THEORY:
A Marxist approach to psychology
Carl Shames
Clinical Psychology
Berkeley, California
College of Arts hosted the first
Theory. This was also the first
roof researchers, theorists and

philosophers working in the tradition
Leontiev and Vygotsky. The majority
West Berlin and the Benelux and Scand
two having hosted previous, smaller conferences focusing on pedagogics. The U.S. group included Michael Cole, Norris Minick, Alex
responsible for introU.S. Alsorepresented
ietUnion, the last two

not in numbers corresponding to their importance in this field.
The purpose of the conference was to assess the state of affairs, and

to consolidate and advance work in this materialist direction of

For Vygotsky, Leontiev and the othcrs of the Soviet "culturalhistorical school", the implications of this cffort go beyond the
bounds of traditional psycholog/; thcy rcrognized- the historical
significance of this effort to concrctizc Marx's world view in a
psychological rience as central in humanity's developing self-knowledge. For instance, how docs the principlc of reflection, outlined by
Lenin, actually opcrate? How cxactly docs labor shape or produce
Page
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the person? How do human needs arise? How is consciousncss
shaped by social and cultural factors? Addressing these questions,
psychology hasbroad social and philosophical implications. In the 60
years since its origins, although a considerable body of empirical
work and theoretical discussions have accrued, the controversies,
ambiguities and difficulties remain and Vygotsky's goal of a unified
Marxist-based psychology remains elusive.
These issues were prominent in the concerns of the conference
organizers and participants. Speakers referred often to the continuing fragmentation within psychology and among the social and natural sciences, and to the need for partisanship and international cooperation in the task of developing a unified science and vision of

humanity. This rience must be concrete and empirically based,
while not reducing people to biological processes, or falling into
metaphysical generalities. Michael Cole of the U.S., in particular,
stressed the need for international cooperation in advancing a new
human science capable of contributing to the solution of the political
and ecological crises of our times. This new science must overcome
not only the theoretical fragmentation and controversies that characterize the human sciences, but also the geographic or national insularity within which most theoreticians and researchers operate.

Background for the Congress
THE PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEMS. Kant was the first modern
philosopher to see that what makes us specifically human is an active
principle, i.e. the organizingactivityof the mind. Humanity ischaracterized by activity, but this activity is purely mental, ideal. Fichte
extended this principle to the self, or ego, which he claimed is not a
static self<ontained subject, as it was for Derartes, but is active, or
rather, is itself activity. Hegel developed this category considerably
further, and here too, it is the basis of his conception of what makes
humans human. Through productive activity, or labor, humanity
objectifies itself, its powers and capacities, then newly acquires itself
through these objectifications, thus moving forward. Hegel's early
interest in labor, however, gave way to idealist formulations of
activity as the self-movement and development of the absolute spirit.
Individuals arehumanbyvirtue of beingmomentsof and vehicles for
the realization of this development.
While Hegel's early formulation played an important role in
Marx's 1844 work, Marx's later works generally refer only to labor,
although he occasionally seemed to use this interchangeably with
activity. Marx saw humanity as essentially active---externalizing
(objectifying), reincorporating and developing itself through productive labor. Central for Marx, though, is the concept of this activity
asa material process: it isactivity notof anisolated mind, ego or spirit,
but of material beings engaged with the social and natural world.
Marx's "First Thesis on Feuerbach" proclaimed the basis for his reinActivity Theory and Marxist Psychology Page 55

terpretation of Hegelian idealism by resolving its antithesis to rientific materialism: human activityis not mental, but is sensuous, material. This is the key, for Marx, to overcoming the duality between
subject and object,between the innerworld of meaningsand theouter
world of determinationq a duality that persists in social thought
today.
Serious philosophical problems confront us as we attempt to
understand this Marxist concept of "activity". Are people to be
thought of as active only in the sense of labor, or does the concept of
activily have a broader significance? Are we to think of activity as
pertaining to individual people, or to humanity as a "species being"?
That is, does activity have some supra-personalbasiq consistent with
Marx's methodological dictum that the individual is not to be taken
rather that analysis "ascends
the objects of activity natural,
other than culture? How can
we think of people as individuals in a social-historical and natural
"environment" and at the same times as products of that environ-

A central issue for Vygotsky, and for all subsequent discussions,
naturalism, that is, the assumption common to psychological
theories that the individual is in essence a natural being,living in a
social environment. From psychoanalysis to sociobiolory, the dominant view in Western psychology is still based on naturalism. For
Vygotsky, psychology must clarify the transformation of the natural
to the human: although the individual as an organismis natural, the
individual as a psychological being is fully social and all inner
processes are culturally based. In human development, the higher
functions supersede (aufheben) the lower, natural processes such as
simple attention and perception. Here we have the first attempt in
this tradition to formulate a dialectical relation between the natural

is

and the social.
VYGOTSKY'S WORK was to be criticized as not materialist in the

science,

Stalinist era beginningin1929, and he died of tuberculosis in 1934.
Leontiev and o thers continued working in his tradition while making
some central changes. Though inner mental life was still seen as a
transformation of outer processes, Leontiev attempted to base the
theory on actual material operations and relationt not on symbolic
and cultural forms as did Vygotsky. He saw this as restoring the
activity concept to a materialist foundation. Although the work of
this group was eclipsed by "official" Pavlovian psychology for many
years, this newbroader concept of activity continued to be developed

trospec-

and elaborated.

ment?
THE SOVIET "cultural-hbtoical school"

of psycholo3y. Responding to
thebehaviorism and reflexology thatdominated much of psychology
in the early 20's, Vygotsky asserted that consciousness and conscious

and, of

[n7962, Leontiev received the highest recognition for his work,

course, the behaviorists
ever, Vygotsky sought t
and historical relations.
conscious, and the inner world is a transformed, internalized version
of the outer, social world.

and his formulationof activitytheorybecame thenew "official" basis
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for Soviet psychology. Returning to Hegel's formulation, Leontiev
analyzed activity as a development process of obfectification and
acquisition. He traced the origin and development of the psyche from
the irritability of the most primitive life forms through human higher
mental processes, based on the transition from the natural to social
world. From the lowest to the highest, the life process is active in its
essence-an engagement with the environment. Activity now became whatLeontiev called a "molarconcept", referringnot to thought
processes in a culhrral context,but to the functioningof theindividual
as a whole, in the context of social-historical reality as a whole. While
this view may be more consistent with modern materialism, it is
certainly a tall order tobring it down to a level of specific, empirically
testable concepts. This tension between the demands of the philosophical basis and the need for a concrete empirically based science
plagued Leontiey's work throughout. For instance, while Leontiev
saw that the basis and logical structure of activity cannot be centered
on the functioning of the individual, but rather pertains to "species
being" on the social level, hewasultimatelyunable to devise concepts
necessary to concretize this.

Activity Theory and Marxist Psychology Page 57

regulatory functions, transferred from the social to the individual
systems.
SYSTEMS IDEOLOGY, in the socialist as well as capitalist world, is a
managerial point of view, which makes it possible to study complex

interactions without identifying underlying relations and contradictions. It is neopositivist in that it has no theory of the production of
the elements or boundaries of a system, enabling the investigator to
select systems and elements at will. Though management has its
place in social development and microsocial analyses are necessary
for the development of an empirical science, this is a far cry from
dialectics-Man<ism must accept the necessary tension between
philosophy and empirical science iust as that between social ideals
and realities.

. Throughout thedevelopmentof activity theory and morebroadly
of psychology in the socialist countries, w6 see a iensionbetween the
need for concrete science on the one hand and for the satisfaction of

An essential principle of Marxism is that for dialectical thought to
reach the level of concrete facts, it must be based upon an analysis of
fundamental social relations and contradictions. The assertion in the
socialist countries that these have ceased to operate, and the absence

of a Marxist analysis of socialist development, has had disastrous
effects on the development of social thought as a whole, effects with
which Gorbachev must struggle today. |ust as market forces mustbe
both adopted and understood in thecontext of socialistdevelopment,
systems theory and the bourgeois level of scientific theory as a whole
mustbe understood in the context of a comprehensive Marxist theory

of the development of scientific thought. That is, Marxism must
become far more sophisticated in understanding its own political and

THE UNFORTUNATE TENDENCY in the Soviet Union and GDR

theoretical development.
Similarly, while the idea that all human activity is conscious and
purposive may be ideologically attractive to some, few serious 20th
century social thinkers would try to support this view. Though we
must discard the ideological trapppings of psychoanalysis and other
forms of bourgeois irrationalism, we still must confront the real
complexities of human behavior and motivation. The serious psycho-social problems of Soviet society, e.g., low productivity, alcoholism, alienation, and corruption have been identified by Gorbachev as
central targets in his restructuring plans. Until recently, these problems were not even acknowledged publicly, and Soviet psychology
lacks the concepts and categories necessary to address these issues.
This is an indicator of the price paid when science becomes subservient to political poliry.
Leontiev, it should be noted, vigorously opposed the reduction of
activity theory to the systems model, and he understood well the
political significance of this debate. The reductionof the humanbeing
to less than human factors in the name of science invariably accom-

panies dehumanizing practices in the social-political sphere. He
championed the cause of a Marxist understanding of the "human
factot'', fully individual and social, not reduced in any way to bioPage
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efforts, again with the aim of founding a new psychological science.
Based on a modification of activity theory that takes into account class
relations in capitalist society, expressed in
the potentials for activity on the one hand
for their realization on the other, this grou
cally reconceptualize the basic
analyses have been made of the
human, and of the transformati
of capitalist relations. The work of this group has been very influen-

While propon

often ponder the i
ist world must be

contribution of the French Marxist philosopher, Lucien SEve.

tial and controversial in European discussions, though little has
appeared in English. Despite voluminous works, Holzkamp's ultimate ambition of a unified Marxist science has, like that of his predecessors, not been realized.
On the Congress itself

form, and this division
The Sixth Feuerbach
ce is not in the individ-

ual but in the ensemble of social relations, provides the methodological key to this motion from the abstract to the concrete in knowledge.

THE CONGRESS spanned three days, with a registration of over 700,
and over 100 presentations. Plenary sessions and invited addresses
focussed on overall methodological issues, the history and significance of activity theory, and its relations to specific areas of psychology and pedagogics.
Georg Ruckreim, co-organizer, and chair of the congress, declared
in his introductory remarks that activity theory is partisan, with the

goal of promoting the development of the all-sided individual,
through grasping the entire ensemble of human activity in its significance for the individual, and socially transforming this ensemble in

the interests of human development. Social scientists must cooperate
in facing the present day political, environmental, social and psychological crises. Psychologists must offer a view of people as whole
beings, as active, historical, and conscious. There must be a struggle
against dehumanized images being promoted in the name of science.
The full nature of the relation of the individual to society must be

dirovered. This, Ruckreim

sees as the potential and challenge

of

activity theory.

it in microsocial man-environmcnt rclations. The logical
structureof the social formation, itsfundamcntal rclations and coitra-

nor is

CKITICAL PSYCHOLOGY of Wat Berlin. In the early 70s Klaus
Holzkamp and others set out to continuc and modifj, Leontiey's
Page
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A panel of surveys reviewed the development and status of activity theory in the USSR, GDII FRG, Scandanavian and Benelux countries,Italy, the U.S. and Canada. The speakers from the Soviet Union
and the GDR stressed the consistenry of activity theory with Marxist
philosophy and with the requirements and methodsof psychological
research in the conditions of socialism, especially with the need to
address concrete problems and not simply to theorize. The pioneering work of Rubinstein received special mention as a turning point in
bringing modernresearch methods in line with Man<ist philosophy.
Speakers from Finland and the FRG emphasized the turn to activity
theory at the time of the student movement of the 50s and 70s that
brought into focus the partisan nature of science, the fragmentation
of research and theory, and the social responsibility of scientists. The
goal was to uncover the true individual/society/history relationActivity Theory and Marxist Psyctrology Page 61

ship, so distorted in prevailing theories. Activity thmry played a
central role for some in the search for a "theory of the subject" based
on real social processes, famous in the German radical movement of
that time. In pursuing this motion from the external to the internal,
Leontiev's work offered a new hope. Michael Cole of the U.S., spoke
of the disillusionment with Piaget and ensuing fragmentation leading to sociobiology and other theoretical distortions. People seeking
an alternative, an understanding of the social-cultural mediation of

psychological phenomena, according to Cole, have turned with
increasing interest to Vygotsky and his followers. Claude Braun,
representing Canada, observing that little or no influence of this
direction can be found in
cal and philosophical issu
the concept of reflection
danavian countries, reviewed developments particularly in pedagogics and labor psychology.

the key to advancing this theory.

an exciting start, but a long struggle

by Vygotsky and Leontiev runy years
uld give us cause to question the vision

philosophy and science may be more

CHAIRING the plenary on philosophical and methodological issues,
H.J. Sandkuehler summed up the tasks facing the theory as follows:
reconcile the theory of activity with Marx's concept of labor; elaborate Marx's observation that we make our own history, but only in
pre-givcn conditions; understand therole of the subject, i.e. what and
who is thc agent of activity?; and address the implications of Marx's
goal of overcoming divisions between living and dead, manual and
mental labor.
Klaus Holzkamp cmphasizcd that Lconticv's work and activity
theory do not prcscnt a cohcrent wholc, and that much remains to be

done to unite the philosophical with thc practical, particularly in
articulating the rclation bctween activity and labor as concepts.
Overcoming the theorctical dualities of consciousness and the world,
the individual and the environment is a long way off in practical

research. Holzkamp's own devclopment of Leontiev's work, he
claimed, contributes to this by assigning ccnfrality to humanity's
active role in transforming life's conditions.
Other sessions covered a variety of theorefical and practical
issues: the applications of activity thcory in clinical, cducational, and
work settings; the theoretical status of languagc and tool use;
problems in applying the concepts action and opcration; methodologies for relating the individual to thc supraindividual structures in
empirical studies of the labor and lcarning processes; aesthetics;
developmental psychology; issucs of biology and natural science;
applications to specific areas of lcarning such as science and mathematics, speech and language; cognitivc psychology; and rehabilitation psychology.
In the session devoted specifically to philosophical i$sues, concern
centered on the perennial "theory of thc subjcct" and on the relation
of biological to psychological levcls of analysis, both widelydebated
Page
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be needed instead is an analysis of stages and

limitations

as concrete

science and dialectical materialist philosophy struggle to unite. That

is, we must have a theory of the transformation of thought in the
context of the transformation of society. We will overcome the limitations imposed on consciousness by commodity relations, not in one
fell swoop, as an act of thought, but only step by step, in a long process
of material transformation of social relations.
The meeting of progressive scientists from the socialist and capi-

talist world in this common effort was exciting, but disappointing
too. There is a reluctance, particularly in the Soviet Union and GDR,
to engage in full dialogue with Western theorists on issues in Marxist

theory. Only two representatives came from the Soviet Union,
although twelve had registered, and the GDR, twenty minutes away
Speakers from these countries in
by subway
re, often take it for granted that
particular,
ence", and are not oPen to distheir work
cussing questions in this regard. Yet an open dialogue and atmosphere of intellectual inquiry and cooperation is essential if we are to
progress toward the goalsenvisioned by this Congress: aProgressive
psychological science capable of addressing the pressing issues of our
times.
It is not a coincidence that in unveiling his plans for "restructuring" of Soviet society, Gorbachev has pointed to the social-psycho-

logical issues, the "human factor" championed by Leontiev, as central. Gorbachev has identified the Marxist analysis of socialist relations and the understanding of human psychology as key areas
requiring theoretical "breakthroughs". The new stage in socialist
Activity Theory and Marxist Psydtology Page 63

stage

in theory. Hopefully, the new

Toward the Humanization of Science

will lead to the type of intellectual

onal cooperation necessary for these
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lndividuality, Democracy and Human Rights*
Carl Shames
Clinical psychology
Berkeley, California

l. The "human factor"
QUESTIONS about the individual, about human needs, motives,
rights, potentials and aspirations, are taking a prominent place in
Marxist discussions. Mikhail Gorbachev, in explaining his plan for
restructuring in the Soviet Union, asserts that "people are now in the
foreground of history," that the "human factor" occupies a central
role in the processes and transformations underway. How are we to
understand this? The economic changes underway demand complex
political, social and psychological changes; changes in motivationq
attitudes and relations are central to this restructuring. What challenges do these interconnections present to Marxist theory?
The task for Marxist theory today is essentially this: to realize the
potential and promise of Marxismto unite the scientificmethod with
the fullest humanism; to grasp the full breadth and depth of human
life in its historical development as an objective process. This human
science is the first step in humanity's consciousness of itselt a prerequisite for the next era of civilization. It is the overcoming of the
dualism of an idealist dynamic of inner human processes on the one
hand, and a dehumanized materialist study of empirical determinations on the other.
This split remains deeply entrenched today. It is most blatant in
sociobiology and the various forms of biological reductionism in psychology and psychiatry, but it is also found in many intelpretations
of systems theory. These latter lose the specificity of human life processes in a tangle of supposed biological or technological systems
determinants. On the other hand, we see the avant garde theories of
structuralism and post-structuralism, with their roots in nihilism and
relativism. These models have in common the demand that human
life, in its full depth and richness, can be studied simply as an objective process. The human is split from history, meaning it is split from
motion and determination. Science is accepted as necessarily dehumanized and dehumanizing.
When we look at the models of human life offered by the sciences
in the last few centuries, can we wonder that people protest, turning
* Adapted slightly from a paper presentcd at the West Coast Marxist
Scholars Confcrence, Berkeley, November 1987.
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to religion and "creationism" for their expression of the unique

the
positionmustnotbeleftt
human must be seen as a
origins of humanity,

This
The
grcal

life. This life form

achieves its independence from its natural preconditions gradually; it is a natural process whose form is history,
which is the process of this emergence. The key to Marx's uniting of
the human and the objective is his identification of the objective basis
and reality of this life process: the "ensemble of social relations." The
life and development of this ensemble is the subject matter of historical materialism.

WHAT, THEN, does it mean to say that "people are at the foreground
of history"? There is an unprecedented expansion of the influence of
subjective forces in the social and historical process. At the same time
that social power is becoming ever more immense and impersonal,
the importance of individual, subjective processes is growing. Marx
and Engels claimed that we are leaving the era of control by uncon-

scious, impersonal forces, or pre-history and entering the era of
human history, of conscious control of life's circumstances. This transition is in its early stages. The issues of consciousness, of intentionality, of human self-awareness, human understanding of its own
inner substance, have emerged at the time of this transition. Historical forces operate increasingly through the consciousness and motives of individuals; they take the form, on the concrete level, of
psychological individu alities.
Thus history itself presents the growing need to understand theoretically the connection between political and economic realities and
everyday life, i.e., the way in which individuals actually experience
their lives, what they are conscious of, their conflicts, needs, hopes
and aspirations. These are not secondary or peripheral considera-

tions; the individual, human factors are increasingly the terms in
whichthehistorical drama isplayed out. A simpleexample: while the
stock market crash represents inevitable conflicts in the nature of
capitalism, and it would surely be a rnistake to attribute this, along
with Reagan, to psychological factors, but people's response to this
canbe anywhere on the spectrum from increased class conriousness
and a dedication to socialism, all the way to a turn toward fascism.
These decisions by individual people-the way they experience,
understand and react to their reality-will be crucial in shaping the
path taken within this inevitable decline of capitalism. Philosophically, this is the relation of contingenry to necessity-the way that
historical necessitiesare worked out through aninfinitudeof variable
factors. Much of Marxist thought has been simplistic here.
We can explain this coming to the fore of the individual on the
basis of the growth of the productive forces. The present stage of
these forces, far from rendering the "human facto/' obsolete, as so
Page
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many had feared, has actually freed people from the lower forms of
manual and mental labor, and led to the emerging importance of
subjective processes in the production process itself, as well as in
other social spheres. The nature of modem production has called

forth this modern individuality with its particular forms of con-

sciousness, ability for scientific thought, and motivational structure.
Capitalist relations of production have produced it, and this is the
very center of the Marxist idea that productive relations correspond
for a time to the level of development of the productive forces. The
tremendous productive power unleashed by capitalism is based on
the relation of capital to labor, which is not simply on an economic
relatiory but rather a deep human relation that produced the modern
individual, within which the richness of human capacities has grown
immensely. But the productive relations, at first making the development of the productive forces possible, later come to be a fetter on
them. So too, individuality both facilitates and hinders development
in a complex way that changes with time and in different concrete
circumstances. In the long run, this individuality, an historically produced form, must be superceded by another form. It is a central
challenge to Marxist theory today to understand this emergence and
transformation of individuality as the living substanceof productive

forces and relations.

ll.

The theory of individuality
THIS THEORY is not simply an application of

a pre-existing

Marx-

ism, already complete in itself, to a new area, i.e. psychology. Rather,

it is the extension of historical materialism to the concrete level of
today's realities. It is not an addition to Marxism, it is its development, necessary to catch up with the actual motion of history. A
Marxism that fails to do this will find,literally, thatyesterday's truths
are today's empty abstractions. The materialist analysis of concrete
human processes, the entire depth and range that makes up the
"human f.actor," the subjective world, must find the integral links
with the basic processes of history without in any way reducing the
status and concrete, singular reality of this human factor. These basic
historical processes, then, are not to be seen as external factors of the
social environment: they are internal to the individual. We must see
the essential identity of historical forces and the motivation of the
individual, not by reducing one to the other, but by understanding
the dialectic of individuality.
The coming to the fore of individuality and psychological life,
under the contradictory conditions of the capitalist era, has its reflection in various bourgeois theoretical tendencies. The burgeoning
field of psychology, brought on by these developments, instead of
providing us with a human vision, a science of the potentials of an
emancipated humanity, offers only dehumanized, mechanistic and
reductionist models. The discovery that the individual is not a fixed,
lndividuality, Democracy and Human Rights Page 67

ahistorical form, but rather is a product or moment in a complex
informational system has been a great contribu tion from systems theory and structuralism. But, at every furn, these theoretical models are
imbued with the relations of capitalism: the dominance of the dead
over the living, the past over the present, the abstract over the concrete. The human is reduced either to biology, or to technology or to

The dual motion that we see in all history, toward individuality

sociological abstractions.

THE BREAKDOWN of the old atomistic understanding of the individual, represented by bourgeois humanism and its Marxist adaptations, was greeted with proclamations of the "disappearance of
man," just as, in physics, as the old atomism broke down, philosophers claimed that "rnatte/'was simply an illusion. What has been
passed off as avant-garde thinkingin thisregard isnothingbuta new
form of nihilism and cynicism. At the very time that questions of the
individual are coming to center sbage, we see a host of continental
philosophers and their American echoeq all of whom find ready
access to academia and the publishing world, proclaiming that all is
illusion-meaning, Iife, the subject time, space, even history itself.
This new breed of missionaries who claim for themselves the ability
to penetrate this supposed veil of illusions, has had an unfortunately
strong influence on progressive social thought. The romance of
French Marxism with structuralism and "post structuralism" isbut
one example.
On the other h

olddaysprcvious
led by Marxism,
models such as structuralism and systems theory, but go beyond,
with dialectics, to a science that is fully historical and human. This
science must have at its center a theory of the historical evolution of
individuality as a form, the emergence of the psychological from the
biological, and the negation of this form in a higher development.
The individual that we know today, the essentially separate ego,
is an historical product, the culmination of the great historical eriof
private property in its final capitalist form. In this era, human universalify has come into being in the form of separate individualities.
This separation of the ego
eso from natural and social preconditions
allows one to think "I am a human being." The recognition of all people as human, and the corresponding self-recognition, is recent, and
has been won in struggle. Once this universality comes into being,
humanity matures through the development of all individualities.
But in capitalism, this universal and particular find themselves in
opposition to one another. The form of the individual is no longer
appropriate for its human content and becomes a fetter upon further
developrnent. A supersession is required in which the universal and
individual are reconciled. This is not a "liberation" of the individual;
it is a trarnsformation to a new human form.
Page
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in society or in biology; it is internal
individuality is a contradictory form.
of the human at the same time. That is

a humanization and dehumanized-humanization, a simultaneous
gaining and loss of the human community.

THE DIALECTIC of form and content must be analyzed: develop

lndividuality, Democracy and Human Rights Page 69

bccomes an abstraction embodied only by money, the God of capitalism. This modern individual, then, is a negative form, a negation of
humanity's earlier integral connectedness. Thisnegationwill itself be
negated in the long and complex process of achieving an entirely new
human form. The relation of abstract to concrete, central to Marxist

economic theory, is central too in understanding the gestation and

transformation of individuality.
The extension of historical materialism to the concrete human
sphere sketched here presents tremendous challenges to the understanding of socialist development, but at the same time it makes this
understanding for the first time truly possible. The development of
socialism is not based on

IN ACTUAL reality there is no such split, and it is precisely in the
understanding of individuality that this duality wiit Ue or'e.co*e
once and for all. All moments of actual life are embedded in bo th base

vironment,
forces and
ut there" in
re concrete

complexity and it is only through living people, their consciousness,
motives and behavior, that these contradictions have any operative
reality.

Page
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a

simple one time only replacement of prop-

erty relations; it is a step by step replacement of the blind forces of
capitalism with the conscious forces of socialism. A socialism developing in the capitalist era is fraught with basic contradictions. These
are not "vestigeJ' of capitalism, but are integral to the nature of
socialism. The understanding of the concrete complexity of human
life and consciousness will make it possible to replace the very
abstract concepts of productive forces and relations, and "vestiges"
with concrete analyses of real contradictions. The mistaking of
abstract preconceptions and concepts for real social dynamics is one
of the outstanding features of the difficulties currently facing the
socialist countries and Marxist thought. As this theory is extended,
the full complexity and contradictoriness of socialism will emerge. It
is high time for Marxists to overcome their reluctance to delve into
this. The question of democracy and human rights provides a good
case in point.

lll. Democracy and human rlghts
THIS HISTORICAL THEORY of individuality and the concomitant
understanding of the unity of base and superstructure in the life pro
cess, leads directly to a new understanding of the role of democracy
at this time of history. Democrary is absolutely essential as a social
form, for the full development and expression of individuality to take
place. This individuality, its consciousness, attitudes, motivations, is
essential at this stage of the development of the productive forces.
Democracy, then,like psychological life, is not "in" the superstructure any more than economics is "in" the base. For individuals to
function fully as such in the productive process requires that theybe
able to experience and develop their individuality in all spheres of
life.
There is a necessary internal relation, in the essential unity of the
life process, between democracy and the requirements of production
at this time. In this light, previous Marxist formulations about
democracy are entirely inadequate. It is not sufficient to speak of
democracy for the working class in socialism without considering
that the class is made up of living individuals. Nor can the democracy
lndividuality, Democracy and Human Rights Page
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in the capitalist countries be dismissed as a superficiality, or as an
illusion promulgated by the capitalist class. Democratic forms are
both real and necessary.
As people come to experience their humanity, their universality
and individuality, the struggle for democracy becomes inexorable,
and the need for the experie
at
once an historical necessity
n.
The struggle for democracy
al
form and situation, in particular class relations, this struggle will
assume as variety

thisstruggle,mus
human rights nor
it must analyzeeach concrete situation in terms of all the factors combining to form the experience and motives of individuality.

THE DRIVE toward democracy must be understood in terms of the
developing control, by people, over the conditions of life. This is the

beginning of
Thisneed and
considering d

ly
re
to
di

inthe
sition
uced,

them

only in economic and political terms, but in terms of the need for
community as it takes irrational, distorted forms.
In socialism, similarly, this interplay of individuality and collec-

same time in socialism the ri
ognized. Alienatedformsof co
the
era of alienation has not yet ended, and the development necessary
under this form is not yet complete. The analysis of religion is far too
complex to enter into here, but suffice it to say that the central role that
religion has played in history cannot be abolished all at once. The
religious expression of the human need for community, along with
nly when the unityof theindividd. This is a long way in the fuhrre.
this development honestly, and
appreciate the necessity for alienated forms of expression which

reflect the real state of development of individuality. In my opinion,
the problem of alcoholism, in the socialist world, as elsewhere, is
based ultimately on an alienated communality, and Marxists, where
alcoholism is a problem, should tum their attention to these issues
rather than toward bourgeois theories.

THE ISSUES of collectivization, private property and market forces
offer vivid examples of the need for Marxism to develop the tools for
a. scientific analysis of individuality

an area at which the capitalist class has achieved the highest sophisti-

cation. The need to allow people to operate as individuals, while
serving the needs of the capitalist class is one of the greatest challenges to this ruling class.

groups represent this need under conditions of its material unattainability,yetin the long run theycannot substitute for true community
in the material sense of real control over the conditions of life in which

we produce ourselves. The struggle for democrary in capitalism
must focus not only on the preservation and extension of individual
rights, but also on the need for real community and for control of life
conditions. The potential of a turn to fascism must be analyzed not
Page72
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dialectical development. Pmple, i
malleable, and historical stages in
passed over. Exhortations, ideology, education, all failed in patching
thegapleftbyapremature jumpto a formof organization thatdid not
correspond to the actual state of individuality in its development.
The return to private property, to entrepreneurship, to market forces
is not a temporary expedienry, but is a deep recognition of the
necessity to realign the forms of social organization with the actual
state of development of the individual so as to foster the further
progress of
e productive forces. The
changesint
andthenewopennessand
honesty all
integral connection in the
realignment of society with individual needs, motives and consciousness. Here, the relation of abstract labor to individuality becomes
most clear. This expansion of the operation of property and market
forces represents a heightening of the abstract in relation to the
concrete, a sharpening of the gestalt of individuality through a
necessary historical tension that impels individual and historical
motion.
I have sketched very briefly the way that the theory of individuallndividuality, Democracy and Human Rights Page 73

ity offers the insight that the contradictions within social formations
in the modern era are expressed in the sphere of concrete life and
cannot be understood outside of this sphere. The understanding of
the struggle for democracy and human rights, both in capitalism and
socialism takes an entirely new form when based upon the contradictions within individuality understood as an historically created form.
The dual need of the individual, for emergence and completion on the
one hand, and for communality on the other, is worked out in a
myriad of ways in the different cultures and systems, but these needs
also have an historical inexorability that underlies the infinitude of
forms in which they are manifested.

Round table discussion;
Factors in the development of modern scientific knowledge
Basis for a Marxist Paradigm

On Contradiction within
Scientific Knowledge*
Lester (Hank) Talkington
Editor, Science and Nature
Are the concEts which prnail in the nntural scienca only
fictions because they W no mesns always corrapond with
reality? From the moment we accqt the theory of nolution all
our concepts of organic life correspond only approximately to
redity. Otherwbe, there would be no change. On the day when
concqts and reality coincidein the organic world, dnelopment

coma to an end. lEngels

1.8951

it is clear that dialectical contradictions exist within scientific knowledge, but it is not so clear how
these contradictions arise in thc rientific process nor how the scientist can make use of them.
It is a truism, for instance, that experiments are theory-laden,
implying some element of circularity in our supposedly straightforward scientific reasoning. Yet there there seems to be no methodological analysis showing how this comes about. An example of such
circularity is quantum mechanics, acknowledged on all sides to be a
closed system not subject to basic change. But what is the methodological approach to untying this philosophical Gordian knot? The
inner contradictions of sociobiology pose similar problems. It is easy
to see, for instance, that bourgeois ideology permeates this theoretical
system, as in the prevalent concept of the male "optimizing his
investment" of sperm. (But it is more difficult to describe the
conceptual process, within science, by which external ideology can
become so deeply rooted in a natural science paradigm.)
Deep-rooted contradictions such as these, arising within processes of normal science, create the conditions for revolutionary transformations of scientific knowledge itself. While Kuhn [1,9701pro-

FOR THOSE WHO WISH TO SEE,

* Paper prepared as basis for discussion at the

round table on "Factors in
the Development of Modern Scientific Knowledge." Fourth Intemational Conference on the Logic, Methodology and Philosophyof Science,
Moscow, August 1985-Affiliated Meeting, Sponsored by the Academy
of Sciences, USSR.
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vided a historical-based description of the revolutionary process in
science, he was notoriously weak in his philosophical analysis (more
on this later). There are many questions yet to be resolved concerning
the continuities and discontinuities of scientific knowledge, the interaction of relative and absolute truths, and so forth.
Some of these questions are addressed here in the hope of providing more precise understanding of the contradictions within
knowledge and improving the ability of the scientists to make use of
them in research.

A base-and-superstructure model
First question. Does scientific knowledge involve an eclectic array of

contradictions, or does some single contradiction provide a key,
entailing the others? My studies indicate that 1) the primary contradiction is between the subjectiae and the objectioe aspects of knowledge and 2) thehistorical materialist concept of bas e and superstructure
provides an effective analogy for modeling the crucial role of this
contradiction in generating scientific knowledge. [A preliminary
formulation of this model was given in Talkington 1981.1
Figure l presents the fundamental elements of this model: A theoretical system (paradigm), represented as a circle, is surrounded by
cultural elements specific to science. The jagged line represents
interpenetration of the subjective and objective realms of science.

tist is ruled more that he/she knows by a world outlook, by ideas
(conscious or unconscious) on the relationship of knowledge to
reality, on how development and change occur, etc.
Figure2 examines the paradigm itself (in circle) as a contradictory
unity of the same opposites.
The operational basis is the underllng objective component of a
theoretical system, comprising the data itself and what Kuhn [1970
p187] called "exemplars," meaning the set of concrete problemsolutions that pretty much define both the general methods and the
extent of the phenomena covered by a given discipline. Exemplar
elements include procedures for obtaining the material data, plus the
mathematical and logical procedures for manipulating the dataessentially the same operations described in any scientific report
under "Methods and Procedures" that assure repeatability and
empirical reliability of the reported results.
Interacting with this is a conceptual superstruclure composed of
subjective and ideological elements. Here we have the consensual
interpretations of a research community-the models, analogies and
metaphoricalbeliefs-that help explain the results obtained, whythe
operations were performed, what the data really mean.
FIGURE 2.
SUPERSTRUCTURAL
INTERPRETANONS

FIGURE 1.
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T}ne objectioe realm of science includes its material aspects: 1) The
methodology of scientists for assuring objective results: repeatability,
experimental controls, statistical analysis, sampling techniques, etc.
2) The technology of scientists: the mathematical tools as well as
experimental and observational equipment. (While mathematics is a
science in itself, itis also a form of technology usedbyother sciences.)

The subjectioerealm, on the other hand, embraces the ideological
aspects of cognition and volition. 1) Scientists have values that are

important to the process: standards of conceptual simplicity (elegance), of logical consistency, of integrity, etc. And 2), perhaps morc
important, is their philosophy, individual and collective, since a scienPage
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THE INTERPENETRATION of base and superstructure is not a
negligible factor in this system, since it may be literally impossible to
find a clear dividing line. For example, a procedure for calculating
may be part of the the base yet also part of the interpretation of the
data. An instance of this is Ptolemaic astronomy with its interpretive
superstructure based on the Pythagorean-Platonic concept of the
universe as a set of celestial spheres. Here the objective epicycle
procedure for calculations can hardly be separated from either the
superstructure or the base, and thus partakes both ways in the
contradiction between the spherical concept and the observational
data.

Ideally, the conceptual superstructure changes in response to new
results obtained in the operational basis by any means, including new
technology. And, vice versa, new hypotheses generated in the superOn Contradiction within Scientific Knowledge Page 77

T

tech-

nterising

ls the conceptual superstructure necessary?
n broad tendenry among philosophers, typified by the

Trrens rs

operationalist school, who maintain that scientists should be con-

minating new interpretive model of the phenomena.
There are two basic reasonswhy the interpretivecomponent, with
its explanatory use of analogy and metaphor, is both normal and necessary to the process of developing a theoretical system.
The first and more basic consideration is that the dialectical mode
of thought, inherent to science, requires a search for relationships, for
interconnections. Any phenomenon, when viewed without its connections to other natural phenomena, remains essentially inexplicable; attempts to explain such a metaphysical isolate will necessarily
tend toward the mystical and irrational. Hence, there is a fundamental need to understand the new in terms of the old, the strange in
terms of the familiar, the unknown in terms of the known. This
accounts for the widespread use of analogy and metaphoric models
when searching for the universal in the particular, for scientific law as
a form of the universal.
Secondly, there is the social need for use of interpretive elements
to facilitate the communication process that plays such an essential
role in science progress. Metaphoric explanations are not only aids to
thinking about the research problem but they are also necessary for
communicating new concepts to other rientists. They help the rientist remember and communicate an abstract generalization from
the concrete empiric data. Interpretation thus gives meaning to a
research effort and motivation for others to join it. Without the drive
for meaning, there is no science.
Clearly, then, the primary inner forces for the development of a
theoretical system derive their potential energy from the contradiction between the objectivity of the system's operational basis and the
subjectivi ty of its conceptual superstructure.

lnteraction with the practlcal world
Tne pAReorcu, however, is not an isolated system. Besides its interaction with the ambient scientific community, there is constant and

profound interaction with the practical outer world. In terms of
influence on the development of scientific knowledge, there are two
main channels of interaction between the rientific community and
the outside world. They concern 1) the relation between science and
practical knowledgeor technology, and 2) the relationbetween scientific ideas and social ideology. Figure 2 deals graphically with these
interactive relations.
The outside world presents science with an infinitudeof practical
problems. A practical problem may be known for centuries before
science finds a conceptual formulatian for tackling it; another may
become evident only with emergence of a new theoretical system that
provides a different way of looking at the practical world. After a
problem has been formulated, its operationtl solutian will require
development of new exemplars using the suitable scientific tools
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(mathematical or experimental).

Revolutlon belongs to the process
SO FAR, we have dealt with what Kuhn

119701terms "normal sci-

whichrel-

extension

ofdiscovery, disc
emerSes

seehow
to the actual process of scientific revolution.
Figure 3 indicates the transitional process and the catalytic role of
anomalous result and theoretical cnsis, interacting as a unity of opposites to create the conditions for emergence of a new paradigm.
FIGURE 3.
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This disruptive process usually begins with the obiective discovery of anomaly (some experimental or observational result that seriously contradicts the interpretive superstructure) though it may start
with a theoretical crisis brought on by a conceptual discovery (such
as a flaw of logic, revealing a fatal contradiction between theoretical
interpretation and obiective data). In either case, the one gives rise to
the other and the two can reinforce one another (like two embers in
fireplace keeping each other alive) until some final resolution is found
for the new contradiction.
The final resolution, however, maybe a long time coming. There
is always a tendency to obscure a contradiction by some sort of "fudge
facto/'-patching up the conceptual explanations in such a way that
anomaly is no longei apparent and the threat of crisis is averted. The
alternative method of obfuscation is to sweeP the anomaly under the
rug---€.g? burying it in an obscure footnote and forgetting about it.
Out of this dialectical process a new paradigmeventuallyemerges
to offer a fundamental resolution of the old contradictions. When the
new theoretical system matures to the point where its challenge cannot be ignored, the fat is in the fire. The resistance to fundamental
change witt be more pronounced if the paradigm has become well
established so that, from long successful use in practice, a commitment develops in the rientific community that amounts to instituPage
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cannot be known at this level.
At the ideological level of a theoretical system, however. knowledge derives from subjective and consensual interpretation, and is
thereby necessarily hypothetical in nature-always conditional and
subject to negation in whole or part. This is the level, however, where
the power of rientific generalization appears.
Usually, no sharp boundary can be found between these two integral aspects of scientific truth because accepted conceptual truths
inlluence the choice of procedures while objective procedural results
influence the choice of concepts. Only at the time of theoretical crisis
are scientists likely to think very deeply about the questions of truth
involved here, and the resulting debates tend to be inconclusive
because seldom do any participants approach the questions in terms
of fundamental contridictioni within trutn itself. Hence, resolution
of a crisis usually comes-without much philosophical clarity-in

the form of a victorious new paradigm bringing a fresh set of
unknown or only dimly perceived contradictions within its truths.

QUESTIONS about scientific progress also involve the fundamental
contradiction of knowledge: there is one type of progress at the
conceptual level, another at the procedural level.
Error in procedures or exemplars canbe progressively eliminated
through the test of practice, so that continuous and absolute progress
is possible at this level. Even when overthrow of a paradigm leaves

a its procedures stranded by irrelevance to the new theoretical
system, its validiry is retained fully and it may remain highly useful
'as the basis for technology. An obvious example is Newtonian
mechanics, which still provides the basis for most of physics and

The two levels of knowtedge
I
{

l
i
1

lr

Ii
,1

II
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engineering practice today though it has been largely supplanted by
relativistic mechanics in the theoretical system of modern physics.
At the superstructural level, however, the queslion of progress is
problematic indeed. Error can never be eliminated fully from interpretive concepts (see quote from Engels that opens this essay). In fact,
attheconceptual level thereisno assurance of progresswitha change
of paradigm: new interpretive concepts do not always bring an
improved congruence with the underlying reality. For example,
[Engels, 82, 2601, in 17th-century England heat was conceived as
"motion of a particular kind" while in the 18th century on the
Continent heat came to be seen as "a special substance" (caloric), a
conceptual change representing regress according to modern concepts of heat. True, a new interpretive concept, such as the electron
of 7897, may be transformed-by sufficient proof in practice-from
the status of hypothesis to that of objective knowledge. But much of
modern rience depends on concepts that are far from achieving this
status of objectivity. Kuhn [205fl observed that Newton's mechanics
improved on Aristotle's and that Einstein's improved on Newton's
"as instruments for puzzle-solving" but, in relation to the question of
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progress in science, "Einstein's general theory of relativity is closer to
Aristotle's than either of them is to Newton's."

changes of paradigm carry us "closer and closer to the truth" 1p1701.
Though Kuhn did conceive of progress in terms of basic procedures
("each stage in the development of scientfic knowledge is a better
exemplar" [p1731), the irony is that he treated the exemplar as an

isolated metaphysical entity, not asanintegral butpolaraspect in the
contradictions of a historically-conditioned paradigm.
A final irony. Kuhn has since backed away from the very concepts

that won such wide acclaim from scientists. Presenting to him
History of Science Society'sSarton Medal, Frederick L. Holmes [1983]
remarked on how "Kuhn himself has qualified and modified his
original scheme, and hehasattempted, withlimited success, either to
redefine or withdraw his notorious term "paradigm"; but he has
found that his original ideas have become such common property
that even he can no longer reshape them at his own will."
Kuhn's evident discomfort today with the concepts he pioneered
may reflect their revolutionary implications that extend beyond the
laboratory? (Recall that Kuhn [1965 pl went out of his way to agree
with Karl Popper that Marxist historiography is not scientific.)

ln pralse of the paradlgm
Readers who are familiar with Kuhn's [79701ideas on scientific rev-

olutions my_ryell feel comfortable with the proposed base/superstructure model. Though the dialectical form of this model mak-es it

Is Marxist sclence a paradigm?
IN CLOSING, I suggest that the base/superstructure model applies
not only to the natural riences but also to the social sciences. In
particular, I suggest that Marxist social rience is also a paradigm
with inner contradictions of its own and thus subject to revolutionary
transformation. Specifically, one may see the Marxist paradigm
emerging from frustrations suffered by Marx and Engels in their
struggles for bourgeois democracy in 18th<entury Germany, with a
theoretically powerful superstructure centering on the concept of
class interest as the motive power for social development but with an
as yet poorly developed basis in exemplars of class struggle. I offer
an example of how contradiction between procedural basis and
interpretive superstructure led to a revolutionary transformation
within the Marxist paradigm:

S
S

s

ANOM,TLY . Mnrx and Engels prelicld *cial reoolution wouW ame first in
England b ecause of its ado anced capitalbm and lar ge wo*ing chs s. But history
did not work out that way.
I

I

I

I

i

I
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CRISIS. knin, foreseeing reoolution ocatning where cnpitalism is weakest,
deoeloryd new procedures of struggle that challenged accepteil truths ot' Marx-

ism. But Plekhanoa and other
oi gnnl Mar xist par adi gm.

theorists disagreed oiolently, defenning thc

RESOLUTION. After bitter struggle within thc Marxkt scientific community, a new Mnrxist-Iainist parudigm emerged, ba*il on clunges in practie
atd a changel interpretation ot' how the struggle proceeds.

With the hindsight of history, we can see that, for a quarter of a
century Stalin forcibly thrust on the Communist movement an anti-
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Leninist paradigm. Now, a quarter-century after Stalin's death,
under t
the paradigm is undergoing

another
but at a

,

A NUGGETS COLLAGE

returning to its Leninist roots

VIEWING MARXISM thus

as a paradigm, we see how its theory and
practice does indeed develop and change through the dialectical selfcorrective process that characterizes all science.
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HUMAN SEXUALITY:
The lnterpenetrating Oppo sites
Marx on man and woman
TFIE DIRECT, natural, and necessary relation of person to person is
the relation of man to woman. In this natural species-relationship man's

relation to nature is immediately his relation to man, just as his
is immediately his relation to nafure-his own natural
destination. In this relationship, therefore, is sensuously manifested,
reduced to an observable fact, the extent to which the human essence
has become nature to man, or to which nature to him has become the
human essence of man. From this relationship one can therefore
judge man's whole level of development.....This relationship also
reveals the extent to which man's needhas become ahumanneed;the
extent to which, therefore, the other person has become for him a
need-the extent to which he in his individual exi stence is at the same
time a social being.
relation to man

;:*.YilJffi :::"::::y,,-{-yw::;K*'"1iff "'
IN ITS

ESSENCE, the delight of sexual love, the lgenital] spasm, is a
sensation of resurrection, of renewing our life in another, for only in
others can we renew our life and so perpetuate ourselves.
- Miguel de Unamuno, Spanish writer [186,1-1936]

Sexism and the New Woman
CONTRADICTIONS are everywhere visible in the New Woman.
Consider one of them, engagingly outlined by a perceptive writer,
Susan Brownmiller fFemininity. NY: Fawcett 1985]. It is the attire of
the "successful woman," the one who is generally thought closest to
attaining the ideal of parity of the scxes. If she has climbed to the
highest spheres of the corporate world, she covers her trunk with a
jacket. It would be a serious hindrance to professional upward
mobility to accentuate an all-too-feminine bustline, as with a tight
yellow sweater or a revealing decolletage. No woman who aspired
to enter the executive room-other than as underling leered at with
impunity by her male superiors-€ver dared to incur such sartorial
indiscretions. Thus, her upper body is covered with a jacket, indistinguishable from the male garment. Below the waist, however, corPage
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You give yourself to me so gentle, yet without raPture.
Modestly, still cold, my ardor does not make you sway;
Hardly iesponsive, you hear nothing that I say,
And then cbme alive, more and more, till warily,
You share at last my passion, involuntarily.

-

Alexander Pushkin

La MuJer
MAKING A LIVING has alwaysbeen hard for the PeoPle of Northern New Mexico. El dicho "Dicen que hace aflos que se acab6 la
depresion; pues aqui no notamos lh diferencia entre cuando se
comenso o &ando se acaM" was m re than an attempt at humor-it

of "new oPenness," in which all commerce between the sexes can at

was a good description of the economic life de la gente de aqui.
Pari la mujer de la Raza, the situation has been doubly I..d. I.a
st and sexist-a
mujer has had'to learn to sur
and
bY
anglos
world runby
hen theY have
The anglos-men and
'need of hei services: to c
their children,
wait their tables, clerk their shops. They

think of her at all-as simple-minded,l
small dreams; docile and subservient.
importance or consequence.
In our own culture, a culture as sexist as any other, there has never
been any question of the importance of la mujer. Speak with almost
any Raza ibout life in their iommunities and it is clear that la muier
ha-s an important and significant role in that life.
In the early 1950s, the women of the ngrthgrn v3ll_e.ys kePt our
communities foing while the men worked the sheep in W1'om11g, or

the mines and haivests of Colorado, or factories outside of New
Mexico. The tradition of community made their life possible.
las mujeres - abuelas, madres, hermanas-, PTTa9, comadres y
vecinas - planted and harvested, canned and dried food together.
together.
They inter:bred their farm anim

-

F. Gonzalez-Crussi, On thc Nature ol Things Erotic.
Harcourt Brace ]ovanovidr 1988 pp I f4f.

They patched roofs and mudded
other harness and hitch the hor

ped each

er. They

assisted each othels birthings and dyings. They prayed and laughed
and cried together. They repaired the churches and the schools. And,
together wit-tr ttre teach-ers, they ran the schools and instructed their

children.

OtU how far sweeter you, my gentle one, my meek!
Oh, what tormented bliss whdn love with ybu I seek,
When bowing to myeager pleas that longio capture,

Page
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Sexism takes many forms throughout the world. Often, but not
always, the form it tai<es depends on the economic and educational
level-of a particular SouP. While las muieres had a_strong-community, the eifects of seiism were less harsh. A drunk, abusive husband
couldbe subduedby several women; awidowed ordeserted woman

and her children were cared for by the extended family or the
community; certain'tios or'manos were never allowed to be alone
lnterpenetratingOpposites Page89

to find their daughters preged by the women not to take
a jealous husband

could not

_

Jrggress" began trickling into Northern New Mefco after WWII.
Fy lnu late 1950s, the tricklelncreased. By the late 1960s, the trickle
had increased into a steady stream. By thi: latelgT}s,thestream ran
Iike the acequias in the latb spring.
ught was the dissolving
moved away with their
moved from the homes
e tended by funeral homes rather
than by families. The schools were centralized and removed from the
communities. And many women sought work outside the home.
. With 'progress' each family became involved with its own sur_
vival; with 'progress' the women retreated from their lives in the

The fountains mingle with the river
And the rivers with the ocean,
The winds of heaven mix for ever
With a sweet emotion;
Nothing in the world is single;

All things by a law divine
In one spirit meet and mingle,
Why not I with thine?
-

Percy Bysshe Shelley

Lady, let our spirits mingle,
I in you and you in me;
Let the two of us be single
Being both together b9
Each to other let's be true!
"Sir, that I will never do.
I am mine, let yours be you."

-

Anonymous

Early Christian sex

Iamujerde
How she deals
in this column.

burdenof racismandsexism.
Lo Nuatro will be presenting
our lives through e'ntrevistas,

stories and rep

- l-o Nuestro

ilel Norte No.6, (p.O. Box AA, Vales NM g75g0).

Understand: we have

grown into one as we slept and
now I can't jump
because I can't let go your hand.
- Marina Tsvetayeva

Freud's unfinished analysis
a biographer of
[Peter] Gay has applied Freud,s method to
the master's life. -Freud,
His.anllysis- of Freud isit oaas in some major
respects with the official Freud biography by Ernest
|ones. where

AS

THE early Fathers were presented with a paradox. While virginity
was the most exalted state, the Church approved of marriage, and
marriage was on its way to becoming a sacrament. Yet the very process of producing virgins often involved lust and sensuality. Surely,
in sanctifying marriage, the Church was not condoning lust. Perhaps
the best way to make this distinction clear was to regulate sexual
congress so as to clearly categorize it as an inferior by-product of
marriage.

lnThelrstrucfor, written in the third century, thepresbyterClement of Alexandria told married people that the daytime should be
devoted to prayer and to reading religious tomes. Accordingly, a
couple might lie with each other only after supper. This permission
was not intended as a license for coitus, for the act could remain
without sin only if voluptuousness were eliminated and control and
restraint maintained.
|erome went much further: a man should not love his wife with
passion, but with judgment. In fact, he who loved his wife too
ardently was no more than an adulterer. The fourth Council of
Carthage, in 398, pronounced that out of reverence for the benediction, newlyweds should abstain from sexual union for the first night.
Happily, however, by paying a moderate fee, a dispensation could be
obtained to permit cohabitation even on the first night.
-

in his-own analysiq Mr. Gay believes, may do much to explain
*nicn have beeh severely criticizld in

Freud's theories of womery
recent years.
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lnoe,

Sex

anil Maniage through the Ages, by Bemard I. Murstein

(New York Springer 1974) p.98.

AS Christ never knew the love of womary he had no personal acquaintance with that refining of man's true nature that comes only with the
intimate life of man and woman. The intimate sexual union, on which
lnterpenetrating Opposites Page91

-

Ernst Heinridr Haeckel, German biologist 7Eg+1913

Vatican vlgllance on virginity

living embryos." (Nothing surprising in the abortive White House
trial balloon, 6 Sept 88, for a ban on research even with fetal tissue.)
Soon (25 March 1987) Iohn Paul issued an encyclical proclaiming
Church and
the Virgin Mary a "mod
mother" and
calling on all Christians to
Immaculate
a source of unity. Since
Conception are seen by many Protestants as barriers to ecumenical
progress, it was not clear how much of this enryclical would contribute toward resolving the acknowledged "considerable discrepancies
of doctrine concerning the mysteryand ministry of the church and...
the role of Mary in the work of salvation." And the Pope's personal
view of Mary as a role model seemed to lay a heavy burden on all
women (while continuing to deny them an equal role in the church):
In the light of Mary, the church sees in the face of women the reflection
of a beauty which mirrors the loftiest sentiments of which the human
heart is capable; the strength that is capable of bearing the greatest sorrows; the limitless fidelity and tireless devotion to work; the ability to
combine penetrating intuition with words of support and encouragement.

. Noting.the new possibility o_f procreation through in nrtro meeting
of germ-cells taken previously from the man and w6man, the Vatican
asserted that

what is technically possible is not for that very reason morally admissible. Rational reflection on the fundamental vilues of life and of human
for formulating a moral evaluation of
on a human be"ing from the first
stages of his

procreation
such

In Spokane, 25 Sept 87, ]ohn Paul consented to hear a woman
plead that the Iaity be given a larger voice. "Questioning is not
dissent," she said, in a speech submitted to the Vatican in advance.
Christmas Day'87 f9y"9 the Po-pe again on the front page, and
onie more urgrng mankind not to be tempted to seek salvation in
modern technology but to look instead to the message of Chrisfls
birth in a manger in Bethlehem. He was surely harking back to the
proposed ban on inoitro fertilization as he said:
He who came for us and for our salvation came down from the Father,
became flesh in the womb of the Virgin Mary and was made man. He has

given this power to us [to become children of God]. Will people know
howto makeuseof suchpower? ... Neveras much astodayhas manbeen
tempted to believe that he is self-sufficient, capable of building with his
own hands his own salvation.

NOW what is this really all about? Why is the Pope so implacably
hostile to a form of technology that humanity in general considers
the "natural" process of
arian year, I found what
in the b ack of his minil, I ohn
Mary's monopoly on the

Stressingcompetence"
emy of Scien
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lAcadNafure
ted prophetically the unrealistic and insensiern science in, e.9., the Vatican's effort to
"research with, as opposed to therapy on,
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Imm aculat e Conc ep tion in dust ry ?
- Leter Talkington, Editor, Sciena anil Nature

THE human being, like the immortals, naturally places sexual intercours€ far and away above all other joys-yet he has left it out of his
heaven.
Twain (Samuel Clemens), Letterc from the Eanh.

-Mark
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Was fesus Chaste? or did he

Let loose my hands
and my heart, Oh let me go!
Let my fingers run free
over your body's roads.

- William

Passion-blood, fire, kissesburn me with tremulous flames.
You know not what this means.

ove

Trembled at discovery of Love.
Blake

It is the tempest of my

senses

bending the sensitive jungles of my nerves.
How flesh cries out with its ardent tongues!
What fire!
Here you are, woman, like a virgin beam,
while my cindered lifu flies
toward your body all filled with stars like the night!

Orgasm as a dialectical communton

Let loose my hands,
and my heart, Oh let me go!
You alone I want, you alone I crave.
It is not love but only desire which burns itself out.
A rain of furies,
a seeking of the impossible,
but there you are
to give your all to me,
for this you were born, to give all to me,
as I was to hold you,
dcsire you,
receive you!

-

Pablo Neruda

larly the role of hormones, especially testosterone. Testosterone is often
called the male sex hormone because it is more prevalent in mery although it fluctuates in the individual with time, and plays a key role in
development of masculine traits.
In a study of men who suffered from extremely low levels of desire
the
s, doses
But
sandres
uch
he mech

-

Man anil

The Basics of

*x

anil Marriage. Karl Wrage

-Wotnan:
M.D., Tr. from
German. phila.: Forkess press

f qeg.

astheir genital arousal whilewatchingeroticvideotapesor fantasizing...
There is less agr€ement on the relationship between testosterone and
desirc in women. Studies have found that in many women sexual desire
peaks in the middle phase of the menstrual rycle, when testosterone
Ievels are at their highest. But other researchers have failed to duplicate
the findings. However, higher-than-normal doses of testosterone are
used to treat loss of desire in some women who are post-menopausal or
who have had their ovaries removd...

- Abridged from Daniel Goleman,
Page
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I
Reality as fiction
WHEN Ella first made love with Paul, during the first few months,
what set the seal on the fact she loved him, and made it possible for
sm.
her to use the word, wa
she
Vaginal orgasm, thatis.
eed
had not loved him. It is
for a woman, and his confidence in that need.

TO
tim
are

, somes,

there

toyou'

And there are other times when I havean orgasm, but I don't feel so good
with you. And I much prefur the first to the latter. So get off my back
aboulcoming. An orgasmisn't somethingyou candeliveroncommand.
Stop making the whole issue so imPortant.
-The C-Spot anil Other Receil Disuoeries about Human Sexuality,
Alice Kahn Ladas, Beverly Whipple, lohn D. Perry. Dell 1982.

As time went on, he began to use mechanical means. (I look at the

word mechanical-a man wouldn't use

it.) Paul began to rely on

desire not to commit himself to her. She felt that without knowing it
orbeingconsciousof it (though perhapshe wasconscious of it) he was
afraid of the emotion. A vaginal orgasm is emotion and nothing else,
felt as emotion and expressed in sensations that are indistinguishable
from emotion. The vaginal orgasm is a dissolving in a vague, dark
generalized sensation like being swirled in a warm whirlpool.
There are several different sorts of clitoral orgasms, and they are
more powerful (that is a male word) than the vaginal orgasm. There
can be a thousand thrills, sensations, etc., but there is only one real
female orgasmand that iswhena man, fromthe wholeof hisneed and
desire takes a woman and wants all her response. Everything else is
a substitute and a fake, and the most inexperienced woman feels this
instinctively. Ella had never experienced clitoral orgasmbefore Paul,
and she told him so, and he was delighted. 'nVe[, you are a virgin in
something, Ella, at least." But when she told him she had never
experienced what she insisted on calling"a real orgasm" to anything
like the same depth before him, he involuntarily frowned, and
remarked: "Do you know that there are eminent physiologists who
say women have no physical basis for vaginal orgasm?"

tic of the nonhuman mammals-madmizes it. (That position, incidentally, also facilitates clitoral touching.) The argument seems to be
ripening toward climax: if there is such a thing as vaginal orgasm, it is
perfectly tailored to the activity by which our primate ancestors engendered us.

- Melvin Konner, Is Orgasm Essential?

The SciencesMarch

1988,4.7.

A matter of class mores

"They don't know much, do they?"
And so, as time went on, the emphasis shifted in their love-making
from the real orgasm to the clitoral orgasm, and there came a point
when Ella realized (and quickly refused to think about it) that she was
no longer having real orgasms. That was just before the end, when
Paul left her. In short, she knew emotionally what the truth was when
her mind would not admit it.

-

mores, consisting of simple and direct
wer social level because they consider it
moral. One may argue that these people

Doris Lessing Thc Golden Notebook. Simon & Schuster 1952.

AMALE PATIENT recently asked: You mean I shouldn't get angry with
|ennifer if she doesn't have an orgasm? I don't want her to have sex just
to accommodateme,but when shedoesn'tcome, I thinkthat'swhat she's
doing.
Page
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systems are nedd in order to benefit from the sensuous as well as
the passionate, and from the different types of orgasm.

tively this firm caressing is very different from the gentle, light caresses
which precede vulval orgasm ... Both partners take part in the huSSing
and firm caressing, which feels like an effort to weld two organisms into
one ... Similarly, I have noticed that if I am "in estrus," I find it very
agreeable to have my uterus palpated through the abdomen wall ...
Intromission needs tobe gentle and slow, but total, so that I can enjoy the
sensation of having the uterus being moved by the glans penis ... After
the initial gentleness, the momentum of thrusting builds up so that after
four or fivb strokes [I find that I love] the violence of the blows of the
penis.

In this report, one dirovers a temporal consideration that may be
highly relevant to the ambivalence of an "either/or" woman. Note
that the impulse to simple-anddirect coitus seems greatest soon after
menstruation, in what this woman calls her "estrous" period. The
passionate woman who yearns for the quick and forceful penetration
of simple-and-direct coitus maybe duplicating the instinctive reproductive behavior of infrahuman primates. In some women, this
pattern may be the dominant mode of sexuality.
- Abridged from Irving Snger, Thc Guls of Human Seruality

types.

(NY: Norton 7973) pp 10!107 and 11+118.

vulval orgasm
hrusting thata woman really
sness and the

said:

curtain of flowers has devoured night's castle
and a dreaming snake slips into your waking
a

seawinds have lifted the fish
he cuts water's virginal flesh

that
u
"either,/o
types
womandes

fo1n" y-o*gnreport
nal or blended orgasm
there are other
tuallyexclusive
whethera
passionate coitus and

and his invisible needle gives him an invisible stitch

eithera vagi-

orgasm.

Bit

o b6 two mrr-

ne

or

wild grasslands embracing
the alliance of arms
the stem of your leg
and the pistil of your breasts
a luminous blade penetrates
into a grotto of passion
across

vineyards of dawn have marked your heel
that gets lost in my hand
like my sex in yours
the horse of day rears up in the sky
a curtain of flowers has set fire to the forest of love
- Amouraile: %kcted Pums, Paul laraque (Haitian). Bilingual
ed., Rosemary Manno, tr. Willimantic CT: Curbstone Press

,,camaraile,, (com_
1988. The tide combhes ,,amour/, flove) and

rade).
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On Social ldeology and Mathematics Education

Empowering Non-Traditional College Students

In the late 1960s, the interplay of two dynamic and contending

nr

Marilyn Frankensteln
Center for Applied Language and Mathematics
University of Massachusetts / Boston MAOZIZ1

Arthur B. Powell
Academic Foundations Department
Rutgers University / Newark NJ 07102

their need to examine critically and act on their milieu. This pedaprefigure and support transformationbf the

g_ogical approach aims to

U.S. society.

Societal, political, and educationat contexts
In the United States, as in other
als are prevented from realizi
[McKnight et a\. t987,111] and

forceq one economic and the other socialand political, contributed to
a restrucfuring of higher education. On the one hand, the economy
began to require an increasingproportion of labor to be incorporated
into the mass production of information, communication, and finance. On the other hand, the social and political struggle against
U.S. involvement in the Vietnam War and the Civil Rights Movement
were at their height. Under these pressures, higher educational
institutions opened their doors to new kinds of students, ones tradi-

tionally considered as 'butsiders" [3]. A significant proportion of
these outsiders or, as we shall refer to them, "non-traditional" students were not adequately prepared to meet the conventional expectations of post-secondary institutions. This inability was due to both
cognitive and psychological constraints engendered in students by
social, political, and scholastic biases of the society. These biases produce a stratification of the society educationally and, in turn, determined that many non-traditional students were to be women, ethnic
and racial minorities, and working class teenagers and older adults.
They comprise the population of students with whom we have been
working for several years in colleges.
ueuy cAsEs, non-traditional students are in the first generation of
their families to attend college, and thus are without a family tradition
of post-secondary education to guide and support their rholastic
efforts. For many, their previous encounters with educational institutions have diminished significantly their academic self-esteem, in
general, and their view of themselves as capable mathematics learners, in particular. In secondary school, rvrny were tracked into noncollege-bound curricula and labeled as failures by educational authorities. Too oftery non-traditional students enter post-secondary
instihrtions without adequate preparation, academically or psychologically, to meet successfully the challenge of traditional mathematIrq

ics curricula.

This underdevelopment of non-traditional students is further
exacerbated by mironceptions and beliefs about mathematics ac-

1. Revised version ofa paper delivered bythe authors at sixth International Congress on Mathematics Education, Budapest, Hungary, July
1988.

This
soc
interac
2.

the

genderandcla
enerally tAppl

account foi di

has recently gained currency in the established mathematics-education
community [e.9., Reyes and Stanic, 1988].
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quired in their primary- and secondary-school experiences. For
instance, they tend to believe that mathematics is an arcane body of
knowledge, containing immutable, eternal truths which are external
to humans and, therefore, can be discovered only by "gifted," "eg cious" minds. In accord with this belief about the nature of mathematical knowledge, many non-traditional students also hold the
misconception that mathematics is learned by completing repetitious
cxercises and arduously memorizing facts and procedures. Most
3. That these pressures wene successful in democratizing access can be
understood by examining the strong counter-measures which were
implemented. Shor [1985] analyses the various waves of reaction.
Empowering Non-Traditional College Students Page 101

matics in understanding the

world. At best, this kind of functional

scientific knowledge with little tolerance for questions concerning
the ethical nature and consequences of the practical application of
mkno

ple,

er-

cStS

Giroux's category of interactian ideology centers on the human

courses.

The ideology of remedial Instructionat approaches

mathematics and their abilify to do mathematics. Thoughinteraction
ideology is concerned with cognitive dissonance and moral development, it omits notions of political conflict and power differences
among socioeconomic classes and
That is, "power and freedom colla

human will as well as a blindness
that promote economic and cultural disintegration" [Giroux,348].
Iunnecnoru AND TNSTRUMENTAL

IDEoLoGIES

are dominant

in instruc-

tional methods of mathematics and are reproduced, particularly the
former, in remedial mathematics courses. The long-term success rate

tends to be short-lived. These ideologies leave students with little or

no insight into the nature of mathematical thinking and certainly
ics; they
r ability
pable of
entJ bel
existing
s and to
relations of domination.
While remedial courses have often lacked original and imaginative teaching and learning models and have failed to promote modes
of thought and to develop tools with which students can break with

4. A critical approach to this topic can be found in Frankenstein [1984].
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retical and concrete influences whichareboth internal and external to
the fields of mathematics and education. These influences have

the Schools" [Caraher et al, 1 985], a study conducted in Brazil among

throughwriting. In
tomakeexplicitand
in which they comTru sooeL CoNSrRUCrIoN oF MEANING in society through mathematics
can be an important partof our individual and collectiv_e struggles to
make our lives more democratic, just, and humane. Shrdents read
newspaper articles on topical social, political, and economic issues
and tfrehathematics of these issues are examined. Here the focus is
on understanding and interpreting, through discussions and in writing, the statistica-l information and arguments presented_ [Frankenstein 1987], [6]. Statistical data can clarify issues and reveal aspects of

niques-reading, articulation, and ethnomathematics--dirussed
brieflybelow and elaborated elsewhere [Frankenstein 19g2, Hoffman
and Powell 7987,Powell1986al

.

Reading and articulation: The construcilon
of meaning ln both society and mathemailcs

ment for peace conversion and have documented that, contrary to
popular mythology, "as the military budget Soes_ uP ... machinists
jobs in military industry decline" [Anderson 1979].

Furth

also can
such acti

ch

In
ve
these reflecisfacilitated
small-group

discussions.

5. More

space than we have is required to provide evidence for this
conjecture. However, for an analysii of a parillel paradigm shift which
occurred in the teaching of composition, see Hairiton lfggzl.
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5.

For a text which teaches basic mathematics through real statistical
data about the world, see Frankenstein [1989].
Empowering Non-Traditional College Students Page '105

Collectively, but not without dissenting positionq meanings are thus

constructed.

Articulation in the context of mathematics can also be facilitated

middle column a comment, an evaluation, a surilnary or any other
type of reflection of their "text." Finally, the most crucial and critical
aspect of maintaining multiple+ntry logs is for students, some period
later, to reflect again or "meta-reflect" on previous "texf'-reflection
entries and, in the right-hand column, to update their reflections. The
excerpt in Figure 1 below is from the multiple-entry log of a student
who was in the second week of a college algebra course [2.

TEXT
Doug is paid
dou.ble time lor
each hour worked
over 40 hours in a

He only worked 6 hours
overtime. That means only
6 ol those hours were
double time. I'm not sure

Ahhough the problem
doesn't ask how much he
earned per week without
overtime, I can now answer
that question. Also I can
answerthe question of how
much he earned forthe 5
hrs. he worked overlime.

rate?

double time.

40($g) = $360/wk
6($18) = $108 lor 0.T,

REFLECTION#1

REFLECTION #2

Whatever his hourly rate is,

writing

lor the 6 hrs. he worked
overtime h will be doubled.
Let x represent his normal
hourty rate. He normally

also requires students to take a more active role in determin-

ing the content of their learning.

works 40 hrs./wk., so 40x
represents a typical weekly
earning. 6(2x) represents
the six hrs. worked overtime
at double his normal hourly

Atter reflecting on this
problem, I have come
to the conclusion that if I
can represent an unknown
quantity with a variable I
could find the other unknown quantities of a problem using that variable,

pay.

40x+6(2x)=468
40x+12x=468
52x = 468

X=9

His normal hourly rate is $9/
hr. Forthe six hours he earned
$1

8/hr.

1. The multiple-entry log of a student engaged in
writing as an independent tool to learn college algebra.
Figure

7. Currently, this student and one of the authors are collaborating on a
research project to determine whether writing, such as multiple-entry
logs, can be used as an independent learning tool.
Page
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The above example of a multiple-entry log, produced independent of
froman
directions from
insEuctor, illustrates several interestine
an insEuctor,
teresting aspects
asDects of
the types of writing students produce usingthis tool. First, the entries
in the middle andright-hand
and risht-hand columns are examoles
personal or
examples of rrersonal
expressive writing
writins which are both reflective and analytical.
analvtical. Second,
Second.
inthemiddlecolumn, thestudent states thatheis "not surehow to set
up the problem," as if by declaring this, it allows him to go on. Third,
he uses the writing to explore his understanding of the problem.

Specifically, he seems to wrestle with the significance of Dou-g having
worked 5 hours overtime and the impact this has on the pay he
received for the week. Fourth, as the student writes, his undeistanding of the problem seems to deepen, and he dirovers a wayto express
one of the unknown quantities. He determines that the variable "x"

can represent Doug's normal rate of pay and

that "2x" would

therefore stand for his overtime rate. Then, the student establishes an
equation: Doug's "typical weekly earning" plus his overtime earning
equals his total earnings for the week.

In the right-hand column, which contains the studenfs second
reflection, he discusses two important insights. The second of these
is a generalization of the particular instance in which he became
aware that if one unknown quantity could be denoted by a variable,
then the same variable can be used to assist in the representation of
other unknown quantities in the problem. Later, of course, he will
need to specialize to determine the domain for which his insight
holds. The point, however, is that the process of generalizing is an
im_portant aspect of mathematical thinking, and the act of writing
reflectively afforded the student an opportunity to engage in metacognition and to think deeply about mathematics at hislevel. This is
the-potential that articulation activities have for empowering non-

since,
[Gerd
andA

of basket weavers
p relations [Ascher
omplexmathematical structuresi and that the contributions of various cultures to
mathematics have been distorted and hidden, such as, the false

AN pxar"rn-e of how this research can be used in the curriculum
involves a discussion of the following problem:
Many Western anthroPologists have claimed that the other cultures they
studied were "childlike" and "primitive." Marcia Ascher, a mathemati-

traditional students.

Ethnomathematics and cultural affirmation
Ethnomathematics, a cultural anthropology of mathematics, is defined by D'Ambrosio [1985] as "the mathematics which is practised
among identifiable cultural groups, such as national-tribal societies,
labor groups, children of a certain age bracket, professional classes,
and so on." Further, Fasheh has stated that "ethnomathematics
means working hard to understand the logic of other peoples, of other
ways of thinking," and Gerdes posits thaa "mathematics-is the union

of all ethnomathematics" [8]. Ethnomathematical research focuses
on methodological differences in various cultures' mathematics,
such as the contrasting uses of the period and comma in mathematical
notation, or how learning is affected when notational conventions of
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interpretation of the sheep herder/s confusion?

becomes

not stanthere is a

logic to the sheep herde/s reasoning, they develop a greater respect
of their own reasoning. Moreover, in turn, they become motivated to
search for the logic in how they solve mathematical problems.
At presen! we, and others in the Intemational Study Group on
Empowering Non-Traditional College Students Page 1@

tional and learning techniques and assess their effectiveness [L6pez
and Powell 19891 as well as to act on ways of effecting institutional
change. Together, they can develop ways of overcoming the effects
of racism, sefsm, and classism on instructional methods and student
achievement in mathematics. These efforts, by necessity, will be
directed towards structurally transforming the negative educational
and societal conditions in which the dialogue exists.

i
I
i

structors can then build from the mathematical structures understood by their students. Fourth, while students reflect on and reconceptualize their mathematical knowledge, they come to realize
that they already know more mathematics than tiaditional evalua-

.J

it

{

I

f

ll,

.I

,

and Macedo 1987,722).

Conclusion
Both as a sector within the U.S. society and as individuals, non-traditional shrdents are not without power, especially intellectual power.
The atmosphere created in mathematics classes can be strucfured to
encourage this realization, and this can best be done when, to use the
subordinated to learning." One
tor and the content are no longer
h this aim, one which can lead to

9.

The International Study Group on Ethnomathematics organizes
panels at various mathematics and mathematics education conferences
and publishes a newsletter. For further information and a newsletter
subscriptiory write Gloria Gilmer, 2001 West Vliet St., Milwaukee WI
53205.
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cting inherited defects or pregenetic engineering), while not
is considered by many to be a

reasonable prospect because of recent dramatic results along these
lines in animal experiments. According to one prominent medical
geneticist "the animal studies raise the possibility of future genetic

manipulations in humans" [Motulsky 19831.
Given the magnitude of what is being proposed and attempted in
the name of molecular genetics, it is reasonable to ask whether this
field of science has indeed developed a conceptual framework which
nalysts
is adequate to
critical
earlier in this c
see, for
of a view of liv
example, Zavadovsky 193U. Because this critique of idealist and
metaphysical trends in genetics eventually became caught up in that
debacle of arbitrary state intervention in scientific thought and practice known as Lysenkoism, left-oriented analysis of biological ideas
has been scarce during the past 40 years. Suggestions that genetics,
in particular, may be encumbered by a class-laden perspective, have
Some material in this article is adapted from a paper, 'Tluman Genetic
Engineering: Who Needs It and Does It Have a Scientific Basis?,"
prepared for the University of Maryland Institute for Philosophy and
Public Policy, Working Group on Moral and Social Issues in Biotechnol+

ow.
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been virtually taboo. The distorting effect that political expediency
can have on the theory and practice of science is a lesson well-learned,
but it may have been learned too well. Although the Soviet Union's
poor substitute for genetics in the 1930s and 1940s led to ill-conceived

between complex alternatives, not as determining

policies and wasted effort, it left the biosphere and the biological
nature of the human species unaffected. In contrast, the implementation of the new biologybycommercial forces in the U.S.,|apan and
Western Europe, in conjunction with genetic ideas that are in many
ways as naive as those of the 1920s, threatens to have profound and
permanent effects on the living world. Under these circumstances, it
is not farfetched to consider how the most basic thought patterns in
the biological sciences may be colored by the agendas of the societies
in which they are currently flourishing.
In what follows I will attempt to show that the standard view of
the accomplishments and capabilities of molecular biolory, held by
the general public, as well as by many scientists, is informed by a
conceptual framework that is a poor representation of biological reality. As a consequence, iustification of the technological application of
molecular genetics is increasingly fraught with dogmatism and hype.
Such mystification of biological science and technology increases the
leverage of the commercializers over the general public, and provides
a smokescreen for activities with unexamined hazards and social consequences. In particular, I will discuss the implications of a genetic
engineering approach to human biology, given the current level of
scientific understanding in this area. Although it is always possible
that major theoretical breakthroughs can dramatically enhance our
power to intelligently modify living organisms, none of the advocates
of the implementation of the new biology has suggested waiting for
such new insights. Therefore, it is within the present conceptual
framework that practical proposals must be evaluated.

instrumental in bringing about the development they foreshadow.
They are law<ode and executive power-{r, to use another similg
they are architec/s plan and builder's craft in one". These "chromG
some structures," the repositories of an organism's DNA, had taken
on a significance in both scientific and popular thought about living
organisms that far exceeded the role for which Mendel had proposed
the gene concept. Since Schroedinger's statement, the claimed role
for DNA has become even more inflated. According to molecular
biologist David Baltimore 11984), DNA is the "brain of the cell."

What are genes?
Gnrcon MeNoEt, whose work laid the foundations for the science of
genetics, was interested in certain features of plants and animals that
appeared to be transmitted across generational lines with predictable, but not absolute, regularity. In the case of the pea plant, which
Mendel studied most carefully, these features included traits such as
smooth or wrinkled seeds, white or gray seed coats, yellow or green
pods, and long or short stems. Mendel suggested that certain "factors" existed in the peas which were associatcd with one version or

another of these traits, and which were transmitted according to
definite laws from parent to offspring. The most important of these
laws were that each individual receives an equal number of such
factors from each parent, and that each factor can exist in more than
one version. These factors later camc to be known as "genes," and
have since become identified with specific sequences of DNA.
Note that Mendel conceived of his factors asinfluencing the chorce
Page
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tl:re

nature of

the*.

altern
nence

ential

Bur wrmN wr roor at how DNA actually functions, it becomes apparent that this substance is no more responsible for a cell's activities or
traits than a menu is responsible for a meal. That portion of a cell's
DNA whose role is understood (which actually comprises only a few
percent of this substance ina complex organism), represents the cell's
means of keeping a record of the complement of protein and RNA
molecules it is capable of producing. These molecules play a role in
the cell analogous to the bricks and beams of a building, and to the
tools that can help cut and join them. DNA performs its role not by
issuingcommands or coordinating functions,but simply by virhre of
the fact that certain complex cellular activities make use of a correspondence between the linear sequence of the subunits ("nucleotides") of a portion of the cell's DNA, and the nucleotide and "amino
acid" subunits of RNAs and proteins, respectively.
DNA's molecular structure makes it ideally suited to being duplicated by chemical processes in the cell and transmitted in precise
copies to the offspring of any dividing cell. This property of DNA,
along with its role described above, provides the means for conserving the structure of proteins and RNA molecules across generational
lines. The maintenance of a cell's living activities, in turn, is abso-

lutely dependent on its having inherited the capacity to produce
proteins and RNAs that coordinate with one another and with the
cell's environment. DNA is thus instrumental in the inheritance by
cells and organisms of protein and RNA structure.
Insofar as the presence of specific proteins and RNA molecules
can be considered "traits" of an organism, DNA serves the role of the
Mendelian factors for these traits. This is because changes in some
DNA sequences are ultimately reflected in structural changes in the
corresponding proteins and RNAs. This satisfies Mendel's stipulation that the factors should influence the choice among different vera trai t. However, most identifiable trai ts of an organism, such
as size, shape, and behavioral characteristics, are the outcomes of
complex interactive development processes involving numerous
sions of

Genetic Engineering as Metaphysics and Menace Page
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i
dences of this sort can be used by the cell according to a set of rules,
but do not themselves constitute such rules, much less a programming language. This can be made clearer by an example taken from

proteins and RNA molecule
ionment, such as sugars and
able correspondence between a
expressed version of one of the

DNA sequence serves as this trait's Mendelian factor. But
in most cases ther6 will be no such simple factor for a given trait.
stances a

treated the inheritance
ity, as evidence for the
to that trait, this is a drastic over-

simplification.
the pea plant, i
of

DNAdonot

ence the choice between alternati
influence the choicebetween different outcomes in a complex system
are not always illuminating clues to the system's underlying processes. For eiample, a favoiably placed rock can shunt a mountain
stream from one valley to anothi:r, and eventually help de termine the
pattems of wildlife arid human settlements in these-regions. But the
froperties of the rock itself tell us nothing- about the laws of water

ito* o. of the ecology

and economics of water use. As will be

bution of habitats.

Are there genetic Programs?
CoxslprnrNc the wealth of data available on the cellular role of DNA,

DNA than is required to specify the totality of their pro-teins, no one
has convincingly suggest6d a function for this molecule beyond its
bookkeeping roie in-RNA and protein synthesis. In effect, it constitutes a list oI ingredients, not a recipe for their interactions.
iven individual contain the same
s are not equally used in each difrse, the "prograrr{'for the selective
use of DNA resides amongothercomponents of the cell and its environment. DNA functionls under the control of complex systems
within the cell just as much as it determines aspects of the cell's composition. Biological information is therefore not uniquely located in
any one structure or molecule.
it
If a cell's DNA indeed
is
should be feasible to deciP
of
written. I refer here not to
nnucleotides and amino ac
Page
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the experimental literature [Hunter 1984]. Mouse connective tissue
cells grown in culture were induced to take up one of two types of
DNA: either a segment of DNA identical to one the cells already
contained, or a form of that segment that contained a single changed
nucleotide. The normal DNA segment specifies a protein, known as
"ras" ,whichadheres to the inner surface of the cell's enclosing membrane. The altered gene specifies copies of this protein that contain
one changed amino acid. The result of the experiment was surprising: the uptake of the abnormal DNA turned the normal cell into a
cancer cell that had an abnormal shape and growth properties, and

failed to stop moving when it encountered neighboring cells. Its
progeny eventually overgrew the entire culture.
It is difficult to imagine how such changed cellular properties
could have been due to a set of instructions emanating from the
mutated DNA molecule; this would imply that information relating
to cell shape, responsivenessto the environment, and growth properties are all encoded in one nucleotide. It might be argud that, given
the intracellular context, the altered ras protein specified by the
mutated DNA effectively programmed the cell to be cancerous. But
this line of thought, when followed consistently, is equivalent to
maintaining that a defective gasket programmed the space shuttle
Challenger to explode. When applied to nongenetic processes this
viewpoint would be considered eccentric at best.
The experiment with ras is representative of the results of numerous studiesin which genes aremutated, moved, or increased in number, and the consequences for whole organisms or their cells recorded. These studies show that small genetic changes can have
effects on the cell or organismal phenofype that may be extensive or
negligible, depending on the particular protein which is altered, or
how it is altered, and on the interactions that this protein has with
other cellular components. But the consequences of genetic changes
clearly do not arise from alterations in a set of rigidly programmed
instructions.
Trm om-v sENsE, therefore, in which an organism's DNA sequence
might conceivably be considered to be a program is the trivial one of
a presumed unique correspondencebetween the totalityof anorganism's genes ('tenotype") and its structural and functional properties
("phenotype") under a constant environment. But even this is an
oversimplification of the relationship between genes and traits. The
"environment" of the genome includes not only externally control-

lable factors like temperature and nutrition, but also numerous
maternally-provided proteins present in the egg cell at the time of
fertilization. These proteins influence gene activity, and by virtue of
Genetic Engineering as ltfutaphysics and Menace Page 117

ts
can
variations in their amounts and spatial distribution in the egg,
in
develop
to
twins
identical
cause embryos even of genotypicilly

that DNA acts as the organism's Program
onable. As molecularbiologists Alexander
stated:
the instructions for the assembly and
are embodied in the DNA molecules

And as incisive an analyst as the physicist Freeman Dyson [19851,
f.;; hit survey of molecular biolo^gy, has somehow concluded:

1
:

€mbodiesinformation' These
"s

in the living cell; Protein is

ls genetic engineering Possible?
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What then, is a genetic disease? According to current understanding of genetic mechanisms, polymorphismg i.e., DNA sequence variants, can occur in thousands of locations in the human genome. Such
sequence variants can lead to qualitative functional alterations or

variations in the quantitative levels of specific proteins or RNA
molecules. The degree of phenotypic divergence between individuals carrying these variants is of course a different question from
molecular changes that may be caused in this way. Often, idenlical
changes in a specific cellular component can have radically different
effects in different individuals.
Sickle cell anemia, the earliest described disease associated with a
single amino acid substitution in a known cellular constituent,
hemoglobin, is a case in point. This condition is highly variable in its
severity in affected patients. The reason for this is unclear, but an
important aspect may be individual differences in the quantity of
hemoglobin per red blood cell, which in turn influences the propensity of red blood cells withabnormalhemoglobin to take on a sickled
shape (not all of them do so) [Mozzarelli et al. 1987]. The sickled cells
clog the body's capillaries, so anything that affects their numbers
affects the course of the disease. Contributing conditions, such as the
amount of hemoglobin per cell, can be influenced by numerous
genetic and nongenetic differences between individuals. Moreover,
the possibility exists for drugs to mitigate the condition by acting on
parameters, such as cellular hemoglobin concentratiory that leave the
underlying genetic condition leading to sickle cell anemia unchanged.
Phenylketonuria (PKU), an "inborn error of metabolism" that
leads to mental deficiency, is certainly a genetic disease: the enzyme
that normally converts one amino acid, phenylalanine, into another,
tyrosine, is lacking due to a mutation. However, PKU is also an
"environmental disease": the toxic effects of accumulated phenylalanine can be obviated entirelyby dietary means.

I

[Leder et al., 1985]'

Who needs genetic englneerlng?

of Sciences forum:

Jusr es
I

sUFFERERs

cessfully treated
thought to result

from some so-called genetic diseases can be sucwith
long

from
amyotrophic lateral sclero
have
acquired their conditions by ingesting certain unusual toxic substances [Spencer et al. 1987]. Of course, there may be individual
genetic variations in susceptibility to such exotic toxins. There is
really no inconsistency in considering the same disease as simultaneously genetic and environmental. Many individuals, for instance, are
resistant to the cancer-causing properties of tobacco smoke; those
who are vulnerable to this environmental carcinogen could corespondingly
Indeed, even such
patently inf
d the Haemophilus
influenzae

b

tically susceptible

individuals, and under conditions of widespread exposure can come
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to be considered genetic diseases [Diamond 1987].
None of this should be surprisi
sion of the highly complex, nonPr

aspect by interested parties with genes to -sell, in both the commercial
and inteilectual senses. If a problem is defined as genetic, the implied
solution tends to be genetic as well.

Genetlc theory and the soclal order

his molecule the "executive suite"
is the "factory floor", at one stroke
reinforcing a pernicious view of the relationshipbetwe_en mental and

manual la-boi, and distorting the role that DNA plays in living
Processes.

Howevermuch thegene-centered viewof biology may refle-ct the
social experience of i ts proponents, like other red 'ctionist paradigms
in scienc'e it founders on its attempt to exhaustively account for phenomena at a given level of organizationby processes at another level.
One might equally well consider the molecular basis of business
cycles. I.lo otie wiruld deny that altering an organism's DNA will
often change its characterisiics. For this reason, research conducted
within the genetic programming paradigm will continue to- g€nerate
facts and fill reseaich fournals. But isotated facts do not add up to a
scientific understanding of the laws that govern the construction of
organisms, and their sukeptibility to dysfunction and disease.
approached by
I systems, a field
examplesgiven
that living
to
confirm
lihes
continues
these
work
along
previously,

of why this is the case).
Of course this conclusion will not be to the liking of the biotechnology advance guard, who wish to take us beyond-the cautious ProphylEi:tic and thJrapeutic approach to diseasethat has characterized
ir-redicine in the modern eri, into the realm of human genetic engineering. The traditional approach makes use of vaccines, drugs, and
naturalsubstances administered to individuals in ways that can usually be stopped if adverse side effects appear. Genetically modified
microorginisms, under well-contained conditions, can safely and
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Then appeared Gaea, the deep-breasted earth and finally Eros,
"the loae which softerc hearts," whose fructifying influence

would thenceforth praide Nter

the

formation of beings and

things.
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Greek Mythology,
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It

was a time in which all was calm and silent, without mutement .....The night cwered the surface of the sea, but in the

deqest waters lioed Tepeu and Gucumaz, the Crutor and
Maker of Forms, rapectioely .....Eirst the gods made a man from
putty...but they were not satisfied: thebody was too soft.
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"

Popul Vuh" [Gifford 1983l

IN THE MYTHOLOGIES, the evolution of man appears contingent
on the whims of the gods. In biology, as the history of polemics over

I

Aner.238 (lan):52.

Tritton, D. (1985). Chaosin the swingof

- From

here
unders
process [2].

will argue

materialbmprovides the right

approach to

these categories

tionary

17fl said:

inthe evolu-

1. For correspondence: Apartado de Correos 179, Trujillo, Estado
Trujillo, Venezuela.
2. On the dialectical materialist approach to the necessary and the
contingent see Engels 11954,209,276,277-221land the reviews of Rosental and Straks [1950, 124-155] and Pilipenko t19851.
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Another opposition in which metaphysics is entangled.is that of chance
and necesiiiy..... Common sense, and with it the maprity of natural
as determinations that exclude
scientists, treats necessity
'Aand chancecircumstance,
a Process is either
thing, a
each other once for all.
accidental or necessary, but not both.

For Engelq however, necessity and chance are o?Posites that beand the first proceeds
nd what seems continis the result of causes,
191.

Determinism tries to dispose of chance by denying it altogether.
According to this conception only simple, direct necessity prevails in
nature [p.2181.

Indelerminary,howeve
ern evolutionary theory.
analyses indeterminary as

tinmod2, 57-581
of living

organisms, he says:
Temporal predictions are much more rarely
scientes ..... No one would have predicted
Cretaceous that the flourishing group of the
extinct by the end of this era.

Of course, Mayr's assertion is true. If we take into account only the
indeterhard prediction of contingent ev
ayrdoes
minaiy is a key characteriltic of
As I will
not discriminatebetween necessa
argue latcr in this article, the predictions of more necessary events
(sich as Engcls made) are pbssible, but first I will examine the
foundationsin thc neo-Darwinist paradigm for such indeterminacy-

hypotheses. It is today the sole conceivable hypothesis, the only one
compatible with observed and tested fact.

And ending the book he concludes:
Man at last knows that he is alone in the unfeeling immensity of the universe, out of which he emerged only by chance. [p. 157]

The corollary that can be deduced of Monod's view is that anything
is possible, that is to say, all conceivable events have the same
probability of occurrence and there are no events more or less
necessary.
?erhaps an extreme view of "anything goes" is that expressed by
_Wilson and Bossert 11971,,201:
Evolutio

tion of a
definitio
possible

When Engel s[7954,220lanalyzed determinism he said that necessity is degraded into chance. Here we could say that chance is elevated into necessity.
Indeed, one of the more frequent atbacks made on neo-Darwinism

by creationists and Lamarckists is based on chance as the source of
order and complex structures. The
more or less like this: first we estima
be necessary for the construction of a
theprobabilily for the joint mutations. The number is so small that the

lndeterminacy as a key characteristic
of organismic changes ln neo-Darwinism
MONOD, in Chance and Necessity 11977,1701, is very explicit on
indeterminacy in the evolutionary Process. He analyzes random
gene mutations as the source of novelties and says:

HOWEVER, neo-Darwinism is reductionist because it does not take
into account several levels of organization, considering the gene level
as the only source of change in an organism. Thus the ireationists are
not so wrong when they criticize the randomness of neoDarwinism

ultimate

the biosphere. .Pure chance, abso

as the

the stupendous edifice of evolu
biology is no longer one among other possible or even conceivable

pure chance is
quent with the
question:
changes,o

201;

t etter to

cz. Progress
lGermnnPhil
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The relation between organlsm and environment
according to neo-Daruvinlsm
IF WE REVIEW the history of ideas and hypotheses about organic
evolution it can be seen that the relation between organism and environment has always been conceived as a mechanist relation, a metaphysical duality of " organbm f enoironment" . Moreover, regarding the
question as to which of these two plays the determinant role in evolution, we can see that it has always been a one-sided overestimation
of either the organism or the environment. Then we could state another metaphysical duality: "internalf external" . On the one hand, the
intemal view conceives the evolutionary process as due only to the
internal and autonomous forces of the organism. Some examples are

Eimer's orthogenesis [Bowler, 1985,779-1,93] and Vavilov's 119221
l^aw of Homologous Series. On the other hand, the external view conceives the organism as puttybefore a molding environment thatplays
the determinant role. That is to say, there are no internal constraints
on the adaptation of the organism to the environment. Examples of
this view are Lamarckism, Lysenkoism and neo-Darwinism [4].
In the modern theory of adaptation this external conception of
neo-Darwinism has been expressed in several ways, but first we must
briefly review two characteristics of neo-Darwinism. First, neoDarwinism and Darwinism are influenced by the empiricist/positivist tradition that conceives as real only the contingent individuals
[Rodriguez, 1988; Webster and Goodwin, 1982]. Second, for neoDarwinism the organism is constructed by a genome that is autonomous and only varies by random gene mutation (Weissmannism),
and the only ordering or ncressary agent is natural selection. The
result of these characteristics of neo-Darwinism is that the organism
is conceived as a contingent aggregate of parts, and as each part has
been a result of the natural selection process, the logical conclusion is
the "Panglossian Paradigm" [Gould and Lewontin'1,979,255]. Accordingto theseauthors, this paradigm isbased on the nearomnipotence of natural selectionin forgingorganic design and fashioningthe
best among possible worlds. The result would be that all organic
form, function and behavior can be ascribed to adaptation.

4. Lamarckism emphasized the adaptation of organisms to environmental circumstances and the inheritance of that acquired characters by

descendence. See the First and Second Laws in LamarclCs Zoological
Philosoplty 11984 1 131.
Lysenko overestimated the possibility of a quick evolution of plants
under controlled conditions by an experimenter. He believed both in
Darwinism and the inheritance of acquired characteristics by plants as
a consequence of modified metabolism (Lamarckism). Indeed, he spoke
of some plants as "pvtty'' before the experimenter. [Lysenko, 1941,
53,61,56,70 4,727,1,D1
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to the conception of adaptation as "adequac!' for the response to
extemal circumstances. fhis has been shown in two ways: Adapta-

organism fills it is

can be viewed as a system

with internal constraints and its own

dynamics.

!nternal constraint and necessity In
organismic dynamics
IN THE FIRST PLACE, the range of potential mutation is limited by
the genotype that has evolved. Mayr 11963,1751 says that:
ions at any given locus is severely limited
s of the cisiron and indeed by the total

genotype places well defined limits on the

And Dobzhansky

1797 0,92-931

srys:
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The mutational repertoire of the gene is great but not infinite; it is limited

by the composition of the gene

...

The successive mutational gene

changes acquire a directionbecause natural selection controls the fitness
of the resulting phenotypes and thus indirectly imposes a rcstriction on

ristic would impose
n fact, Goldschmidt
ing great limitations

the randomness of the mutational events.

This idea of limitation due to an advance also occurred to Engels
17954,301:
advancein organicevolution is atthe sametime a regression, fixing
one-sideil evolution and excluding the possibility of evolution in many
Each

other directions.

Also, there is evidence that the organism canbe viewed as a "self-

organizin{' totality, with field properties and its own laws of form
and internal constrictions [Webster and Goodwin,l982a; Goodwin,
79Ua,1984b and 1986; Webster, 1984].

IN THIS VIEW, the organism is not an "expressive totalitS/' due to a
genome that works as a 'tentral directing agenq/' without restrictions for its changes (Weismannism), but:
Species of organisms and their parts appear to comprise systems of
transformations as a consequence of "internal" (e.g., genetic) or "external" perturbations. We suggest that these empirical transformations
should be understood as transformations in the structuralist sense, i.e.,
as representative members of a set of potential forms generated by a set
of specific laws. In other words, the diversity of forms should not be
regarded as irreducible ... with a monistic conceptualization of organisms as selforganizing law-governed structures, the genome ... takes its
place as a part of the totality of the constraints on the generative process
along with others such as pre-existing organization and environmental
factors. A "random" (historical) change in any of these factors will not
result in a "random" change of structure, but in an orderly change to
another possibility, another member of the system of transformations,
and typical form will be conserved ... the picture of "anything goes" is
dependent upon and consistent with the conception of the organism as
an "expressive totality'' since there is no reason to believe that changes

Then Goldschmidt could be near an internal view for evolutiory
but perhaps there is some bit of truth in his assertion.
Also, there is evidence that organisms can experience genetic
changes withoutbeingcontrolled by natural selectioh; see theneutral
theory of Kimura [19791.

INDEED, one important question that remains to be answered is:
What is the range of viable structural or functional solutions (contingent alternatives) for any given environmental requirement (necessity)?

mechanism a directio_n by differential death (extinction) of species
could happen. Though extinction would be random, a direction also

in the genome are in any waybiologically constrained ... the evolutionary
process may indeed be the result of "chance" and "necessity'' but the
chance events enter into a structured system, a system which, because it
is law-governed, results in an "a priori" necessary order, [Webster and

Goodwin 7982, 772,17

4.177 I

Gould 11982,8n expresses his agreement with this view while
Gould and Lewontinll979l point to architectural constraints as limiting adaptation.
Also, there is some evidence that, irrespective of environment,
organisms can be the site of great changes that open new evolutionary possibilities. Such macromutations could lead to "hopeful monsters" due to the hierarchical nature of genetic programs for the
embryological development [Gould 1983,195; Goldrhmidt 1940,390Page
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All these factors dirussed-limited mutational repertoires, lawgoverned changes of form, canalized macromutations that set new
canalizations, and differentialbirthand death of species---<an help to
explain the direction of evolutionary trajectories if we conceive ii as
directional and non-random in the sense that it is the result of the interaction of continually acting forces. [Allen, 198f,49]
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predetermined
resPective roles
st approach the

The dialectical materialist approach
ses them.

A -HOPEFUL MONSTER" would be the result of more necessities

85-1081 whose book The Dialectical Biologist

I hope will open a new

ns that are both autonomous and

conditions for the contradictions
nt as the driving force for the evonecessity develops in a spasmodic

lard,1984l.
the dialectical categories of
ng the changes of organism

ronment.

saYs

that

the external world can be divided up in an uncountable infinity of conceivable ecological niches. Unless there is a prefurred or correct way in

In the dialectical materialist view, the internal contradictions of
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5. On levels of organization, the metaphysical antithetical duality

has

The Necessary and the Contingent Page 13il

which to partition the world, the idea of an ecological niche without an
organism filling it loses all meaning.

IT IS VERY TRUE that one cannot speak of a niche without

an

organism. However, in the environment there are necessary (inevitable) factors such as the force of gravity, the photoperiod and others,
and there are also more contingent factors such as particular predators or foods. Then, there is a preferred way in which to partition the
world if we think in necessary and contingent factors.
Also, as we have seen, there is Lewontin's dilemma of "being
adaptedlbecoming adapted," but this is a dilemma only in the metaphysical worldview. As Engel s [1947 37 -321 sid:
To the metaphysician, things and their mental reflexes, ideas, are isolated, are to be considered one after the other and apart fiom each other,
are objects of investigation fixed, rigid, given once for all. He thinks in
absolutely irreconcilable antithesis. "His communication is 'yea, yea;
nay, nay' ; for whatsoever is more than these cometh of evil." For him a
thing either exists or does not exist; a thing cannot at the same time be
itself and something else.

But in the natural world,
every organic being is always itself, and yet something other than itself.

giving the dialectical solution. Indeed [cwontin tp.238l proposes as
one of the possible solutions
that the environmcnt is constantly decaying with respect to the existing
organisms, so the organisms must evolve to maintain their state of

adaptation. Evolutio
pnccess in
which the organism t
lways lagging slightly behind, always adapting to the most recent environment,

but always
sudden inc
in this way

occasional

explained
al changes

by some dynamic of its own and is tracked by the organisms takes no
account of the effect that organisms have on the environment.

I propose that Marxist biologists be more strict with their speech.
The word "tracking" implies the organism is a mere tracker and we
have seen that
is
(external view).
sa

and as a

proces

of

contradiction between organism and its environment [Allen, 1980,49].
Also, to conceive of it as an infinitesimal process is to accept gradualism, another metaphysical view.
Another possible alternative to the dilemma, Lewontin says, is
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that the environment remains unchanged but the species by chance
acquires a character that enables it to utilize,a previously lltapp"d
resburce is very much less likely. Such favorable mutations or "hopeful
monsters" may nevertheless have occurred tp.2381.

Additionally, Soviet biologist Tatarinov [1985,661 says that saltationism confers Breat relevance to random events.
Again, I think one must be precise. One macromutation may be
absolutely random if viewed only from envirorunent. Bu t, if we analyze it froh the standpoint of the organism, it is the result of necessary
and contingent factors.

On necessary and contingent events
ln evolutlonary traiectorles
FOR ENGELS [1954,39,209] the evolutionary events, "life arising
from inorganic matte/' and "a thinking being arising from q nonthinking being", are necessary events whose contingent conditions
would differ depending on circumstances.
In one of his articles Gould [1980b,1411 says:
Astrophysicist William A. Fowler argues that the sun will exhaust its
central hydrogen fuel after ten to twelve billion years of life. It will then
explode and tiansform to a red giant ... it is an arresting thought-... to

reiognize that humans have app eared on earth at iust about the halfway
its
point of our planet's
It
iomplex life. It took three
might as well have taken five
endured. In other words, if we could run the experiment again, the most
spectacular event in the history of our solar system, the- explosive
elihaustion of its parent, might just as well have had an algal mat as its
highest, mute witness.

existence.
billio

This is very true. However, Gould forgets the possibility that in other
experiments rational life could be evolved in less time than on earth.
It would seem that there is a strong cultural bias to view rational
beings as a rare evolutionary event. We know only one experiment.
Perhaps in the universe there have been many such experiments- If
wecould knowof them, then wecould estimate meansand standard
deviations for timelapses. Of course, these would be big statistics, but
I think Engels was right in his thinking on nece$sary a_nd contingent
events in evolutionary history. We have seen that the conception
"anything goes" is based on a metaphysical assumption. The evolutionary piocess has non-predeterm ned directions. Eventually some
directions give necessary events such as "the transition of some form
of lifefromaquatic toterrestrial life" and "developmentof someform
of rational living beings."
As we have seen, for Monod man was the result of chance. But as

Gould [19773991sys:
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Bowler, PJ. 1985 El Eclipse del Daruitkmo: Teoias Eoolucionistas Antidarwinistas en las Ddcadas ea Tomo a 1900. Barcelona: Editorial Labor
Universitaria. (English ed., |ohns Hopkins Univ. Pr. 1983.)
De Beer, C. 7972 Adaptation. London: Oxford University Press.
Dobzhansky, Th. 1970 Genetics of the Eoolutionary Process. New York:
Columbia University Press .

Our paedomorphic molphology is a consequence of retarded development; in this sense, we are neotenous ... our paedomorphic features are
a set of adaptations coordinated by their common efficient cause of
retarded development. We are not neotenous onlybecause we possess
an impressive set of paedomoryhic characters; we are neotenous because these characters develop within a matrix of retarded developmcnt
that coordinates their common appearance in human adults ... major
human adaptations acted synergistically ... The interacting system of
delayed development-upright posture-large brain is such a complex:
delayed devclopmcnt has produced a large brain by prolonging fetal
growth ratcs and has supplied a set of cranial proportions adapted to
upright posture. Upright posture freed the hands for tool use and set
selection pressurcs for an cxpanded brain.

Then, man's morphology could be viewed as a necessary consequence of the interacting system--delayed development-upright
posture-large brain. The correlated features impressed some direction (necessity) on man's evolution. Again, this necessity does not
imply a predetermined direction or result. For dialectical materialism, man's evolution has been the result of both necessary and
contingent factors.
For Engels, the freeing of hands was a necessry prerequisite for
development of work. After freeing of hands and upright posture, a
positive feedback relationship was set htween cultural transformation of environment and largebrain development lEngels,1954,1701831. We could generalize and say that some kind of interpenetration
of opposites (coevolution) between biology (gene) and culture is a
necessary evolutionary mechanism for development of some kind of
rational life.

IN SUM, only dialectical materialism provides the right approach to
the necessary and the contingent in the organic world. In the same
way that the gods of the Popul-Vuh were not satisfied with their creations because they were too soft we must develop a more dialectical
evolutionary theory becuase the present neo-Darwinian paradigm
views the organic being as no more than soft putty.
This article is part of a manuscript titled "Un Enfoque Dial6ctico
Materialista de la Evoluci6n Or!6nica" dealing wiih several metaphysical dualities in evolutionary theory.
The author wishes to acknowledge his dcbt to Professor Jo# Rafael
Pernia for reviewing theEnglishtext, and to Roberta Patterson for typing

the manuscript. I also thank Consejo de Desarrollo Cientffico y Humanistico of Universidad de Los Andes for the financial support to
publish this work.
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To the metaphysician, things and their mental reflexes, ideas, are isolated, are to be considered one aflter the other and apart from each other,
are objects of investigation fixed, rigid, given once for all. He thinks in
absolutely irreconciliable antitheses.

Dialectical materialismisanalternative world viewthatconceives
of opposites in terms of their unity and struggle, their interpenetration and mutual transformation [Engels 7947,17,62; Konstantinov et
al. 797 6,244-27 2 or 7982,1.09 -1171.
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METAPHYSICS, AS ENGEIS[7947 31] DEFINED IT, is a world view
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One of the persistent metaphysical dualities in biology has been
thatof asentialbmlunpiicrsrn. Some examples of essentialism are the
idealist morphology with its reification of archetypical form [Mayr
7982,4581and in Linnaeus' concept of species [Mayr 1982,'1.67; Pilipenko 1986151.
Engels [1954] criticized such reifications, as when Louis Agassiz
said that the Creator
created not only the actual animals, but also abstract animals, the fish
and such! tp 2001.

or when Richard Owen said:
The archetypal idea was manifested in the flesh under diverse modifications upon this planet, long prior to the existence of those animal species

that actually exemplify it Ip

2051.

Indeed, Engels knew very well the dangers of reification within
di alectical materialism itself :
In every field of science, in natural as in historical science, one must pro1. Correspondence: Apartado de Correos 179, Trujillo, Estado Trujillo,
Venezuela
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il
ceed from the given facts...therefore in theoretical natural science...the
interconnections are not to be built into the facts, but to be discovered in
them, and when discovered, to be verified as far as possible by experiment [p 47].

On the other hand, Darwin and lamarck were influenced by the
erhaps this fact helPs to exPlain
in systematics and PaleontologY
view species as real and discrete
entities. lnOrigin of the Specia, Darwin [1859,52 said:
lookattheterm

I

species as onearbitrarilygiven,

forsakeof convenience.

[Ch. 2, Variations under Nature.]

Similarly, Lamarck [180
sidered the species as an
Among Living Bodies and
Wordl.

Philosophy conIII, Of Species

Attach to That
to species has been well

This author also underestimates the morphological concept of spccies as based on Platonic essentialism [Mayr, 1963,1,61.

of
AS

19

Onthe otherhand,thereisgood evidencethat species are real and
discrete entities that once created can remain as stable morphogenetic
"packages" during their geological lifetime [Eldredge and Gould,
PzZ;fldredge, 1985,43-83; Gould, 1980a and 1982]. That is to say,
species are real and discrete entities in time.
However, this

Mayr's empiricist
the contingent, the
sal, the necessary, the essential.

HERE, TTIE DIALECTICAL MATERIALIST PHILOSOPHY

OffCTS

me replacement of typoFor the typologist, the type (eidos) is real and the variation an illusion,
while foi the populationiat the type (average) is an abstraction and only
the variation is real.

PERHAPS ENGELS 119il,281was very right when he said:
But tradition is a Power not only in the Catholic Church but also in natural science.

Mayr 17942,1141 asserts that a species is a continually evolving
group of individuals without discrete limits in time:

when he said:

and [p.591:
should be considered with some tolerance.

The most certain path from natural science to mysticism...is'..the shallowest empiricism that spurns all theory and distrusts all thought'

Even Gould, who is well known for his Marxist viewpoint and his
'Ilariation
misses

the

llusory" [G
ould make

not undernce he has
studied fossil species that remained stable during geological periods.
That is to say, species that, notwithstanding some variation, re-

mained stable in their morphological essence.

gies.
Page
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are absolute and others are relative, that is to say, necessary or essen-

tial and contingent or phenomenalistic in dialectical terminology.
On the other hand, Webster and Goodwin rescue the "rational
morlphology'' approach and propose that the organism must be
viewed as a self-organizing totality, with field properties and its own
laws of form and internal constraints [Webster and Goodwin 1982;
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An Open Letter to Mikhai! Gorbachev:
Toward Marxist Renewal ln Philosophy of Sclence
DEAR COMRADE GORBACHEV:

estroika itself.

yet sufficiently aware of the social and political costs entailed by the
serious concession that was made to "scientific" idealism, one that
fusion and
pervades your cultu

dissension that per
materialists despite

dialectical

edge and thus contribute toward perestroika.
I write as editor of a joumal devoted to showing the usefulness of

outlook in the
distillationand
ared in the
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application of this theory to your present situation is based on three
weeks of interaction with Soviet philosophers and scientists in Moscow

last August when, invited by Frolov, I participated in the World
Congress of Logic, Methodology and Philosophy of Science and the
affiliated Round Table on "Factors in the Development of Modern
Scientific Knowledge" [Talkington 1 987].
The background for my model, its details and its implications will
unfold in the dirussion that follows.

First, about the Brezhnev legacy
THIS DISCUSSION will center on the concept of "statistical causality" as an exemplary sample of some pressing philosophical problems. During the Brezhnev era the concept of "statistical causality''
was hailed as "a concept which successfully counters the attempts to
interpret quantum mechanical relationships in the spirit of agnosticism" [Fedoseyev 1982]. It is generally agreed that acceptance of this
concept required a fundamental revision in the Marxist concept of
material causality, a revision that professes to "save" the concepts of
causality and determinismby redefining them in terms of a "probabilistic causalit/' and a "soft determinism" fcf ., e.8., Graham 1987,
3sol,
The actual content of the revision is as follows: In classical physics,

Marxist social theory, whenobservation showsaregularpattern
of events, it isassumed that somedeeperlevel of cognitionwill reveal
as in

dynamic causal relationships that fully account for the observed
statistical regularity. Thus, an underlying deterministic causality
applies in the long run whether the events are the interactions
between gas moleculesor the interactionsbetween members of social
classes. In contemporary microphysics, however, certain probabilistic
regularitics in evcnts at thc subatomic level are assumed to reflect an
essential indcterminism in nature itsclf. According to the standard
Copenhagen intcrpretation, thcse cvents rcpresent acausal processes
while, according to the new "Marxist" interprcbation, these events are
attributed to "statistical causality." Ncithcr intcrprctation allows for
the possibility of an undcrlying dynamic causality determined by
some physical mechanism as yet unrccognizcd. Hcnce, the so-called
"Marxist" interpretation violatcs thc fundamcntal Marxist tenet
concerning the knowability of thc objcctive world.
The method by which this rcvision is accomplished deserves
study. Firstly, the revision does not dircctly attack the concept of
causality but subtly redefines it to eliminate the idea that causality
necessarily involves dynamics or force. Secondly, the revisionists
center their attack on the concept of dctcrminism, seeking to equate
it with mechanistic materialism. Thirdly, and most crucial, the
concepts of causality, determinism and law are all vulgarized by
divorcing them from the concept of levels in material causality. Only
thus is it possible to deny that there can be some underlying level
Page
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where as yet unknown laws determine the statistical regularities of
quantum phenomena. [See Horz et al., 1980a,b; Talkington 1980.]

to discuss them in terms of levels of causality as well as by making
concessions to the Copenhagen interpretation.
I have campaigned for years against the blurring effect of "statistical causality" which, though originating in the Soviet Union, came
to U.S. attention primarily via East Germany [c.f., Horz et aL.1980a,b].

The political implications of such revisionist blurring of Marxism
are of compelling interest. All these years, it has been hard to
understand how such a metaphysical concept could be allowed to
parade as "Marxist" in t
thinkingover what Soviet
of power in the Brezhnev
idea of "statistical causal
neer) would be very useful to a bureaucracy that, seeking to evade
responsibility for its shortcomings, would need to dirourage people
from searching for the underlying causal mechanisms.
Consider, for example, the popular works of Soviet mathematician V.V. Nalimov [1981a,b; 1982]. Consistent with the concept of
"statistical causality," he identifies humanism with the indeterminc world view"
with a rigidly
withNalimov'
nistic world view, probably identified with Stalinism, it is easy to see
how an erosion of the sense of personal responsibility could result
from such an excessive glorification of indeterminist chance in the
laffairs of society
d
istic nature of re
a
with essentially
world that, in the end, is fully determined by material forces, forces
that include the self-interest of the masses.

The problem of ideology within science
ONE IMPORTANT ASPECT of this philosophical problem is that the
distortion of reality in scientific theory usually originates with rientists themselves (as was the case with the physicist Mach whose
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positivist ideas influ
the concept of "stati
V.A. Fock after he

It is well known that
with mathematician

and ideas across national boundaries, so vital to the science process,

e of the mystifying
terpretation. Fock preMarxist" altemative to a
Later he persuaded Nils
Bohr, originator of the Copenhagen interpretation, to accept-the
revised fo"rmulation as mor'e "malerialist" than acausality [cf. Gra-

concept of "statistical
mpromise that abuses
ialectical resolution of
causality and idealist

acausality.

or mYthic
concePt

of

73-85,71.31

said:
this false theory was not one which had been forc
some variety of malicious philosophy, but was
physicists themselves, by means of their own
thought...

is('form.

The traffic
scientists enjo

of course. Since
objectivity, their

societY at large,
ideas tend to
of
egantexamPle
whether forco
constructive influence in another day can be seen in the system for
institutional checks and balances in the U.S. Constitution, a system
that was consciously modeled after Newton's third law (for every
action, an equal and opposite reaction). On the destructive sidc we
must count the social influence of a concept such as "statistical

This comment is noteworthy in several resPects. First, it illustrates
idealism that masquerades

as

Marxist.)

An llluminatlng new theoretical model
THE QUESTION ARISES of how such ideological distortions can

causality."

To be sure, such false or mythic idcas, though generated within
science, often reflect external social influcnce. An outstanding ex-

theory of knowledge.
The cen
fundamenta
the contradi
knowledge itself

[cf. Talkington 1987]. This dialectical premise is
foreshadowed in the definition of theory given by Rosenthal and

Yudin [7967,4491:
environment of Weimar Germany, where the causality concept itself
e

of "sbatistical c

till another factor

itionsof science.
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built around metaphysical and mystifying premises that can be
traced back to Bohr/s youthful indoctrination in Kierkegaarde's
existentialism []ammer 196f., 172-7 6'1.
The important point here is that the theory of quantum mechanics has two parts, not only a materialist base as a practical operative
rience yi eldi ng beau tiful agreement with experimental resu lts within
the realm of its applicability, but also an ideological superstructure
within which a mystifying interpretation is firmly embedded. Not
surprisingly, this reactionary obscurantist superstructure has had a
distorting influence on the base, practically insuring there would be
no effective research to discover underlfng laws. Through long
decades of successful experience by scientists in use of the theory's
objective operations to solve practical problems, the superstructure
has become strongly entrenched as part of a scientific belief system.
When Einstein challenged the Copenhagen interpretation (in the
famous 1930s debate over the "EPR" paradox), Bohr and others
proved to their satisfaction that quantum mechanics was impervious
to such criticism [Iammer 7966,387fl. This is the majority view today
(though most scientists, because of their practical materialism, do not
become too deeplycommitted to the mystifyingaspectof aninterpretation).
The important influence of philosophy on the form given an
original interpretation becomes even more evident when we consider
how often a metaphorical model in natural science is later extrapolated to the social realm, as in examples given earlier.
In the light of this history, the concept of "statistical causaliqr"
must be seen as just another way of going along with the Copenhagen
mystification by disguising it in a pseudo-Marxist garb. Certainly no

one has come forward to claim that this concept has led to new
discoveries in quantum mechanics. I believe it would never have
been accepted as "truth" in the Soviet philosophical environment if
it were not for the extreme distortion of Soviet intellectual development under Stalin repression and then Brezhnev stagnation.

The analogy with historical materialism
AS MY NEW MODEL DEMONSTRATES, the essential characteristic

of any theoretical system is the dialectical tension that must exist
between the oblective materialist base and the subiective ideological
supershucture. This is far from a simplistic contradiction between
theory and experiment. Engels [1895] recognized the essence of the
matter:
THE EARLY HISTORY of quantum theory shows that from the very
beginrring Nils Bohr claimed that the (uantum phenomena demanded
_entire]y-ne1, explanations, outside of norinal physics [cf.
|ammer 1966,80fl. Thus began a whole school of quantuni physics
Page
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Are the concepts which prevail in the natural sciences only fictions
because they by no means always correspond with reality? From the
moment we acceptthetheoryof evolution all our concepts of organic life
correspond only approximately to reality. Otherwise, there would be no
change. On the day when concepts and reality coincide in the organic
world, development comes to an end.
An Open Letter to Mikhail Gorbachev Page 151

What is Engels sayinghere? First, he recognizes the fictional or mythic
character of what is considered, in my model, the superstructural part
of a theory. Second, he recognizes that the dialectical unity of this
fiction with reality embodies contradiction that gives rise to development and change. But what is reality in this case? Is it an absolute
reality, beyond the comprehension of any investigator? No, this must

be a relative reality available through the investigator's obiective
methods and procedures, the operative base in the model. Even this
limited reality always dances iust out of reach, recedingnimbly with
each substantial advance in theoretical concepts, continuing to tantalize the scientist with unanswered questions. But when the scientist
thinks that "concepts and reality coincide," then indeed, "development comes to an end." This is what happens whenever scientists
accept their current thmretical "fiction" as the full reality of the
subjectmatter. On the otherhand, the rientistwho keepsinmind the
inevitability of contradiction will be able avoid that trap.
Thus, if we accept the analogy of base and superstructure as it is
understood in historical materialism, we will also expect that, in the
science proces's, inner contradiction provides a dialectical mechanism for overthrow of an entrenched and outmoded concepfual
system and its replacement by a new thmry in which base and
supershuclure are more congruent. In a scientific revolution it is, of
course, the superstructural interpretive aspect of knowledge that is
overthrown and cast out as untruth. While the objective data and
methods of the base may thereby be rendered irrelevant, they remain
as true as ever. This differentiation is not only in basic accord with the
Marxist concept of relative truth but, in fact, constitutes a significant
elaboration of the concept.
HENCE, WHATI REALLY OFFERisa consistent Marxistmodel for
the revolutionary process in science. But how well does my model fit
with the philosophical problems presented by quanhrm theory? Are
there really such contradictions within microphysics as to provide
the basis for development and change?

To confront these questions,

I

start by noting that the Bohr-

Heisenberg or Copenhagen interpretation denies any possibility of
such inner contradiction. One of i ts most arden t supporters, f ohn von
Neumann, demonstrated with formal logic that the Copenhagen
interpretation constitutes a closed system not subject to change and

development through the introduction of new concepts (such as
"hidden variables") [Iammer 196f.,357-72]. It is thus a purely static
conceptual system, metaphysical in the Marx-Engels sense. Since the
stepchild Bohr-Fock interpretation shares the same metaphysical
defects, it is clear that the petty differences between Bohr-Heisenberg
acausality and Bohr-Fock "statistical causality'' are purely formal
and without content. In fact, the two interpretations can well be
subsumed under the single concept of a Copenhagen superstructure.
Page
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Von Neumann did not demonstrate that quantum mechanics is
free of inner contradictions but simply that no contradictions can be

dictions abound (though, according to the standard interpretation,
these are not contradictions but inevitable limitations on our knowledge, dictated by Nature herself).

Akhiezer and Berestetskii [1965,953] in their respected treatise on
quantum electrodynamics (which is the most useful part of quantum
theory).
The successes of quantum electrodynamics have demonstrated the
correctness of our basic physical concepts within a definite domain of
phenomena. However, these successes are relative. Electrodynamics
turns out not to be a logically closed theory, i.e., it cannot be developed
absolutely consistently without introducing audliary ideas which, so

far,

ofq
not
present theory can
moreover, perhaps
quite probable that
ern physics will undergo a change in this process.

As good dialectical materialists, these two Soviet theorists were
concerned with the inner contradictions of the theory and with the
possibilities for its revolutionary change and development. I think it
is safe to assume that few practicing scientists would quarrel with
their formulation. It says a lot about the orientation of officialdom in
the Brezhnev era that these practical concerns went unheralded while
the misleading concept of "statistical causality'' received public acclaim.

What Lenin had to say
WHILE VW{ITING THIS LETIER, I wondered to myself what Lenin
would have said about "statistical causality." This led me to find
what Lenin actually did say - about Avenarius, the Machist founder
of empirio-criticism, who advocated essentially the same set of ideas
espoused laterby Fock in slightly different language. Where Avenarius renounced "necessiY'and "force," Fock was against "determinism" and "d5mamic" causality. Lenin [1908,158] writes:
[For a] clear statement of the starting-point of Avenarius' philosophy on
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probability with which the effect is, or may be, expected."

And how does Lenin react to the concept of "probabilistic necessity" that anticipated Fock's formulation? His comment [ibid.] is very
much what we should expect:

s
cp

This is outspoken

And if one

ealitYasthe
isto remainat all
source of our sensations one cannot come to any other conclusion.

Iater lenin [p 3301 makes a more general comment that applies as
aptly to the concept of "statistical causali$/':
An ever subtler falsification of Mardsm, an ever subtler presentation of
anti-materialist doctrine under the guise of Marxism - this is the charac-

demand for ever smaller and faster information-processing devices
which has brought the tremendous research resources of IBM and
other big organizations to bear on the problem of quantum measurement theory [cf. Maddox 1988, Talkington 1986a, Greenberger 19861.
These developments clearly indicate how the struggle against the
Copenhagen interpretation may havegreat potential significance for
the perestroika process.*
Obviously, the preconditions for a conceptual revolution in micro-physics are coming into being as the contradictions sharpen
between the materialist base and the ideological superstructure.
Since Bohr-Heisenberg acausality and its stepchild Bohr-Fock "statistical causalitt'' are both closely related to the Heisenberg "uncertainty principle," there is no doubt that they all stand or fall collectively as the "Copenhagen superstructure." The only question is how
long it will take before a new conceptual system emerges to replace
the old.

clarity and coherence so much as idealism masquerading as Marxism.

IN THE MEANWHILE, there does not seem much point to a direct
confrontation with the scientific community on the i ssue of quantum
causality because this has become a matter of deeply ingrained
ideology. After all, a scientist has the right to hold mystical beliefs,
just the same as a religionist does, though neither of them has the right
to falsely parade such views under the banner of Marxism. (The
fundamental social value of science lies much more in the useful
reproducible knowledge it yields from a materialist base than in the
philosophizing of scientists taken froman idmlogical superstructure
that is always subject to change.) A good tactic might be to dramatize
the honors waiting for the scientist who makes the breakthrough on
the important question of quantumcausality, perhapsby offering an
annual prize for the best essay on the causal basis for quantum

What's the practlca! outlook now?
THERE HAVE ALWAYS BEEN a minority of rientists who sided

phenomena. The main caution is to recognize that rience, because of
its effective autonomy in ideological matters,cannotbechanged from
outside and there must be no semblance of coercion from the State or

teristic feature of modern revisionism in political economy, in questions
of tactics and in philosophy generally, equally in epistemology and in
sociology.

If Lenin found it necessary to take off nearly

withEinste
theory, tho
bounds of
ever learned).

a year, even neglect-

the Party.

On the other hand, the Party should certainly develop its own
educational program aiming toward a renewal of dialectical materialist understanding in natural science generally, and physical science
in particular. And it would be very much in order for the Party to give
awards and honors to its rientistmembers foroutstandingcontributions to philosophical understanding. From what I was told, there are

few Soviet scientists who would qualify for an award based on
demonstratinga deep understandingof how Man<ism applies in the
* NOTE: The Copenhagen interpretation also involves the dualistic
"principle of complementarity," which deserves and requires a rigorous
philosophical analysis along the same lines that causality and determinism have been treated here, but this is for another time.
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research process. Hence, these few people are a precious resource
and I wonder if they are being valued highly enough in the confused
philosophical environment of physics today.
I have put the emphasis here on philosophical understanding py
the scientists themselves because there is simply no substitute for

ideas to one's colleagues and to the public.
The renewal of Marism in the Soviet scientific community may

that in the past there has been gross interference on an ideological
it seems that the Soviet scientific community may now be
overly protective of its own ideological superstructure.

basis,

Where do phllosophers flt ln?
WHILE IT'S PRETTY CLEAR that no one can dictate to scientists on
philosophical matters, I do see an importalt role
the renewal process for natural rience. Their
scientist how to use Marxist heuristics in the
e of
wledge, i.e.,
the
ngtouch wi
nd, thus,

ho

Fock who distorted dialectical materialism to make
preconceived view of what the microworld is like.

ofa

it fit with a

the ideological interpretations and the material procedures that
constitute a theoretical structure such as quantum mechanics.
In this process, the philosophers will discover why such persistent
debates as that between "ontologists" and "epistemologists" are
largely meaningless. In my view, most such recurrent Soviet debates
can only be resolved by dialectical analysis along the lines of the
base/superstructure model for rientific knowledge. I said as much
at the Round Table discussion last August [Talkington 1987] where
most of the talks were at cross purposes, emphasizing either the
objective (base) or the ideological (superstructure) aspects of scientific knowledge-no one recognizing the dialectical unity of the two
opposing views nor offering a unified conceptual framework for
dealingwiththese contradictoryaspects. Another participantblasted
the speakers for making one speech after another without reaching
any conclusion. Neither she nor I got any response from other
participants. Evidently itwill take some time forphilosophersaswell
as scientists to get a working Brasp on the dialectics of contradiction
within scientific knowledge.
ANOTHER MEASURE for the current state of Soviet philosophy
might be the ripple of applause each time I spoke at the Congress
sections, as though people were glad to hear Marxism mentioned at
last, and thenumber of youngSoviets who came upto say theyagreed
with me, coupling this with a warning that some people there were
Marxists in name only. I can certainly understand why you depend
on the young pmple to carry forward the renewal process.
. Now a suggestion. Not all Soviet philosophers were seduced by
the revisionist nonsense of "statistical causality," but there are other
problematic tendencies arnong them. Witness the staff member at
Voprosy Filosofi who, when I criticized a formulation as not Marxist
defended his paper by sayrng that "Marxism has been changed so
much in the SovietUnion that Marxand Engelswould not recognize
it today." It seems that wide discussion of the base/superstructure
model and the particular problem of "statistical causality" might
provide a good start toward achieving a militant Marxist-Leninist
renewal.

Obviously there can be no easy
oer and philosopher a s thinker.
they unravel the interpenetrating t
as

d
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One final thought Scientific philosophy is iust as inherently
internationalist as rience itself. The concept of a "Soviet" Marxism
makes me almost as uncomfortable as the rampant revisionism of socalled "western Marxism." Should it not be a worldwide effort to
clean out the philosophical debris of a distorted Marxism which has
spilled across your national boundaries to become a problem for
Marxists everywhere? The pages of Science and Nature are intemationalist anyway. Soviet authors are invited to pin our discussions
and debates on topics such as "statistical causality." Soviet readers
should find this purnal as interesting as do subscribers in dozens of
countries around the globe.
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Yours for a world inwhichourmost intense conflictsare confined
to debate over questions of political economy and philosophy'

In solidarity,
LESTER (HANK) TALKINGTON

fthilpp, P.A., ed. 7949 Ahert

Einsteia: Philosophcr-Scientrst. Open Court.
Svechnikov, G-A. 7977 Cau*lity and the Relations of States in Physics.
Moscow.
Talkington, L. 1980 Causalityand Law: A Commentary. Science and

Nature3:5,74-27.
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Scientists Speak Out Against War

Statement on Violence
BELIEVING thatit isour responsibility to address from our particular
disciplines the most dangerous and destructive activities of our
species, violence and war; recognizing that science is a human cul-

tural product which cannot be definitive or all-encompassing, and
gratefully acknowledging the support of the authorities of Seville and
representatives of the Spanish UNESCO; we, the undersigned scholars from around the world and from relevant sciences, have met and
arrived at the following Statement on Violence. In it, we challenge a
number of alleged biological findings that have been used, even by
some in our disciplines, to justify violence and war. Because the
alleged findings have contributed to an atmosphere of pessimism in
our time, we submit that the opery considered rejection of these misstatements can contribute significantly to the International Year of
Peace.

Misuse of scientific theories and data to iustify violence and war
is not new but has been made since the advent of modern science. For
example, the theory of evolutionhasbeenused to justifynotonlywar,
but also genocide, colonialism, and suppression of the weak.
We state our position in the form of five propositions. We are
aware that there are many other issues about violence and war that
could be fruitfully addressed from the standpoint of our disciplines,
but we restrict ourselves here to what we consider a most important

first step.
ITIS SCIENTIFICALLY INCORRECT to saythat wehaveinherited a tendency to make war from our animal ancestors. Although
fighting occurs widely throughout animal species, only a few casesof
destructive intra-species fighting between organized groups have
ever been reported among naturally living species, and none of these
involve the use of tools designed to be weapons. Normal predatory
feeding upon other species cannot be equated with intra-species
violence. Warfare is a peculiarly human phenomenon and does not
occur in other animals.
The fact that warfare has changed so radically over time indicates
that it is a product of culture. Its biological connection is primarily
through language which makes possible the coordinationof groups,
the transmission of technology, and the use of tools. War is biologically possible, but it is not inevitable, as evidenced by its variation in
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occurence and nature over time and space. There are cultures which
have not engaged in war for centuries, and there are cultures which
have engaged in war frequently at some times and not at others.
IT IS SCIENTIFICALLY INCORRECT to say that war or any
other violent behavior is genetically programmed into our human
nature. Whilegenes areinvolved atall levels of nervous systemfunction, they provide a developmental potential that can be actualized
only in conjunction with the ecological and social environment.
While individuals vary in their predispositions to be affected by their
experience, it is the interactionbetween their genetic endowment and
conditions of nurturance that determines their personalities. Except
forrare pathologies, the genesdo notproduce individuals necessarily
predisposed to violence. Neither do they determine the opposite.
While genes are co-involved in establishing our behavioral capacities, they do not by themselves specify the outcome.
IT IS SCIENTIFICALLY INCORRECT to say that in the course of
human evolution there has been a selection for aggressive behavior
more than for other kinds of behavior. In all well-studied species,
status within the group is achieved by the ability to cooperate and to

fulfill social functions relevant

to the structure of that

group. "Domi-

nance" involves social bondings and affiliations; it is not simply a
matter of the possession and use of superior physical power, although it does involve aggressive behaviors. Where genetic selection
for aggressive behavior has been artificially instituted in animals, it

rapidly succeeded in producing hyper-aggressive individuals;
this indicates that aggression was not maximally selected under
natural conditions. When such experimentally-created hyper-aggressive animals are present in a social group, they either disrupt its
social structure or are driven out. Violence is neither in our evolutionary legacy nor in our genes.
IT IS SCIENTIFICALLY INCORRECT to say that humans have a
"violent brain." While we do have the neural apparatus to act vioIently, it is not automatically activated by internal or external stimuli.
Like higher primates and unlike other animals, our higher neural
processes filter such stimuli before they can be acted upon. How we
act is shaped by how we have been conditioned and socialized. There
is nothingin ourneurophysiology that compelsus to react violently.
IT IS SCIENTIFICALLY INCORRECT to say that war is caused
by "instinct" or any single motivation. The emergence of modern
warfare has been a journey from the primary of emotional and motivational factors, sometimes called "instincts," to the primary of
cognitive factors. Modern war involves institutional use of personal
characteristics such as obedience, suggestibility, and idealism, social
has
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skills such as language, and rational considerations such as costcalculation, planning, and information processing. The technolory of
modern war has exaggerated traits associated with violence both in
the training of actual combatants and in the preparation of support
for war in the general population. As a result of this exaggeration,
such traits are often mistaken to be the causes rather than the
consequences of the process.
We conclude that biology does not condemn humanity to war,

Robert Hinde Animal Behavior, Cambridge University, UK
Richard E. Leakey, Physical Anthropology, National Museums
of Keny+ Nairobi, Kenya
J. Martin Ramirez, Psychobiolory, Universidad de Sevilla, Spain

and that humanity can be freed from the bondage of biological

veloping Societies, Delhi, India
Iohn Paul Scott, Animal Behavior, Bowling Green State University, BowlingGreen (OH), USA
Riitta Wahlstrom, Psychology, University of Jyvaskyla, Finland

pessimism and empowered with confidence to undertake the transformative tasks needed in this International Year of Peace and in the
years to come. Although these tasks are mainly institutional and
collective, they also rest upon the consciousness of individual participants for whom pessimism and optimism are crucial factors. Just as
"wars begin in the minds of men," peace also begins in our minds. The
same species who invented war is capable of inventing peace. The
responsibility lies with each of us.
Seville, May'1.5, 79t36

Federico Mayor Zaragoza, Biochemistry, Universidad Autonoma, Madrid, Spain
Diana L. Mendoza, Ethology, Universidad de Sevilla, Spain
Ashis Nandy, Political Psychology, Center for the Study of De-
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David Adams, Psychology, Wesleyan University, Middletown
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S. A. Barnett, Ethology, The Australian National University,
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N. P. Bechtereva, Neurophysiolory, Institute for Experimental
Medicine of Academy of Medical Sciences of USSR, Leningrad, USSR
Bonnie Frank Carter, Psychology, Albert Einstein Medical Center, Philadelphia (PA) USA
]ose M. Rodriguez Delgado, Neurophysiology, Centro de Estudios Neurobiologicos, Madrid, Spain
Jose Luis Diaz, Ethology, Instituto Meicano de Psiquiatria,
Mexico D.F., Mexico
Andrzej Eliasz, Individual Differences Psychology, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, Poland
Santiago Genoves, Biological Anthropolory, Instituto de Estudios Antropologicos, Mexico D.F., Meico
Benson E. Ginsburg, Behavior Genetics, University of Connecticut, Storrs (CT), USA
Jo Groebel, Social Psychology, Erziehungswissenschaftliche
Hochschule, Landau, Federal Republic of Germany
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How are things in Addis Abeba?'

intensive literacy campaiglr, and are training leaders both at the

Our Man ln Ethlopla
ONLY 14 YEARS AGO, Ethiopia's countryside emerged from feudal
relations with a legacy of illiteracy, ignorance and povert5z. Previous
agricultural practices had been very backward, with extremely low

productivity, seeds and livestock of inferior grade, and disastrous
erosion of soil over much of the land. All this had been exacerbated
by periodical droughts, for which the Haile Selassie regime did Iittle
or nothing. Hungry peasants who could manage it had flocked to the
cities seeking a better life, but finding only unemployment there for
the most part, had degenerated into a demoralized Lumpenproletariat.
Suchabackground was hardlyconducive to a flourishing science.

power, tools, etc.)

as

well

as

purchasing and producer cooperatives.

A few state and collective farms have been formed to demonstrate the

advantages of collectivization.
The second governmental emphasis is on development of mining

mostindusleather and
dhandicraft
work, such as basket weaving and repair shops. Productivity of labor

Sporadic scientific explorations-made by Europeans, especially the

British, and by Italians during their colonization of Eritrea-were
hardly undertaken with the aim of bettering the condition of the
Ethiopian people. Basically such investigations were intended to
discover raw materials for export to the "mothel' countries, or else
were part of more extensive studies of the natural history of Africa.
As in
olutions, many highly educated citizens
(enginee
doctorq etc.) were part of the privileged
classes.
revolution and were driven out of the
country or executed. And many, even some who favored the change
in government, emigrated to developed countries where "the grass
was greener" and living conditions easier.

supply of engineers, geologists, etc. is being produced at the University of Addis Abeba.
Third is the concentration on health. Because of poor sanitary and
food conditions, infant mortality is very high, bringing the average

7987 by the People's Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (PDRE).

water is supplied wherever possible. Two medical rhools train
doctors: one in Gonder is aided byphysician teachers from the DDR,
and one at Addis Abeba University has the participation of McGill
University (Canada). Primary health care is emphasized in both
urban and rural areas, with Canada helping train personnel to
organize and instruct local people in sanitation, nutrition, etc.
Unfortunately, achieving the above aims is slowed by existing
economic deficiencies and the need to concentrate militarily on survival. But progress is made in all areas, most spectacularly in the fight

does not yet satisfy the needs of the people. In ord er to modernize, the
government and the Worker's Party of Ethiopia (VVPE) mounted an

the progressive plans for Ethiopia's future.

* The author says that spelling of
Addis Abeba versus Addb Ababa is a
matter of transliteration choice. In Amharic, the middle vowel differs
from the first, and is more like our e, but there is little difference in the
sound when the word is pronounced rapidly. The University transliterates the word with an a while the official city map uses an e. Chuck Davis
adds that, as a purist, he prefers Abeba. Editor.
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BOOK REVIEWS
On Scientlsts as Polltical Activists
Peter

|. Kuznick,

Beyonil the l-aboratory: Scbntbts as Political

Actioists in1930s America. Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press 1987
x+353 pages, $29.95.

period that has not received

as much

attention

as the more

dramatic

Sincehistory does notunfold inpre-packaged decades, it isworth
noting that the period Kuznick addiesset does lend itself to treatment

Dueto
contri-

the

"pi,"li,:TT;l
pitalist econo-

soci
mie

nion. Further_
more, the decade ended with the ill-fated signing of theNazi-Soviet
Nonaggression Pact. Although Stalin had hevei elicited favorable
reaction from American rientists, the alliance between Hitler and

As might be expected, scientists were not in the forefront of liberal
and progressive movements during the early years of the decade. In
general, they had achieved a comfortable and well-funded status
during the 1920s; it required the more h
itive environment of the Depression to
aloof indifference to the political fray.
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scientists had become involved in an essential paradox of the decade.
On one hand, many were convinced that if the rational and systematic methods of natural science were applied to the problems of social
inequity and political inefficiency, significant progress was almost
inevitable. Soviet industrial accomplishments and the highly organized integration of Soviet science into a planned economy were particularly impressive; early in the 1930s, extensive first-hand experience in the SovietUnionfrequently resulted inglowing reportsfrom
American scientists. On the other hand, even according to many rientists themselves, it was not clear that expertise in the solution of
scientific problems earned a public hearing for remedies to political
or economic problems. This tension, with its origins prior to World
War II, would remain unresolved in the coming nuclear age.

A SECOND AMBIGUITY also arose. Initial motivation to be more
outspoken about public policy often was generated by concern for
proper allocation of research funds and appropriate recognition for
scientific contributions to modern society. It was quite possible to
pursue these goals without any accompanying interest in the amelioration of social problems or the reform of political and economic
institutions. This is particularly important in Kuznick's chapter on
the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS).
In spite of considerable interaction with more Marxist-oriented members of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, such
as J.D. Bernal, the AAAS avoided any official support for what permanent secretariat Moulton feared would be perceived as "criticism

of governments or of social orders" tp.88l. Instead, the AAAS

restricted itself to a primarily self-serving advocacy of advantages to
be harvested from the appropriately

well-funded "advancement" of

science.

The relatively restrained activities of the fu{AS did not satisfy
those scienti sts who felt that important issues were not receiving sufficient attention. Steadfast in his opposition to racism, Franz Boas was
particularly influential in the formation of the University Federation

for Democracy and Intellectual Freedom (UFDIF) at Columbia in
December, 1937. The Federation aided refugees from fascism and
supported the republican forces during the Spanish Civil War. Their
efforts to persuade President Roosevelt to lift his economic embargo
on Spain offer an interesting contrast to the lack of organized scientific opposition to President Reagan's embargo of Nicaragua during
the 1980s.
The Federation's energetic opposition to Nazi raci sm also became
a mapr concern for the American Committee for Democracy and
Intellec
under the leadership of

in
The AmericanAssociation of Scientific Workers (AASW) was created at the annual meeting
of the AAAS. The story of these two new organizations constitute the
Boas
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most interesting chapters of Kuznick's book. A statement of the
problems that inspired the AASW was distributed by the organizing
committee headed by a research chemist, K.A.C. Elliott. The committee expressed its concern about the economic insecurity of scientists and the necessity for intellectual freedom. More original was its
objection to the "misapplication of scientifi c discovery/' and " amarked
tendency to make use of pseudo-rientific ideas to excuse war and to
attack reason and democra$'Ip.2281. Attention to these issues by
both the AASW and the ACDIF resulted in an initially enthusiastic
response from the scientific community. Nevertheless, within just
two years they had become nearly inoperative.
As discussed by Kuznick in some detail, their status became complicated by the fact that in these closing years of the decade it became
increasingly difficult to maintain the same attitude of tolerance
toward the Soviet Union as had been advocated by many scientists
before the rise of Stalin. Kuznick devotes considerable attention to
the effects of the Lysenko affair-the suppression of Soviet genetics
obviously had a deleterious effect on perceptions of theSoviet system
by American scientists. Opposition to farism thus became difficult
for scientists to separate from anti-communism. The conflation of
both Nazis and Communists under the convenient label of "totalitarianism" became a favorite tactic of fohn Dewey's severely anticommunistCommittee forCultural Freedom (CCF), founded in May,
1939. Although the CCF had few scientific members, it did succeed
in acting as a vanguard for the red-baiting that was an important
factor in the demoralization of the AASW and the ACDIF.
Of equal importance, however, was the response of the AASW
and the ACDIF to the Hitler-Stalin pact of 1939. Both organizations
soon circulated petitions that included a call forneutralityon thepart
of the United States. Over five hundred scientists initially signed the
AASW resolution, but anti-communist opposition arose to such an
extent that resignations and accusations of Communist subversion
soon tore both organizations apart. Assessment of the situation is
complicated by the fact that the political agendas of some of the more
active members have never been fully spelled oug Kuznick has not
completely settled this issue and details remain for other scholars to
clarify. In spite of the greater publicity achieved by other scientific
organizations after World War II, the AASW survived and maintained affiliation withboth the AAAS and the much larger international World Federation of Scientific Workers OVFSW). Under its
new title today as the United States Federation of Scholars and Scientists (USFSS), it continues to promote a global perspective for directing scientific knowledge into the service of humanityratherthaninto
exploitation.

efforts of scientists to have political or social impact in the United
States during the 1930s. His primary sources include correspondence, public speeches, press releases, articles and books from both
the popular and scientific domains, and notes from meetings of relevant organizations. He also provides some rather extensive treatment of particularly important figures such as H.J. Muller and Franz
Boas. The political upshot of these efforts is usually passed over very
quickly, however, and the reader is left wondering whether any significant results ensued.
Kuznick clearly has restricted himself to a primarily empirical
presentation and does not aftempt to interpret his findingsby applying a sociological model, Man<ist or otherwise. Nor has he attempted
to link his subject to other periods of rientific activism. Although
Beyond thelaboratory is certainly a valuable and informative volume,
some important and intriguing questions obviously remain unanswered. For example, why was it that scientists in the 1930s for the
most part did not direct their research toward the amelioration of
human problems rather than the accumulation of profit by a small
minority? General approaches to this question in economic or Marxist terms readily come to mind, and had theybeen assessed, even in
a preliminary manner, Beyonil the l-aboratory would have benefited.

in Kuznick's
careful sifting and documentation of evidence pertaining to the

THE ESSAYS in thisvolumeshow that mathematicalbiology, though
young compared to mathematical physics, has already reached a

TFIE PRIMARY VALUE of Bqonil the Laboratory lies
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Similarly, Kuznick does not attempt a psychological or sociological
probe of the personalitiesor social origins of the rientists concerned.
Once again, this is perhaps too large a subject for the book at hand.
Nevertheless, in light of the theses recently proposed by such authors
as Evelyn Fox Keller, it becomes increasingly valuable to investigate
the social and psychological influences that motivate a career in science. Research in this domain at least offers the possibility of a fuler
understanding of the persistent failure to inspire in scientists an
active sense of responsibility for the consequences of their research.
In this respect Beyond the laboratory provides a partial description of
a problem yet to be solved.
lames R. Hoftnann
(U.S. FepsxarloN op Scuor-ARS AND Scrslrrrsrs)

PnrlosopHy Denr., CeurrorNra Srare UNrvsnslry
Furlenrou, CA9?534

Blologlcal lnslght through Mathematlcs
Mathanatical Essays on Groutth and Emergence of Form, Peter L.
Antonelli (ed.). Saskatoon, Sask.: University of Alberta, 1985
xxi+332 pp.
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Our indigenous historical materialist in reprint

On Humanlty's Place ln Nature
Lewis Henry Morgan 7986 The Ameican Buoer (facsimile
edition). Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, vii+33e appendices.
Paper, $9.95.

that mathematical techniques exist that take these concepts into
account.

ONE OFTFm INTRIGUING TOPICS of dialectical anthropology is
the unity and differences of humanity with the higher 6rdeiJ of
mammals. The Darwinians have tended to stress unity, while Engels
and the historical materialists have tended to stressthe dialecdcal
relationship, the differences within the unity of the primates [cf.
Woolfson 7982,8f1. Today, of course, the sociobiologists absolutize
the unity-from the ants up!
- Any assessment of such a dialectical relationship of unity and difference depends greatly, of course, on the state of development of the
anthropological and ethological riences. This dependence was
made clearby Engels l7884,97fl in comments conceming the social
structure of the sexual life of early humanity, where he pointed out
that in the sciences of his day, "appeal is mdde to the evidence from
the rest of the animal world." He mentions the "facts" assembled by
such naturalists as Alfred Espinas, Alexis Giraud-Teulon, Charles
Letourneau, Henri Saussure, and Edward Westermarck. However,
Engels continued, "the only conclusion I can draw from all these facts,
so far as man and his primitive conditions are concerned, is that they

nineteenth century.

Mind or lnstlnct
n Systems.
:Volterra's
Goethe's d

two
esof
con-

St. Hilaire.
This book should be useful to anyone working in theoretical

bioloByi also to the mathematician orphysicist interested inmathematical
biology.

lraing Adler Nonrn BprqNrNcror.r W
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05257.

to the development of anthropolory
Lewis Henry Morgan (1818-1881)thEnB
nce. Morgan

had grappled with the topic of
of humaiity
and mammals throughout his
_ Sogn after gradua_ting i_n 1840 from Union College (Schenectady,
-

New York), Morgan [18a3] publi;hed in The Knickeibocker an articie
"Mind or Instinct An Inquiry Concerning the Manifestation of Mind
by the-Lower Orders of Animals." Moigan began his inquiry by
observing that humanity considers its own intellectual endowments
to be constituted of Minil. k characterizes----or, perhaps more accurately, disparages-the intellect of other animals as-consisting of
On Humanity's Place in
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hstinct, rather than Mind (474f). This prejudice was forcefully put,
for instance, by seventeenth centuqy philosopher Rene Descartes
[7937,2441: "plainly the brutes do not possess thought".
Morgan makes the very important point that intellectual endowment must be distinguished from cultural development. What
humans consider to be their superior endowment may in fact be the
resultant of their material cultivation and intergenerational transmission-their enculturation-out of the natural state (414). Thus Morgan stresses the dit'ferences within unity---of humanity and the Animal
Kingdom.
In this stance, Morgan opposed the leading naturalists of his (preDarwinian) age; for example, Louis Agassiz of Harvard (1,807-7873),
not only promoted an idealist absolutization of the differences between the species, but used this to justify his profound racism as well.
In his definitive statementon this issue, Agassiz [1852 86] maintained
that "all the differences observed among finitebeingsare ordained by
the action of the Supreme Intellect, and not determined by physical
causes." This would include cultural factors: "the differences which
eist...among the races of men, are perrurnent under the most diversified climatic [or similar] influences" [86].
Morgan [1&13, 514] went on to address several functions of Mind,
namely Memory, Abstraction, Imagination, and Reasoning, and
concluded that since the Instinct of animals also "remembers, abstracts, imagines, and reasons," therefore it too is Mind. Among his
animal examples (414, 417, 508, etc.), thebeaver is a prime favorite [11.
There is, Morgan continues, a gradation of intellect from humanity down to the lowes t orders of animals. Thus the rni{r. Further, "the
successive steps downward from the man of the highest intellectual
range to the man of the lowest, are no farther than from the latter to
the most intelligent animal, and from him successively to the lowest
in the scale of intelligence" (514). Thus the "scale of intelligence" is
tripartitioned:

d(H-D=dG-A)=d(A-D,
where H and A are the upper intelligence bounds for Human and
Animal, respectively, with H and A representing the lower bounds.
For the young Morgan, the unity of this scale incorporates both
quantitative and qualitative differmces within the Animal Kingdom.
1. The beaver has lost none of its attractiveness. For instance, a "Ms.
Beaver" juvenile fiction series combines fuminist and cooperative viewpoints [Rosemary Allison and Ann Powell,TheTtaoels of Ms. Beaoer 797 3,
Ms. Beauer Trarsels East 797E, Ms. Beawr Traoels West 7983-The Women's
Educational Press, Toronto]. Another example is a "Dam Builders"
board game using the beaver bbensanlt to promote ecological and
cooperative values [Animal Town Games, P.O.B. 2002, Santa Barbara,

cA
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Echoing Morgan's position, Agassiz 11857, 715fl acknowledged
that it was the "psychological individuality' of animals which constituted "the connecting link between them and man." He stressed by
way of example the "psychical faculties," the 'tmotions and feelings," and the memory of the conunon dog, and then continued:
"though all these faculties do not make a philosopher of him [the
dogl, they certainly place him in that respect upon a level with a
considerable proportion of poor humanity." Here, the contrast with
Morgan is again illuminating. While Morgan supposed that a specific
distance onthe scale of intelligence separated the humanof thelowest
intellect from the most intelligent animal, and thereby highlighted
theunity of differences, Agassiz supposed that the intelligences were
equivalent. Thus a contradiction is generated by Agassiz'idealism:
he abstractly absolutizes differences at one point and then abstractly
absolutizes unity (i.e. confounds unity with identity) at another point.
As stressed by Engels 17873$6,797fl, the ratolutionary movement of
modern natural science was confronted by a consentatioe outlook,
especially in the organic sphere. The struggle to advance a dialectical
science continued throughout the nineteenth century, with Agassiz
as one of the main conservatives.

The Amerlcan beaver and hls works
MORGAN returned to the topic of differences within unity of
humanity and the Animal Kingdom in a book published a quarter
century later. In the meantime, his legal career had involved him in
the construction and operation of a railroad linking iron ore mines to
the port at Marquette, Michigan. As a result, from 1855 on, Morgan

spentmanysummersinahighland region southof LakeSuperior that
was populated by vast numbers of beaver. Morgan confessed he soon
gave up the prospect of trout fishing in order to study the beaver. In
the early 1.860s, he also travelled north to the Red River settlement in
Canada, and up the Missouri River to the Rocky Mountains, and thus
was able to compare other beaver populations with that of Michigan.
Aftermore than a decade of study, his AmericanBeaoer andHbWork
was published in 1858 by J.B. Lippincott in Philadelphia. [The reprint

under review is "an unabridged and unaltered republication of the

work." All parenthetical page citations that follow are to this work.l
Overall, this is an excellent book, well worth the reprinting, well
worth the modest price. It is not only an enduring classic of ethology

but gives us a glimpse into the scientific practice of a truly transdisciplinary researcher.
The book has nine chapters, with three appendices. The first
chapter derribes the characteristics of the beaver. This large rodent,
of Genus Castor,was found throughout North America and Europe.
The Family Castoiilae is among the oldest of living mammals on
Earth. The beaver is one of the most intelligent of its Order. The
beaver's manual dexterity is notable, as are its architectural "works."
On Humanity's Phce in
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beaver, with his life, has contributed in no small degree to the
colonizationand settlementof the BritishProvinces [i.e., Canada] and
the United States"[2].

Anlmal psychology
IN THE ninth (final) chapter of this book, Morgan returns to his
consideration of Animal Psychology[3]. Herehis analysisof theunity
and differences of humanity and the Animal Kingdom has become

indigenous American historical materialism.

more profound over the quarter century under the impress of his
beaver studies. In 1843, Morgan had depended upon literary sources,

flowing water" [p.1161, a concession that would seem to weaken his
argument against instinct.

Memory, Reasoning, Imagination, Will, Passions, and Lunacy. Does
an animal manifest these faculties, etc., and, if so, do they differ in
kind or degree from those manifested by humans? tp.250l
Of these, the most decisive must be Self{onsciousness. Few will
deny that animals are conscious, i.e. sentient, that they remember, are
willful, etc. But many doubt that they are self<onrious, i.e. reflexive.
This, because reflexivity requires a symbolic medium such as language for its action. Morgan confronts this issue directly if briefly.
"When a beaver stands for a moment and looks upon his work, evidently to see whether it is right, and whether anything else is needed,
he shows himself capable of holding his thoughts before his beaver
mind; in other words, he is conrious of his own mental processes"
tp.2561. And that "consciousness-of-self" is precisely self<onsciousness. Thus the medium of reflexivity for Morgan can apparently be
planfullabor, and not only language.
Morgan reaches three conclusions. The term "instinct" as an
explanation of the intelligent acts of animals should be dropped; we
should acknowledge their possession of intelligence; and we should
recognize that their intellectual endowment differs in degree, not in

stored as food for the winter season.

"works
beaver,

beaver'

duct of
have a substantial effect on the forest ecosystem.
ficance ofbea-

vers from unto the point of

2. This theme is elaborated by Harold A. Innis in his anti-imperialist
"staple-commodity'' theory of North American economic history as in
his Far Trade in Canada [Toronto: University of Toronto Press 1955].

3. Articles by Hearne (1795) and Bennett (18a5) make up Appendices B
and C, beginning on page 305. Morgan described these as "the best and
most authentic" accounts of the beaver, on which subsequent work
depended but, he continued, their 'trevity and consequent incompleteness induced the publication of this work" [cf. p.2{!61.
Page
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basis of language learning:

Gordon Welty
Soclor-ocv/ ArllrH RopoLocy
Wnrcsr Srarp Uulvenslry
DryroN OH 45435

forcement.
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bolic (symbiotic) role of language had its origins and its meanings
only as part of the entire social and cultural Process of human interactiory yet was based on and continuous with the organic Processes
of biological activity.

Putting Chomsky ln Sclentiflc Perspecflve
Vera fohn-Steiner and Paul Tatter, An Interactionist Model of
language Development. In The Sociogenab of language and
Human Conduct, ed.by Bruce Bain. Plenum 1983. (pp 79-97)
ear; when he sounds
tralAmerica,onecan
anarchist comrades.
But as alinguist he hasalwaysseemed a murky puzzle. How isone
to account for his mechanistic model in which a child is born with an

and culture, and to consider the cognitive and social Processes as
separate or parallel phenomena with respect to language. Finally, the
process of private (internal) speech is shown to function as a prelude
to or preparation for social communication, as a necessary comPonent of the higher mental processes, and to play a primary role in both
individuation and enculturation.
Overall, it becomes clear that the interactionist model refers at one
level to the role of social interactions, esP. of mother and child, in the

of langua
I

Their historical review of language development studies starts
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opment. This paper acc
important field ahd rep
gins of human conriou
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whichit appears is alsooverall animportantcontribution to the subject.
Incidentally, Chomsky himself seems to have learned little during
the past 30 years and participated not at all in developing this fruifful
new paradigm, as can be seen from a thoughtful review of his latest
book Kruwled ge ot' language: see Philip T. Smith, A Word to the Wise.
Nature 720: 493f; 1986. tL.T.l
the volume in

A Clear Vlew ln the Eye of the Storm
]ames Moffelt,Storm in the Mountains: A Case Study ol Censorship,
Conflict and Conscioustrss. Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press 7988,xii+265 pp, index.

"Censorship in the United States," writes Moffett [ix], "comes not
from a government suppressing ideas but from a corporate industry
making money. The most fanatic censors could not wreak damage of
this magnitude. Burned books have at least seen the light of day, and
other copies can be found elsewhere. But we will never know what
worthy books are not published, no more than we will ever know
what the books destroyed in Alexandria had to say." [There they
were set afire, he notes, by both pagans and Christians.I
His book recounts the history of the trend-sefting 1970s textbook
suppression that occurred in Kanawha County, WestVirginia, as the
result of a rebellion of Appalachian fundamentalists against the textbook selectionsof an enlightened orliberal public school administration. Though the rebellion was able to suppress only a very few books
lcgally, its practical effect was to discourage most teachers from using
any of the books attacked, and to induce publishers to abandon all
texts encouraging free thought in students. The book is characterized
by a sensitive social perception of the mountain people who had thus
destroyed the autho/s own creative product.
The author makes a careful distinction between religiosity and spiritual values in his finely tuned analysis of agnosis, defined as a fear of
knowledge, arising in a community threatened by intrusion of new
cultural values in a changing world. This book, with its strong plea
for cultural pluralism as the necessary basis for U.S. democracy, will
be useful to all who seek to combat effectively the creationists and
others who manipulate religious thought for right-wing political
purposes. [L.T.]
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A valuable work that invites polemics

Their View of Human Nature is Perplexing
Ernesto Rodr[guez ttl
Departamento de Biologia
N0cleo Universitario Rafael Rangel
Universidad de los Andes, Venezuela
A REVIEW ESSAY:
The D ial ec tical B iologb t
by Richard Levins and Richard Lewontin.

Harvard Univ. Pr. 1985, xiv+303, index. $8.95 paper.
THE DIALECTICAL BIOLOGIST is a useful and provocative collection of essays from the well knownMarfst rientists, Richard Levins

and Richard Lewontin

[2]. Written at various times for various

purposes, the essays areloosely grouped togetherunder the titles: On
Evolution (3 essays); On Analysis (3 essays); Science as a Social
Product and the Social Product of Science (7 essays); plus a concluding essay on Dialectics written specifically for this book.
A detailed review of this book would imply a review of each essay.
As an alternative I have chosen to comment on some aspects of
several essays and to suggest, for those wishing to read further, some

Marxist references not provided in the book. However, I found the
Levins and Lewontin essay on human nature very deficient from a
Marxist viewpoint and decided to provide the reader with a Marxist
approach to this crucial subject, devoting over half of this review to
documenting Marx's views.
The first group of papers begins with an essay on Eoolution as
Theory and ldeology that surveys the history of "evolutionism" as a
world view which has permeated the natural and social sciences. The
acceptance of this world view, involving "change" as an essential
characteristic of systems, was an outcome of the European bourgeois
revolution thatdemanded an alteration inlegitimatingideologyfrom
1. Forcorrespondence: ApartadodeCorreos I79,Trujillo. EstadoTrujillo,
Venezuela.

2. Richard Levins

is |ohn Rock Professor of Population Sciences, Harvard School of Public Health. Richard Lewontin is Professor of Zoology,
Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University. Both havebeen
members of the Sciencc t'or thc Peoplc movement. Levins has been a
scientific consultant to the Cuban government.
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one of natural stasis and stability to one of unceasing change. Human
beings see the natural world as a reflection of the social organization
and a theory of the naturalness of change is congenial only in a

revolutionizing society. The authors point also to the bourgeois
ideological origin of "optimality theor5/' and the emphasis on diversity, complexity and stability as the trends in evolution. The arguments put forward are convincing.
THIS KIND OF APPROACH to scientific theories is in the Marxist
tradition of the Hessen [1931] study of the social and economic roots
of Newton's Principia, of Caudwell's "Studies in a Dying Culture"
and "Heredity and Development A Study in Bourgeois Biology'' [cf.,
Sheehan 1985365-369], of Prenant [1969] on the social origins of

Darwinism, and of Gould's [79791 on the ideology of gradualist
dogma. In fact, Engels [1954,302 was the first Mardst to dwell on the
ideological nature of some scientific theories. He (and Marx) viewed
the Darwinian theory of the struggle for existence as a transference
from society to organic nature of the bourgeois economic theory of
competition. For a review of the history of Marxist views and
polemics on this theme, see Sheehan t1985] and for the role of
ideology in natural science, Talkington t19811. In this kind of ap
proach, Marxists must avoid offering easy ad lzoc explanations.
The authors also review briefly the origin of Darwinism as an
evolutionary thmry that rejected Platonic essentialism but they do
not point to the empiricist inlluence that has prevailed since Darwin's
time with its many conceptual implications [see Greene 1981 and
Rodriguez 1988a,b (this issue)l. Their survey of ideas and problems
in evolution fails to mention that during the last decade there has been
an explosion of critical works and new ideas affecting many aspects
of evolutionary theory, includingphilosophical issues [see Reid 1985;
Ho and Saunders 1984; Sober 1984; Pollard 1984 and the interesting
books of Stephen ]ay Gouldl.
The three essays on evolution emphasize and develop in some
detail the dialectical interpenetration between organism and environment and this is perhaps the more valuable and important contribution of the book to present evolutionary thought (see, however, my
critiques [Rodriguez 1988a,b, this issue]. The authors suggest, for
example, the development of new disciplines such as Biometeorology that would characterize the environment from the perspective of
the organism confronting it. Implicit throughout is the continuing
need-to elaborate a more comprehensive evolutionary theory-that
offers a great challenge to Marxist biologists.
The section On Analysis starts with an essay on the analysis of
variance and the inference of causes in genetical studies. Next, there
is gentle spoof of the analytic method by a fictitious person called
Isidore Nabi with subtle allusions to several contemporary scientific
issues. Then they elaborate a sound critique of holism and Cartesian
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reductionism in ecological theory that surely will open new paths for
research in ecology.
The third section, on science/society interaction, opens by examining Lysenkoismin terms of its social, political and material context
rather than in idiosyncratic terms, analyzing its mistakes from a
Marist dialectical viewpoint. This is the best analysis I have read on
this thorny subiect. The reader may also refer to Sheehan [1985] on
Soviet debates in Lysenko's time, Hubbard [1982] on the ideological
basis of modern genetics, and Rodriguez [1988a, this issuel for a
critique of Lysenko's view of organisms. They also vigorously
champion the importance of Marxist philosophy of science against
the "anti-ideological" technocratic ideolory that views science as a
neutral activity.
In an essay on the commoditization of science, they analyze the
ideological and social characteristics of modern science in developed
countries. Marx also foresaw, in Manuscipts, Grunilrisse, Capital, the
character of science under capitalism [cf. Rose and Rose 1975, G9]. In
an essay on applied biology in the Third World, they criticize the
pragmatic and developmentalist views in underdeveloped countries
that seek to copy the models of science and technology of developed
capitalist countries. "Btt," they aptly comment, "if European and
North American rienceis alreadya caricature of the'science' seenby
its enthusiastic advocates, it comes to the third world as a caricature
of that caricature" Ip.2261. Other essays provide Marxist analyses of
agricultural research, the pesticide system, and research needs for
Iatin American health.

IN THE ESSAY ON HUMAN NATURE, they show how the reductionist or biological determinist view is that of an absolute continuity
between prehuman and human evolution while the dialectical view
emphasizes the emergence of evolutionary novelty. This statement
is in agreement with dialectical materialism which tells us that every
form of movement has new properties that cannot be reduced to its
constituent forms of movement [Engels '1,954,2481. Biological determinists pretend to reduce the complex social human life to biological
characteristics.

However, they go too far in this direction when they contend
lpp.257-81that:
The trouble with the question of human nature is that it is the wrong
question. Partlythe question...carries a vestigeof Platonic idealism. The
evident factabout human lifeis theincredible diversityin individual life
histories and in social organization across space and time... A dialectical
point of view...accepts as primary the heterogeneity of individual life
histories and of social developments. Far from seeing the variations as
obscuring or even illuminatingthe underlying uniform ideal...the heterogeneity itself becomes the proper object of study.

They go on to analyze several examples (sex, feeding) that show the
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transformation of physiological function under diverse social conditions.
In contradic
with themore rounded view
of Fedoseyev I
at Marxism rejects both the
biologization o
the other extreme, the ultramerely a concentrate of the econly devoid of everything biological,

world view. A good survey of Marx's views on human nature is
provided by McMurtry [7978,79-531. The following argument is
based on McMurtry's line of reasoning.
It is first worlh noting that Man< implies an underlying factor of
human nature by his very concept of the forces of production which
involve developed labor-power abilities and are by definition ca-

I SUGGEST THAT MARXISTS should avoid the two extremes of the
metaphysical antithetical duality: asentialism I empiicism. That is to

capacities
and to wh
posesuch

mand the
reiect the

alwiththe
sm tellsus

pable of making material use-values. But labor-power abilities and
material use values themselves presuppose, respectively, definite

theyaredeveloPed
n therefore presuP

mannatureinthese

respects is implicit in Marx's theory from the start. Hence, he says,
"Man develops his slumbering powers" 17955,7n1, and "no production without needs"[1973,92]. These capacities and needs constitute
the substance of his explicit concept of human nature.

IN A RARELY NOTED PASSAGE of Capital, Marx [1965,5091 says:
To know what is useful for a dog one must study dog nature... Applying

sensible existence, it does,
on underlying the contin-

this to man, he that would criticize all humanacts, movements, relations,
ctc., by the principle of utility must first deal with human nature in
gcncral, and then with human nature as modified in each historical
cpoch.

red by the incredible

What is of special interest to us in this passage is that Marx clearly
acccpts the legitimacy of the notion of human nature.
Marx [1964,593] also asserts that "One of the most vital principles

individual life histoist environment, for
teristics that allow us
to state that, despite contingent differences across space and time,
many social developments are capitalist developments. We can
similarly identify some essential characteristics of human nature as
will be explained below.
Moreover, Levins and Lewontin also contend lp.256l that another
difficulty with the Marxist view of human nature is that

to the same properties conceived in a definite historical context.
When he talks about rrun as a species, Man< pursues the traditional

expresses objective reality

even if true, it is not very informative. It cannot be used to project any
actual feature of human social organizatior1 nor to say how that organization may or may not change. That is, it seems to confront the issue of
humannatureand promisesto tell us whatthat natureis, onlyto provide
a

picture of human nature that is politically irrelevant!

.

I confess I was really perplexed when I read this paragraph. I
cannot agree. While it is true that in classic Marxist works human
s, in fact, take a
I subsystem of
n consider this
position as constituting an elementary factor in the structure of his
Page
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of communism" is its "empiric view, based upon a knowledge of
man's nature." That is, Marx requires a concept of man's nature as
necessary to his own system of thought.

mtheanimal. Inone
[796/,3"1.1, he tells us
imals only when he
alive: "They [menl
distinguish themselves fromanimals as soonas theybegin to produce
their means of subsistence." Since for Marx the dit'ferentiaspecifica of
human behavior is that man alone produces his means of life, it
follows that what he construes as the special capacity enabling such
productiveness is for him the differentiaspecit'ica of man's nature. In
a discussion inCapital on the labor process Marx 17965,7791clearly
states that man's cteative intelligence isthis special capacity. McMurtry
17978,231calls this special property of human nature the capacity of
Perplexing View of Human
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"projective conriousness" which, in brief, is the essence of human
nature underlying man's positive freedom and achieves its truly
For it is in
I aspects of

In

17973,67'1,1.

such creative art (Marx's example is the "composition" of the

writer), both the proiect and its execution are unconstrained by
extrinsic dictate and united in the same productive agent, unlike the
antagonist and unfree forms of almost all historical production.

TIfi

ULTIMATE END of posthistorical communist society is thus,
Marx emphasizes here and elsewhere, to provide those technical and
economic condi tions whereby all men's activit5r can achieve precisely
this status of creative art, whereby all men's proiectiveconsciousness
or "creative dispositions" can seek "absolute elaboration" 17964b,U85]. For Marx, then, Man the Producer is, in the end, Man the Artist.
However, Marx's position by no means rules out the possibility of
collective plans or projects. The operation of such collective projective conriousness can take either of two extremes for Marx: production where the "head" and the "hand" of the social organism altogether "part company'' (extreme division of labor) and become
"deadly foes" [1965^508] or production where the collective laborer is
communist and the plans and execution are performed together. The
former of these forms occupies all previous, class-divided history and
the latter constitutes the "realm of freedom" 179548271, the classless
utopia in which the "heads" and " hands" of all unite in thoroughly
cooperative and non-antagonistic integrated production.
This concept of man's projective conriousness persists throughout Marx's work [see 1 951,75-75; 1964 315 ; 7965,202;7973,7(Xl. Marx's
great emphasis on the influence of specific material conditions upon
men and his correspondingly great scorn for wholly "abstract"
conceptions easily but mistakenly leads to the conclusion that he
reiected general conceptions of man, conceptions of human nature,
altogether.
Marx's famous sixth thesis on Feuerbach is a standard source for
the claim that he rejected altogether the idea of an intrinsic human
nature:
The human essence is no abstraction inherent in each single individual.
In its reality, it is the ensemble of social relations."

However, all that Marx is claiming here is what he claims throughout
his subsequent work, that is, the 'tase," the "structure," the "fotrrl."
the "anatomy," or (as here) the "essence" of human affairs is the
totality of social relations.
He is not opposing a notion of human nature as such,but an
"abstract" version of it. And he is not depriving inherent human
properties of explanatory status, but is sayrng that in reality, in
Page
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practice, the "human essence" is social rather than atomistic.
Marx's concept of human nature-its "species character" of projective consciousness-underlies his indignation at the reduction of
human work to a dictated and "mindless detail task"; his preoccupa-

tion with the profit imperative of the capitalist system 'tlindly''
governing human productive activity, and so on. For Marx to call
something "inhumanl' presumes, of necessity, an idea of what is
"human" and it is difficult to miss Marx's tendengr to employ the
term "inhuman" whenever he sees external circumstances as having
robbed men of the exercise of their creative intelligence. But Marx
construes the nature of man as characterized not only by an essential
capacity to conceive a project and bring it to reality but by a corresponding essential need to do so. Hence we find such phrases as
man's "need for his own realization" [1951,112] and statements
indicating that men are driven to liberate themselves from oppressive

social conditions by a definite need to achieve the freedom for
material self-realization [1954,331].
Marx also makes numerous fleeting references to species needs
for food, clothing, habitation [196a39], sexual relationship [1951,101],
fresh air and sunlight 17965,265A26A651, adequate living and working space [1965A82,657{91], cleanliness of person and surroundings
l'1965,?32,3811, rest from exertion [19 65,232; 527l, variation of activity
17965,Yl,ffi A40AU A881, aesthetic stimulation [195ab 392;7965,2321,
and play 119644591. In The Genn anldeology,Marx says "life involves
before everything else eating and drinking, a habitation, clothing and
many other things. The first historical act is thus the production of the
means to satisfy these needs." Marx explicitly identifies the needs for
"many other things" as ontologically prior to man's "first historical
act."

In the proiectively and executively unconstrained production of
the "realm of freedom," human activity of material self-realization
permits the "reappropriation of the human essence" [1961,102]. In
sum, Marx's concept of man, as his great emphasis on productiory on
revolution and on the epistemology of praxis suggest, is above all
activist. Man for him can no more relinquish his innate drive for
material self-realization than he can cease to be man.
BUT FOR MARXhuman nature is modified in eachhistorical epoch:
"By thus acting on the extemal world and changing it man at the same
time changes his own nature" [1965,1227;md "All history is nothing
but the transformation of human nature" 11966,7281. However, this
transformation is not conceived by him as alteration of man's general
nature. As with human nature in general, human nature as modified
in each historical epoch is considered in terms of capacities and needs,
primarily through the influence of the forces of production. But the
essential capacity and essential need remains the proiective consciousness. Marx's overall concept of man gives the clue to the moral
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content of all his work and his mapr ethical premise: Men ought to
materially realize themselves.
Thus, Man<'s view of hurnan nature is far from irrelevant in

political economy.
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A Letter

Our Man In the History Department
HOW WONDERFUL to receive the new SeN 7 /8 issue. I can't wait
to drop it around my departrnent to see what happens. ([ast time,
some idiot threw it out.) It's not so much the mild taboo on Man<ism
around here as it is the taboo onall philosophy of science. Surprising

how much hostility both scientists and historians of rience show
towards philosophy, though in a myriad of ways.
The practicing scientists think they are rejectingall philosophy of

The older historians of science are considered to be Whigs, a term

of progress toward truth.)
The younger historians are, of course, all irrationalist Kuhnians or
Feyerabendians; rience is an irrational act (and/or put there to
exploit us). Such stupidity.
So you see the uphill struggle that faces us here. The magazine
does come in handy. And this issue should be very helpful. I'm
amazed how much is in it. However,I must be hones[ when I first
glanced at that Althusserianstuff on geology,I saidto myself thatthis
is the kind of thing we don't need. Then I found you had written a
reply. Good!! The exchange of views proved to be very healthy. But
I pin with you in the Manist-Leninistviewpoint that's worlds apart

from Althusse/s.
Keep up the great work.
Undergrad
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Due to the recent death of the publisher/editor, the
future ol Science and Nature is uncertain. We welcome suggestions on the part ol subscribers as to
possibilities for continued publication of this important
journal. Please address suggestions lo:

Lloyd Motz, Pupin Hall, Box 57, Columbia University,
New York, NY 10027 (USA)
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